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ABSTRACT
This is one of a set of five handbooks compiled by

the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory that, describes the
processes for planning and. operating a total experience-based career
education (EBCE) program. Processes and material are those developed
by the original EBCE model--Community Experience in Career Education
4CE).2. The area ,of operations to which this handbOok\is devoted is
management and organization. The first of tbur sections concerns
program-planning and governance, including community - involvement,
surveying potential ,support, meeting legal and 'eduCational
requiremen s0 securing 'program approval, and providing an adequate
base. for icylaking. Section 2 focuses on personael and suggests

anf considerations for recruiting and selecting staff,
determining salaries and benefits, establishing working conditionS,
orienting staff, and providing staff deveiopment.iSection 3. discusses
business management--budgets, finanCial reports, office procedures,
insurance, health and safety provisions, facilities, and
transportation. Section 4 (community relations) suggests strategies
or introduCing EBCE to the community and meeting \the ongoing

infOrmation needs of internal and external audiences. Each section
bas three basic parts: CO preview, including defintion of the EBCE
element discussed, purpoSes and underlying assumpti ns of that

_p to to ow
and -narrative section explaining process behind each step.
Extensive appendixes contain supplementary materials:, an index
the handbooks is also provided. (YLB)-
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AN INTRODUCTION TO EBCE
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) is a fundamentally differenttype of education for secondary students. While students in
traditional progrevm attend full-day classes at the high school,
EBCE students spend a major portion of their time on learning
projects in the community. Activities in EBCE are tailored to
individual needs, abilities, learning styles and goals, and studentsare guided in their learning through ongoing relationships with avariety of working adults in the community.

Through real world interactions with adults, EBCE students learn
about careers, about life, about other people, about themselves.In addition, students learn the basic skills of critical thinking,
fscience, personal and social development, functional citizenship
anil creative development. They gain competence in the skills adultsneed to function effectively in a technological society. They learnto be responsible by helping design their own learning activitiesand by following a set of accountability standards that parallel
the standards working ,adults are expected to, maintain on the job.

Perhaps ortantly, students in EBCE learn how to learn: howto plan leaning activities, how to find and use resources in the
community and how to build on experience. Learning becomes for them
a lifelong 'rocess with its own rewards directly related to each
individual's personal choices and goals.

THE (CE)2 FROG

Since the fall of 1972, a model EBCE program has been operating in
Tigard, Oregon, under the sponsorship and technical assistance of
the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory Ofiela4 and with
funding from the National Institute of Education (NIE). The Tigardversion of EBCE--called Community Experiences for Career Education
or (CE) 2--is a full-time educational

alternative for youth in their
junior and senior high school years. The program serves about 10percent of the eligible student body at Tigard High School.

The majority of student learming\takes place at sites in the southwest
Portland metropolitan area. When students are not pursuing learningactivities in the community, their home base is the (CE) 2 learningcenter. Staff at the learning center are not teachers in the
traditional sense, but facilitators of student learning, helping
students design and follow their own learning plans within a
prescribed curriculum and program completion requirements. Volunteersat community sites serve major support roles in student learning.
Policies for (CE)2 are determined by a board of directors composed
of students, parents, employ '31 labor leaders and school district
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representatives. When students leave (CE)2 they receive a unique
portfolio disolaxing their community experiences and accomplishments,
and upon ,completion of program requirements they receive a standard
diplomarom Tigard High School.
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THE EBCE HANDBOOKS

Based on (CE) 's experiences, NW EL has compiled a five-volume set of
handbooks whiCh detail how to set up and operate anESCE program. These
handbooks represent three years of development, revision and refinement
of the original EBCE model. As with any ongoing program, processes
and materials are continually being.kevised, both at (CE)2 and in
various school districts now implementing all or parts of-the program.

Each of the handbooks is devoted to a particular area of operations:
Mana ement & Organization, Curriculum & Instruction, Etployer/Community_
Resources, Student Services and ProgramEvaluation. A program brochure
complements the handbooks and provides a introduction to EBCE. The
brochure contains general information about the EBCE curriculum, key
program elements and evaluation findings. Contents of the individual
handbooks are summarized below.

MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATION

Mane ement & Cr anization treats overall operational considerationsfor an EBCE program: how such a program is organized, governed,
staffed and made visible to the public and how everyday program
business is managed. The handbook is divided into four sections:

"Program Planning & Governance" outlines the steps for setting
up and operating an EBCE program, including community
involvement in program planning, suggestions for surveying
potential support, meeting legal and educational requirements,
securing 'program approval and providing an adequate base, for
policymaking.

"Personnel" describes the general staff functions that are
needed to operate an EBCE program. It also suggests procedures
and considerations for recruiting and selecting staff,'
determining salaries and benefits, establishing working
conditions, orienting staff and providing staff developmeLt.

"Business Management" discusses such operational details as
budgets, financial reports, office procedures, insurance,
health and safety' provisions, facilities and transportation.

ix
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"Community Relations" suggests strateg troducing ES=
to the community and meeting the ongo:ng info, ration needs of
various audiences, both internal and external, including board
members, staff, students, parents, business and labor, the
educational community and the community-at-large.

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

Cortical struction covers the content and processes of student
learning in CE and the resources a community-based program makes
available to students. There are nine sections to this handbook:

"Curriculum Outcomes" provides basic defigitions of kdy
curriculum elements and describes what students learrywhile in
the programr the section includes general outcome goals and
specific objectives to help staff prescribe for student
performance in three broad areas: Life Skills, Basic Skills
and Career Development.

"Learning Plan Negotiation" fc
individualizing student goal
plans tailored to each studeni
and learning style. Topics ii
requirements', accountability
site analysis and negotiation)

ruses on techniques for
etting and prescribing learning
s needs, interests, abilities
this section include program

tandards, assessment, learning
of learning activities.

"Career Explorations" destribes planning and implementation
steps for students' first experiences at workplaces in the
local community..

"Projects" describes planning and implementation steps for
developing individualized learning contracts with each student
that combine activities in Life Skills, Basic Skills and
Career Development.

"Learning & Building Levels" describes planning and
implementation steps for more extensive student involvement in
projects and skill development activities at workplaces in the
community.-

"Competencies" descicibes planning and implementation procedures
for insuring that students acquire the essential survival
skills needed to function in today's society.

"Student Journals" describes planning and plementation
procedures for encouraging student use o journals as a means

oof reflecting n personal experiences and buildingtrust
relationships with staff.
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"Employer Seminars" describes planning and Implementation step_ s
for utilizing community representatives in large group student
seminars on important career development topics and issues.

"Learning Resources" describes SCE's approach to using the
'community as a vast resource for student learning and-details
procedures for finding, accessing and -4 learning resources.

EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Employer/CommulAILTm22Eps treates the establishment, maintenance

-II

and use of the network of employer and community sites at which
most student learning activities take place. This handbook
consists ofthree-Sections:

"Site'Recruitment"-details procedures for involving employers
and other COmmunity sitejpersonnel in theERCE program. Topics
include the role and fun-tions of the employer instructor,
estimating the necessary number and tyoes of sites, incentives
for participating in EBCE, identifying and contacting potential -

learning sites and adding ites to the network.

foyer instructor DevelOpment" describes how participating
sonnet are prepared, for EBCE responsibilities.' The-

.rvfocuses on planning and conducting development sessions
to givesite personnel the information and training they need

work-effectively with studehts,

(SiteUtilization e use mmemployer and community
volunteer's and sitento: yei student learning. Included
are procedures' for isseSsing -t potential of-
individual

he educational rtential o
individual site's:(learning'site analysis), supporting employer
instructors as they work with students (site maintenance) and
exchanging information among staff and between staff and site
personnel, as well taff resoonsibilities for working with
site personnel.

STUDENT SERVICES

StudentServices covers consi erations a41 procedures for admitting
students to the program, keePii;tg records of student work,
credentialing students when they leave th program and supporting
individual student growth. The T .handbook, s divided into three
sections:

xi
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"Program Entry/Exit" details alternatives for enrolling students
in the EBCE program and preparing thet-for a new type Of
education. Topics discussed in this section include criteria
and timelines for student recruitment and-selection, recruitment
presentations, selection procedures, orientation sessions,
transfer into and out of the program and program completion.

"Student Records" covers Procedures and considerations-for
collecting, recording, interpreting and reporting information
on student progress through the EBCE program. Sample forms are
displayed, including a student credential that provides a
permanent record of student performance consistent with the
individualized nature of EBCE. The'section also includes a
discussion of the confidentiality of student records.

"Guidance" concerns those services, processes and interactions
than help students understand and benefit from their individual
-experiences. This section includes discussion of program year
action zones, the student accountability system, zone progress
meetings, zone debriefings and referral to outside agencies.

PROGRAM EVALUATION

The Er2gram Evaluation handbook contains two sections:

An "OVerview" sets the background for understand ng EBCE
evaluation and how it relates to other elements of the program.
.A glossary of key evaluation and EBCE terms used in this handbook
is provided.

"Steps to Follow" organizes the evaluation process into an easy-
to-follow sequence of steps. The checklist which begins this
section provides a useful guideline for the busy evaluator,
administrator or program staff member. Each step in the checklist
is keyed to a portion of the following narrative, which supplies
details and discussion for each point.

I
Student Services and Program Evaluation also include sections of
appropriate reproducible materials which school disricts may duplicate
and use in their own EBCE programs.
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HOW TO USE THE HANDBOOKS

The EBCE handbooks are designed for easy access to "how-to-do-it"
information. Each handbook section.has three basic parts:

1. The PREVIEW (colored page at the beginning of each
section) includes a definition of the element of EBCE
discussed in the section, he purposes and underlying
assumptions of that progratielement and the -people
involved in delivering that portion of EBCE. The
Preview may also include a Statement of_the
relationship between that program element and other
aspects of EBCE.

2.1 STEPS TO FOLLOW is a colored page suggesting a step-
by-step sequence for planning and implementing the
program element.,

A NARRATIVE SECTION Con white paper) exploit's the
_process behind each step. Tnis section usually
contains background information based on (CE)2's
experiences and may suggest alternative courses of
action. CROSS-REFERENCES guide the reader to related
material located elsewhere in the handbooks.

Each handbook also has APPENDICES of materials to supplement the
information in the handbook, and an INDEX for all the',handbooks
to help users locate information.

it
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TIMELINE FOR ElEle PLANNING

xi v

Activities

1: Attend EKE awareness presentations

2. Prepare EBCE information materials

select and orient planning group

4.1 Attend training session

'5. Conduct survey of community interest

6. Preparm,lirst draft b'udget and staffing plan

. 7. BegArrpresentations. to key groups

B. Secure initial employer:commitments

9., Designate - support system needs

Prepare curriculum design,

11. Design student recruitment proced

12. Prepare evaliation design

13. Prepare overall management plan

14.' repare final, budget and staffing plan

15. secure planning group approval of total plan

16. ,secure school board approval

17, cure state agency approval

IR. Establish formal advisory-group

'19. Select staff

29.. Select students

21. Select:EBCE facility

22. Orient new staff

23. Begin signup for specific employer sites

24.. Occupy EBCE facility

125. Attend training session

26. Finalize curriculum delivery sys

27. Establish student services system

26. Finalize management System

29. Obtain/print supplies, materials, or

30. Begin program

This planning timeline lists key activities in
preparing to operate an EBCE program. Details,
on'activities can be found in the EnCE
hanMooks developed by NWREL, as referenced on
the following page. Information about

,.training sessions,is also available. from NWREL.
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TIMELINE REFERENCES

Each EBCE handbook backs up the general planning timeline
with details and facilitating steps, as referenced below:

TIMELINE STEPS HANDBOOK TITLE & SECTION

3, 5, 15-18

13, 14, 28

2,

g, 23

9, 21, 29

10, 26.

11, 20, 27

12

19, 22 ,

a ement & Or ainzation,
ram Planning & Governance"

a ement & Or anization,

"Program Planning & Governance,"
"Personnel," "Business Management"

Mena ement & Organization,
"CommUnity. Relations"

EmloyeriCommunity Resources,
"Site Recruitment"

Mena ement & Organization,
"Business Management"

Curriculum & Instruction

student Services

Evaluation

Mena ement & Organization,
"Personnel"

XV.
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PROGRAM PLANNING & GOVERNANCE

Program planning and governance outlines steps to follow in
deciding if EBCE is _or you, tailoring the program to the
needs of your community, securing necessary approval and
establishing a poliCymaking structure that permits EBCE
decisions to be based on the input of those who directly
and consciously_represent all participants.

PURPOSES OF THIS DISCUSSION

1. establish a reasonable sequende of events to guide school
districts in planning, implementing and governing an EBCE
program

suggest Procedures for aom nunity involvement in EBCE planning

encourage active', formalized community involvement in
policymaking decisions

summarize operational policies and procedures at an EBCE
governing body should consider to manage and-administer the
program effectively

ASSUOTIONSABOIST_PLANNIND & GOVERNANCE FOR EBCE

New EBCE programs, should allow adequate planningitime to clarify
program goals, organization and operational:policies.

The time required for planning may vary from site site, but the
process should proceed in logical steps,-recognizing that some
decision points take more time than others._

'here is no single set of policy decisions that will automatically
ensure the successful.. development and operation of EBCE.

Education, employer, labor and community representatives who are
active participants '.in the program must have a voice in-policymaking
to keep, the program responsiVe to the needs of participants and
the community.

To effectively deliver community-based learning, an EBCE,program
must have its own identity; planners will shape that ''dentity as
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they make decisions regarding how the program will be governed,
where it will be housed and its relationship to other educational
services of the district.

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

Program planning may be initiated by school administrators, teachers,
parents or other members of a community. Whatever its beginnings,
planning must involve the team efforts of school district decision
makers and teachers working with a community planning group. ff
possible, the individual who is to serve program administrator
should be involved in planning from the b inning.

Subsequent decision making about progr=am operations should combine
the polioymaking responsibilities. of the 22Emilljlz,71y with the
communi perspectives of an advise '_group, the ivnaement talents
of the .inistrator and the perceptions of the program
staff.

'RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER PROGRAM ELEMENTS

"Program Pia ning & Goys nance parallels the timeline on page xiv.
That timeline however, pLteLa school board has made some
commitment to Program pinning, whereas this ss,-tion begins with a
few earlier.conSideratin-x, that help to determine'if resources
should, be committed tO- I rcgr planning.

This section addresses st-step" issues that mark the beginning
points'forthe total of Awl thifore -e ,, section a .

special relationship to all ' EWE harld.r)

"Program Plamning '

many sequences that are e:aboray
Organiatian sectionS- Fer exa0 rl""7

is mentioned as an esgential element ih
the actual factors that must he 'cow.i::,ltred in

2ginnings of

to a budget'
ftaing pocess, but
drafting an EKE

budget are spelled out in "Business Management" and staffing plans_
are discuss in "PerFon.ol," SimilarlY4 -"Program Planning &
Governance" and "Comunit wy Relation both deal with community
involvement, but from diflerent vantage points--one focusing on
community planning And input deciSion making, the other offering
suggestions for gaining and sustaining cOmmunity support.



Steps to Follow

SETTING THE STAGE'.FOR'PROGRAM PLANNING

U
a

planning & Governance

/.

Determine general school district interest in
EBCE concepts and applicability for district

Seek school board c&-- fitment to EBCE planning

BRINGING THE COMMUNITY INT PLANNING

a Identify coordinator f program planning

El]Outline sequence of a.tivities for involving
community in program planning

U Select and orient community -based planning group

Survey potential employer/community support and
available.resources for student learning

;COMPLETING THE PLANN* PROCESS

U

10

Consider options for EBB governance and operation

Identify state require for operating alternative
educational programs /

Prepare first draft=p ogram budget,and identify
available resources for programjunding

Prepare final' draft of budget and secure planning
group endorsement of proposed program

ADOPTING THE PROGRAM

Gain formal program. approval

page

7

13

15

17

21

25

-27

29

31

Establish procedures for governing program-wi h
adequate participant representation and input to
policymaking

-Establish policies relating to all aspects
Program operation 40
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Settirig the Sage for Program Planning

Determine general school. district interest in EBCE
concept and applicability for district

SCHOOL DISTRICT INVOLVEMENT

In all but a private school situation, EBCE must be offered through
or conjunction with a school district or districts. District
involvement is essential to provide the program with students and
the ,necessary framnwork and support services for program approval
and operation.

Initial interest in EBCE may come from school administrators,
individual school board members or community members. No' matter
who first considers the program worth investiOting, school
district decision makers must be brought into the planning process.
The district superintendent, -other key staff members (for example,
vocational or career education director, assistant superintendent
for curriculum development and high school' principal) and school
board members must become aware of'EBCE and interested in its
potential if program planning is to proceed.

APPLICABILITY OF THE PROGRAM!'

Whether EBCE is applicable for a com unity or not depends on three
basic considerations:

Student need. As district administrators consider
whether to commit themselves to EBCE planning, they
should assess learner needs and potential student
interest in-the,program and consider EBCE in relation
to existing district programs. They should inspect
program philosophy. and characteristics and reach
agreement 9n what the program could add to the
district in helping to ,meet the needs ofall students.

Compatibilit_ with district goals, EBCE's conceptual
foundation and the basicfeatures distinguishing it
from other educational Programs (for example, use of-
ommunity resources, individualized and poronalized
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instruction experiential learning) should be
critically inspected to gauge the compatibility of
the program with existing school district goals.

Comiaunity resources. Determining a/Community's
willingness to provide a'variety of/learning
experiences for students will require community input
and occupy, the major portion of program-planning
(see Item 6, pages 21-23),,but diStrict administrators
can make some preliminary, Considered judgments about
the suitability of their community for such a program.
They can take a look at such factors as the community's
openness to alternative and innovative educational
programs, diversity of employers, large and, small, and
opportunities for varied typis of community experiences.
The location of smaller communities in relation to
metropolitan 'areas may also/be a factor in ability to
provide a diversity of /earning experiences.

Thinking through thpse factors will help school administrators
decide if EBCE shaAld be investigated further for possible
implementation. This is just atfirst reading" of,the program in
relation to the. district. If the program seems ,feasible, planning
should proceed in earnest, as outlined on the pages that follow.

CROSS - REFERENCES

The EWE Program Overviewpacket provides an initial discussion of
basic program concepts,/distinguishing features and curriculum
elements to aid decision makers in their assessment of program
applicability to phe'gistrict. The Overview also includes a
comparison of EBCE to//a few selected educational alternatives,
rects readers to the handbooks for background in a;1 aspects of

the program and provides a bibliography of'references pertinent
to student needs. /I

The "Curriculum/Outcomee section of Curriculum .5 Instruction,
pages 3-35, provides a guide to general program design that can
hel: administrators assess compatibility with district goals.



Seek school board co

Planning & Govern (Item 2)

nt to EBCE planning

grogram planning should be preceded by some kind of school board
commitment that reinforces the district's interest in the EBCE
concept and its potential for the community. The school board
should publicly exprets its willingness to commit resources to'a
formalized investigation of the program. This commitment should
'result from general awareness af EBCE on the part of district
administrators, and it should lead to appointment of a community
planning group to give the district an indication of potential
employer/community support for the program.

EBCE could be introduced by the district superintendent at a
regular school board meeting. The foDlowing points about the
program should be emphasized:

1. the broad definition of "careers" encompassed by
experience-based career education and the comprehensive
nature of the program

2. the program's compatibility with state requirements
for high school graduation

the various roles that community members play in
Ahe program

it

the learning nature of the program, as opposed to job
training

5. benefits to program participants -- students and
community members alike

If school administrators have already identified some opinion
leaders in the community who suppart the concept--influential
parents and, representatives of business andjabor, for instance- -
one or two of these individuals might be asked to express, their
interest to the board. Remember, too, that there may be members
of the public attending the board meeting who are hearing about
EBCE for the first time, and board discussion will constitute.
the first general public presentation on the program.

CROSS-REFERENCE

See "Community Relations," pages 243-147, for suggestions
concerning introducing EBCE to the public.
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Winging th0 Com triunity into Planning.

Identify coordinator program planning

A district coordinator of EFICE planning should be identified as
early as possible so the whole planning process can be carefully1-,

managed. The coordinator should have access to the school district

1.1

administration to keep the district fully informer about planning
progress and s ould serve as a member of the community-based
planning group that will provide citizen inpdt to program.
development (see Item 5, pages 17-20).

Functions of a Coordinato-

The coordinator will play a pivotal role as liaison between the
planning group and school district and as an advocate of the prograM
in the community. There should bee. district EBB planning
committee, as well as the citizen grdup, .ta shape
management and operational details for the -ogram--budget staffin
curriculum, ..student recruitment and_-,:VP forth

The coordinator will be responsible 'for combining community and
district input.to program planning.. This person could lead
district EBCE committee and serve as.executive secretary to the
community planning group, presenting options for the group to
consider relative to program development, preparing agendasi.
convening meetings, seeing that materials are drafted and revised,
making arrangements for community contacts and so forth. The
coordinator could also be respOnsible for seeing that a complete
and accurate record is,kept\of all rogram planning.

Relationship to the Program Administrator Role

Although-appointment of a permanent program,administrator will not
be ,possible until all planning steps have been completed and the
decision has been made-to "go"with,the program, the planning
coordinator might be a'logical choice for the administrator, having
gained valuable experience and visibility in the community through
the planning process. School officials should consider this when
designating the planning coordinator. The coordinator should have
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,an easy rapport with business and labor leaders in the community
\and possess the leadership and management skills that would be
desir le in a program adminiStrator.

CROSS-REFERENCES

See page 148 of "Community Relations" for a discussion of the
qualities and characteristics that are generally recommended for
persons who will be representing the program in the community.

See also "Personnel," pages 61-63, for criteria reccmrr nded for the
program administrator.
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Outline sequence of activities for involving community in
program planning

Successful installation of EBCE depends on community interest in the
program and willingness to support it by providing experiences and
resources for student learning. Consequently, school board approval
to operate the program must be preceded by early and continuous
citizen involvement in program planning, and the process of
involVing thecommunity must be well-organized and'managed.

SUGGESTED CHRONOLOGY FOR COMMUNITY PLANNINGr

Citizen involvcment should begin with informal discussions between
school district officials and selected individuails in, the community.
It should then proceed to formation of a commdhity planning group
And more formalized citizen input to planning, follows:

1. The district superintendent and school board-appoint
a planning group cf individuals representing business,
labor, parents, student-S,:school district administrators
and teadhers;, the planning group is asked to conduct a
survey of community support and available resources for
student learning and to recommend specific program

details to the school board.

The planning group conducts informational meetings
with various.community groups and asks a growing number
of individuals to contribute their ideas to program
planning and to indicate their in:erest in program
participation.

The planning group presents its recommendations to the
local school board and the board is asked to approve
the program for operation in the district.

These steps are important to the installation of your program.
They. assume an awareness of the program on the part ,of school
district decision makers; they also assume school board commitment
to program planning.

Timing of Steps in the:Planning-Process.'

Community input to program planning should be timed to coincide
with other critical steps in the planning process (see the timeline

15.
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on page xiv). For example, planning group recommen4tions and the
final board decision to implement the program should1irecede
district budget planning, which usually occurs in November or
DeceMber. School people should also be developing proposed program
details --curriculum design, staffing. plan, student recruitment
procedures, overall management plan and so, forthwhile the
planning group is surveying community interest in the program.

CROSS -RE ERENCE

Although the above chronology represents one interpretation of how
a community might be involved in program planning, it has been
based on the experiences of (CE) 2, or recommendations stemming from
those experiences,' and parallels subsequent items' in "Program
Planning & Governance." See Items 5 and - 6, pages l7 -23, and Item
1, page 33, for details on carrying out this suggested chronology.
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,Select and orient Community-based punning group

A community planning group should be appointed by the superintendent
or school board to survey community interest in EBCE and recommend
basic program details.

You need to involve Community representatives in setting up an EBCE
program because the success of the program depends on its
responsiveness to local needs and the availability of community
resources,: employers and employees, work settings, equipment and
materials. These resources can be accessed best by those who-are
actively involved in the communitywho represent the human
resources upon which the program will depend.

A planning group can tap the opinions, views, values and desires
of the groups it represents; it is also a visible and somewhat
formal means for doing so. It gets'the information you need and
helps people see that you value and want community inpUt. The
planning group essentially becomes the backbone of future program
operationt and, is your most direct means of assuring that,your
EBCE program will reflect the thinking of your community.

PLANNING GROUP MEMBERSHIP

The planning group should be broadly representative of the community
and those who would be involved in EBCE--business, labor, parents,
students and the school district. It should include selected
community leaders and key people from major businesses in the
communitylarge companies, for example, that encompass diverse
occupations and city or county service agencies and administrative
offices. It should also include the school district's EBCE
planning cooranator, who might serve as executive secretary to
the group (see Item 3, page 13).

Planning group membershi should be weighted in favor of working
adults in the community, both management and labor, who have
individual potential for providing sites for student learning and
identifying additional sites. Business representatives on the
(CE)2 planning group, for example,' composed 75 percent of the total
membership. Within this general category, large and small concerns,
several types of businesses and public service agencies were
represented.

17
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Characteristics should be determined for the individuals who will
be asked to.serve on the group. Should those individuals be highly
visible leaders in the community who can bring the program into
the spotlight and influence people to support it? Should they
represent various community special interests? Should they be
individuals in the community who are interested in educational
alternatives and in making.them a reality?

Membership on your planning group will probably include a
combination of all the above. ']he fact that people "wear more
than one hat" in their,civic life--that an employer can also be an
opinion leader in the community; for example, or that a parent can
also represent'a group such as the Chamber of Commerde--can help
you achieve a broad representation of viewpoints without having too
many members on-the group.

The (CE)2 planning group ranged in size from 15 to 20. It included
employers in insurance, banking, manufacturing,-retail sales and the
medical profession; representatives of city government, the chamber
of Commerce, labor, the school district and a neighboring community
college; and parent and student representatives.

IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUALS FOR HE GROUP

Citizens to help plan EBcE may be identified in many ways--through
personal referrals, business directories, the memberships of
business, professional and service organizations and so forth,.
School board members, themselves active community participants-,
should be able to recommend key people. School administrators, ;tbo,
will have valuable contacts through their memberships in civic and
service organizations. In addition, persons who have retired from
business and labor and remained active in community life may have
both time and invaluable experience to offer to program planning.

Labor offices can recommend individuals for the plan Ang group, and
so can your.. local Chamber of Commerce office., In Oregon, Associated
Oregon Industries has invited superintendents to contact them for
names of people in their own business community who Would like to
participate in citizens' advisory committees or serve as community
resources in career - related programs. (Contact Ivan Congleton,
1149 Court Street-NE, Salem, Oregon 97301; telephone 588-0050).

(CE)2 planners asked the Tigard school superintendent to recommend
key busin6ss, labor and community members to form the nucleus of a
planning group. The state superintendent of public instruction was
also asked to suggest the nameF f leaders in management, labor and
education who might aid in EBC yvelopment. In addition to word-
of-mouth referrals, (CE)2 planners considered the internal
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organization of the City of Tigard and the lines of .interaction
between the mayor, city council and city administration to determine
key contacts in city, government.

Contacting and Organizing Group Members

Candidates for the planning group should be contacted and their
agreement to serve secured before public announcement of their
appointment is,made. The school board' -s or superintendent's charge
to -the group should include a clear explanation of the group's
functions, and appointment of the group should be a matter of
public record. The group should then be convened to select its own
officers, and a recorder and executive Secretary should be
identified.

WHAT THE PLANNING GROUP CAN DO

The community planning group should be given a specific role in
investigating the program for the district. Members could be
appointed as lay researchers and consultants who report back to the p
board or superintendent the information on which decision-making
will be based. They could become the school board's "right hand"
in planning-virtually all aspects of the program and advising the
board on policies for its operation. They might be asked td help
establish liaison with the community and its. constituents and map
out strategies for developing-the initial employer network.

Agendas for the group's meetings could consist of raising and
answering legal and governance questions and programmatic issues
and planning strategies for expanding and strengthening the
community resource base for the program. The planning group could
also study related aspects of program planning, such as location
of the program's learning center (see options in Appendix A and
also pages 121-128) and student transportation needs (see page 129

The planning group can play a major role in convincing local
district taxpayers, parents and students that EB would be a
valuable alternative for students in the district. Although the
group's stated task may be to survey community support, the kinds
of meetings it holds, presentations it makes and community input
it seeks will actually serve to generate support, and meMbersof
the planning group should be aware of their influence on future

. program implementation.
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Role of the (CE)2 Planning Group

The (CE)2 planning group was involved in developing all aspects of
the program until it became a legal entity and a board of directors
was created--also with planning group assistance--to assume full
program control. The planning group's recommendations' impacted
every aspect of the program, from its curriculum to the policies
regarding student activities at employer/community sites. The group
surveyed the community regarding logistics, facilities, learning
settings and community attitudes and values so the EBCE model could
be "localized" and adapted effectively. It helped to determine the
actual configuration of the pilot model and to identify strategies
for implementation.

20
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Survey potential employer/comm
resources for student .learning

y support 0 available

One of the most important steps in deciding if EBCE is suitable for
your community is to ask community members directly how they feel
about the concept and whether they would be willing to support it

iby participating in student learning. The planning group should
survey a representative number of employers and citizens to
determine whether the community generally supports the notion of
experience-based career education and is willing to try it.

It should be noted that this survey is not recruitment of employers
and community resource personi in the formal sense, even though
some of these same persons may eventually be among those who will
want to provide studentlearning. The survey of employer and
community people and sites is intended rather to elicit general
indications of

1. support of the EBCE-concept from key co
representing both labor and management

y groups

availability and potential commitment of adequate
community resources to accommodate the anticipated
number-of students in the program

community acceptance of student educational
-activities occurring daily outside the schdol
building

The extent and nature of these indications will form the essential
background against which detailed operational policies will be
writteil. Discussions of the program with individuals will help to
foster community understanding that learning experiences, not job
skill training, are the essential and primary reason for use of
employer and community sites, that students in the program will
not be paid for their activities on learning sites and that
employers and community resource people will have access to pro
sponsored orientation and development sessions.

IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS

Personal recommendations are always a good starting point in
identifying individuals to contact. (CE)2 planning group members
began by suggesting their own acquaintances in the community.
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They referred also to the list of names compiled by the
superintendent of schools during planning group formation, the
names of individuals who had expressed interest in the .program
following earlier presentations to lodal business and labor
organizations and suggestions' from the manager of the Chatber of
Commerce. Through these sourcesand suggestions from community
Members themselvesplanners were,able to identify, contact and
interview well over 100 business And community representatives.

City business license bureaus can'provide the names and addresses
of all individuals or groups registered to do business in a
community. The local Chamber of Commerce, on the other hand, can
usually provide not only a directory of local'businesseS but also
more personalized information from officials who are familiar with
community employers and the particulars of their operations. In
larger metropolitan areas, formalized directory services (Contacts
Influential, for example) are available. These sources list firms
and personnel in the area alphabetically in various ways--by firm
name, kind of business, the names of key executives and so forth.

Among the individuals identified for planning group contact might
be editors, publishers and managers of radio and television
stations in the ,community. 'These individuals are often opinion
leaders and could lend valuable assistance to'program planning and
implementation.

Community Organizations, Students, Parents and Teachers

Key groups for presentations include business, professional and
service organizations such es the local Chamber of Commerce, boards
of trade, Rotary, Kiwanis and Lions. Groups such as these can
provide influential support on specific issues and many maintain
standing committees on education. Labor unions also have a high
stake in good public education and are valuable allies.

While the planning group's survey is primarily to get an early
reading of the potential employer/community support for EBCE and
availability of learning sites, a secondary effect can be to
garner general program support from groups with special interest
in education. Planning group contacts should include introductory
presentations to groups such as local teacher organizations and -
high school students, parents and staff. Administrators of other
community-based and career education programs in the district
should be contacted, too, to help generate an understanding of EBCE
and a spirit of cooperation in meeting the needs of all students.
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GAINING AN INDICATION OF SUPPORT

After identifying key program contacts, the planning group and
coordinator should arrange individual or group meetings with these
"others" to estimate how interested the community would be in EBCE.
These early discussions allow program planners to ask individuals
how they feel about program concepts, listen to the reactions,
comments and questions of community members and ascertain if they
would be willing to support the program. 'Whey_ also allow program
planners to

1. seek the names of additional people including company
supervisors who can be contacted for actual employer
site recruitment

seek-suggestions for program implementation--ways they
perceive the program working in the community

3. let individuals know how they actively involved
in program planning

Involving Program Supporters

People interested in the program need a clear understanding of the
next steps in program planning and how they might be involved.
Program representatives could provide individuals with a checklist
oi postcard on which they can indicate their interest in such things
as being on a mailing list for materials on program progress or
their(willingness to contact others in the community to encourage
support for EBCE or participate as an employer, site_ The EBCE
planning coordinator should have a good system for recording
community survey efforts so that contacts and expressions of interest
can be retrieved when the program begins formal site recruitment.

CRCI S- MENGES

".Community Relations," page 151, offers suggestions for introducing
the program to key community individuals' and groups.

"Si to Recruitment" in Employer/community Resources provides
information on how the informal community survey of interest can
lead to actual learning site recruitment. Pages 16 and 52 suggest
procedures for drawing on the records of the community survey to
_begin site recruitment, and pages 19-22 offer suggestions for
estimating the number of learning sites needed for each student
your program.
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Completing the. Planning Propess

1

I, Consider options for EBCE governance and operation

programs should have,a strong identity within their communities
to function effectively as community-based learning experienceS,
and the choices that are made regarding governance and operational
framework will be major factors in determining program identity.-
EBCE planners should consider how they want their program/to be
viewed--that is, how separate or how much_ a part ,:: the-regular
district program it will be. In shaping this identity, they will
be making choices in. three major areas:

1. Governance. The governing structure rrus. guarantee
citizen /participant input to policies and decisions.
Depending on its structure, the prograut could be
governed h' the local school board, with the
assistat of an EBCE advisory board, or it (Could be
governed by its own separate board of directors,
similar to (CE)2. There are other options as well,
such aS.operating the program as a consortium among
several distticts or under the direction qff a county
edudational agency, or establishing the program as a
private school operated by a consortium or corporation
independent any school district.

2. Program. The program should be identifiable as a
unique educational offering meeting specific student
needs. The one degree of separateness essential to
EBCE is tie fact that learning is delivered in and
through the community rather than in a classroom.
With that basic concept as a given, Program planners
can decide to offer the educational' services of EBCE
as part of a district's regular program or as an
alternative to the regular pro'gram. The choice is
primarily a matter of district preference within the
parameters of state regulations for educational
programs (see the following Item 8)

Facility. The program-could be housed on an existing
high school campus or it could be housed in a separate
facility in the community. planners should be aware
that location of the learning center will have an impact
on student transportation needs (see page 129) and also
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on community perceptions of the program (see pages
124-125 and 150) .

CBOSS-REFEBENCES

Appendix A offers a brief anlysis of two options for the governance
of an EBCE programoperation by a school board and operation as a
private nonprofit corporation--and the related issues of locating
the program's learning center on campus or in the community.

Item 12, pages 35 -39, gives details for governing the program by
the local school board, with an EBCE advisory group. It also
describes the (CE)2 modeloperation of the Program as a private,
nonprofit corporation with its own board of directorS.
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Identify state requirements for operating alternative
educational programs

STATE-LEVEL PROGRAM APPROVAL

State departments of education generally allow districts latitude
in determining educational alternatives that meet minimum standards
for high school graduation. Program planners should contact state
education officials concerned with accreditation for help in
determining the guidelines that alternative programs must meet
within their state. These guidelines will relate primarily to
curriculum and attendances

The EBCE curriculum must either meet minimum standards
for high school graduation or be adopted as an
alternative to those standards.

2. The programs will have to comply with state requirements
for student attendance or receive a special waiVer in
this area, depending on the state's provisions for
interpreting student learning activities at community
sites in terms of attendance requirements. (It should
be noted that EBCE has very specific student
accountability standards and guidelines regarding how
students spend their time at learning sites; the program
al3o has detailed procedures for recording attendance.)

There will also be teacher certification requirements and
operational standards applicable to your program.

Examples of State Requirements

In Oregon, (CE)2 originally qualified for state approval under
a provision for pilot or experimental programs. That approval
was appropriate during the program's developmental stages, but
newly'instituted state requirements for graduation now allow
districts many alternatives in designing local programs, including
granting credit on the basis of demonstrated competence and
providing for off-campus study. EBCE programs can now be adopted
by Oregon districts as alternatives within their standard school
programs.

EBCE sites in other states have encountered virtually no difficulty
in Meeting state graduation requirements. In Washington, for
example, state board regulations allow local waiver of all but the
U.S. History requirement when an alternative learning experience is
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provided. For EBCE, this means that districts would file plans
stating how students will meet the U.S. History re4uirement if

ey have not met it prior to entering the program_

In regard to student attendance, Washington sites must have
tten program plan for each student on file with their school

district. The plan includes objectives, major teaching and
learning activities, a schedule for completion of these activities
nd a description of how off-campus experience will be supervised,

evaluated and recorded by Certificated staff.

LEGAL ISSUES

School distria, adopting EBCE are finding that existing provisions
cover the legal needs of the program or can readily meet these needs,
once they are identified (providing liability coverage for students,
school, governing board and participating employers, for example) -

The (CE)2 planning group had the assistance of an attorney to answer
legal guestionsand help with formation of'the corporation. As
development of (CE)2 continued, a systematic effort was begun to
identify legal issues relating to the program and ways to deal with
them. This effort resulted in a manual (see Appendix B) to help
administrators in Oregon school districts implement the model.

The manual is not a "do-it-yourself" law course but is designed as
a guide for school administrators to help identify legal
requirements. Although specific to Oregon, it should be read by
administrators in other states as well to gain an understanding of
the legal questions that may be involved. Variations from one site
to another will naturally require modification of the procedures
and sample contracts presented, and districts are urged to seek
legal assistance in interpreting the requirements of their own=
programs.

CROSS-REFERENCES

In addition to the detailed legal considerations outlined in
Appendix B, readers may refer to "Business Management," pages 116-117,
for information on the liability coverage established for the (CE)2
corporation and program participants.

Procedures for recording student attendance are explained in
"Student Recor " Student Sekvices, Item 11.
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Prepare first draft program budget and identify available
resources for program funding

School districts should examine their own resources to see_if the
program can be supported with .existing monies. Many new sites are
finding that they can begin the program with the resources at hand.
EBCE operating costs are comparable to other educational programs;
the critical factor is the district's willingness to reallocate
funds to make room for the program.

A tentative prOgram budget may be projected on
major items:

number students the program will serve

basis of seven

2. number of staff necessary to support them

compensa n for staff

4. facilities needed

5. transportation

6. learning materials and equipment

insurance - co rage for program and particip

If districts need supplementary funding to operate the program,or
if the program will be operated similarly to (CE)2 and require a
separate funding base, planners should investigate some of the
following resources:

1. private foundation funds (for example, Danforth,,
Kellogg, Ford, Mott, E.C. Brown Trust, Kettering)

2. state department of-education resources -- possibilities
such as career education grants, reimbursement for
student transportation, federal grants through the
state to exeMplary programs

contractual arrangements with other districts for the
education services of the program, perhaps including
tuition for nonresident students, area education
district reimbursement for services and so forth

federal funds available through local, districts for
students>enrolled in state-approved programs
(occupational, vocational or career education, for example)
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"disadvantaged" and "handicapped" monies earmark6d
under the Vocational Education At essentially for
"preparation" (vocational) prograns for the
handicapped

6. ESE Title III funds for 'further devel6pment of some
innovativeaspect of your program (for example, the
learning.irtanager concept, a new kind, of "counselor,"
a' learning, site developer)

private funds derived through a consortium or
corpOration governing and operating the program
independently from-a school diiirict

Theremay be other potential sources of fundipg, as well. These
Are only suggestions to stimulate y9ur thinking.

CRS' - REFERENCES

Pages' 96799 of "Business Management!! present a detailed analysis
of special budget considerations for EBCE programs. Insurance
needs for EBCE are discussed on pages 115-117, as well.

Sde "Personnel," pages 47-49 and 8 -60, for assistance in
determining a staffing pattern and estimating the number of staff
needed for your program, Page 72 presents some salary
considerations.

Staffing alterna ives are also icussed in. Appendix F,
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Prepare final draft of budget and secure planning group
endorsement of proposed program

Planning for your EBCE program should be proceeding on two levels,
surveying community interest and support and, at the same time,
working out details concerning program management and operation--
budgeting, curriculuM planning, staffing, student recruitment and
so forth (see the Limeline on page xiv).

When the planning group assures itself that community interest is
sufficient to support the progra.a and when financial resources have
been identified and program details outlined, the program is well-
defined enough to be ratified by the planning group and presented
to the school board for'approval.

S-_ FERENCE

See Item 3, page 13, regarding the role the planning coordinator
should play in managing the planning process and combining
community and school district input.
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Adopting the Program

Gain formal program approval

SCHOOL BOARD APPROVAL

EBCE can be added to a school district's curriculum with or withc-it
fanfare; the program can be approved by a district according to the
procedures used for any new instructional effort. It is important
to consider, however, that as a community-based program it should
be established-on a firm base of citizen understanding and support.
Districts will haVe gained citizen input to program planning through
the activities of the planning group, and this citizen input should
be publicly acknowledged as part of the foundation upon which the
school board makes its decision to,offer the program to students.

There are various ays in which this citizen input can be shared
with the public. The planning group could draft a report of its
activities for the school board, together with proposed program
details and a recommendation for board adoption. This report
could be presented at a' regular board meet ng by the superintendent
grid one or two citizen representatives of the planning group. The
u11 report could be available to interested community members on
eguest and a summary of the planning group's major points and

recommendations distributed to citizens attending the school board
meeting.

If a resolution is drafted.for board approval of the program, the
resolution could include appointment of the program administrator
and establishment of an advisory group representing program
participants (see the following Item 12)

Tigard School Board Adoption of (CE)2

The Tigard school board formally approved the (CE)2 model at a
regular board meeting, follOwing approximately three months of
program planning. The program was approved on a pilot basis, for
ensuing school year, contingent on approval y the Oregon Board of
Education. The formal resolution, unanimously adopted by board
members, made reference to the governance structure under which the
program would be orated and the basic relationship of the Tigard
district to the program.
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Presentation of the-(CE)2 proposal to the Tigard board was made
with accompanying transparencies to illustrate (a) experience and
learning activities for the typical ESCE student, (D) the program's
approach to study in e specific areaPhysics was used as an
example--and (o) program requirements and their correlation with,
state standards for high school graduation.

STATE APPROVAL

In-most cases, districts will not need formalized state approval to
adopt EEICE as part of their curriculum (see Item S, page 27), but
districts may wish to confer informally with state ficials to
analyze the program in relation t minimumstateirequirements for
high school graduation. School officials will naturally want to
assure themselves that students will not be jeopardizing their
educational standing by participating in ESCE7-that the students
will be able to obtain credentials from the program that are
credible and transferable and receive standard high school diplomas
when completing the prograM.

In Oregon, EKE presents an alternativa consistent with the intent
of the state's graduation requirementsand can be offered by
districts as an alternative within their standard high school
curriculum. (An analysis of the (CE)2 curriculum in relation to
Oregon's graduation requirements,is available on request from
NWREL.) Other states should find similar compatability of the
program with state standards.
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Establish procedures for governing program with adequate
participant representation and input to policymaking

SCHOOL BOARD ADVISORY GROUP GOVERNANCE

If your program will be governed by the local school board,
board should establish a community-based advisory group_ ,

representing program particirTts and the community-at-large, to
assist the board in EBCE policymaking and governance. The advisory
group would help sustain employer/community support for the program
and ensure that the program remains responsive to the needs of all
participants.

The program planning group might simply be reappointed by the board
as the advisory group, at least at the beginning of program
operations. Thereafter, nominations for, the group might be received
from the different categories of program participants-'-students,
parents, staff, labor, employers, school district. One basic
standard for advisory group membership should :bkcommitment to the
EBCE concept and to the pOssibilities for adapting the concept to
the specific needs of your community.

The group should represent all participants but with membership
weighted in favor of the community resources upon which EBCE depends
for its student learning; businessand labor should be involved as
fully as possible in program decis n making. For example,
membership could consist of six e yers, three labor
representatives, two paients, one t dent, one representative of
the community-at-large, one staff er and one school district
representative. There could be. ma va cations to this.; the point
is to give participants an active vice ih-governance of the
program.

.Advisory. Group Guidelines

If.the school board establishes an EBCE advisory group, it should
adopta set of rules or guidelines covering the group's
responsibilities and relation to the school board. Such guidelines
could include the following:

members and membership definition, election, powers,
duties and procedures for termination of membership

meetings (regular, annual special), Notice.
requirements for meetings and quorum requirements
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3. committees, if necessary

4: provisions for parliamentary procedures and reporting
`to the school board.

GOVERNANCE SEPARATE FROM THE SCHOOL DISTRICT

The 2 System of Governance

The (CE )2 model was intended from the beginning to be governed by
a consortium of employer and community represen ives. The (m)2
-leans o doing this was to form a private, nonprofit corporation,
draft bylaws and establish a working agreement with the Tigard
School District.

The original (CE)2 board consisted following representatives:

1. one member-at-large (a persdn active in civic life)

2. six employers e ecutives from manufacturing, insurance,
banking and retail sales and all from firms that wage
actively providing learning sites for the pre' 2n)

one labor representative (a state labor official; the
number has since been increased to three to provide
local and regional representation as well)

one parent (since increased to two to represent Loth
returning and new students-)

5. one student

6. one school district representative (since increased to
two)

The program is now governed by,a fiftee -per4on b d of
directors--six employers,threelabor representatives, two
parenp, one me one student and two schdol'Aistrict
representatives.

Forming a ,Corporation

Incorporation is a complex process and should be undertaken only
with the assistance of an attorney who understands prograM goals.
(CE)2 planners retained an attorney during the very early stage's
of planning to, lead their research on the issues and procedures
for incorporation. The attorney suggested that a nowrofit
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corporation would be the most expedient legal structure in Oregon
and that bylaws would be1lighly advantageous. A board of directors
whose membership could be elected or appointed would have decision
making jurisdiction and legal responsibility. The planning group
voted to accept the attorney's recommendations and a special
oommitte was appointed to work with him during July and August
1972 in afting bylaws and Articles of Incorporation.

Articles of Incorporation were drafted by the attorney and task
force members, apPoved by the newly formed board and filed with
the office of the corporation commissioner of the State of Oregon
on August 19, 1972, on which date the prograM became a legal
entity.

Because of its separateness from the school district, forming the
corporation served several important legal and other purposes for
(CE) 2 by

1. limiting the liability of the individuals involVed
in the program for purposes of debt collection and
other damage actions

2. enabling the program to qualify for federal tax
exemption by the Internal Revenue Service as a
nonprofit agency

clearly fixing legal, responsibility for the well-being
of individuals involVedl-staff, students and community
participants

4. allowing for the orderly disbursement cl f assets,
necessary

5. assuring skeptics and supporters alike of the
stability and acceptability of the program

giving the program a base, upon which to apply for
funds, lease a facility and seek educational
certification

Drafting bylaws allowed the program to specify explicit corporation
operating conditions. The bylaws helped (CE)2 clarify certain legal
issues, such as the legitimacy of having a student representative--
a minor--serve on the board with full voting privileges: The

q,bylaws also formally assigned responsibility for managing and
operating the program to the program administrator and established
the mechanism for making policy decisions through the corporate
board of directors.
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CLARIFYING PROD DISTRICT RELATIONSHIPS

(CE)2 established a written working agreement with the Tigard
School District to clarify tkenprogram's role in relation tothe
district. This was conditioned by the separate governing and
operating structure for the CE,()2 model, but programs operated
by a school diStrict will also benefit from some form of written
"set of understandings" regarding the working relationships between
EBCE, other district progress and the district as a whole. Such an
agreement will help all parties understand any differences in
procedures for EBCE students.

Me( Y2/171gard. Agreement

It was understood at the outset that the Tigard-School District
wouldprovide students for the EBCE program and that the EBCE
program would provide educational services for those students.
The fine points f this basic understanding were spelled out in. an
informal work\in agreeMent that was developed between the two
parties during CE)2's first program year (CE)2 requests yearly
approval by the Tigard school board of this program/school district
agreement. The program alsc requests annual school board approval
of the (CE)2 c riculum.

The (CE)2/Tiga d School District agreement focuses on the welfare
o students be served by (.CE) 2' outlining

1. state-approved educational services they will receive

of

procedures for meeting various state requirements
relating to student transfer and` readmission,
attendance and graduation/

procedures to insure and protect students according'
to all legal requirements

ce procedures for (CE)2 are detailed and responsibilities
oolidistrict and (CE)2 outlined in relation to

student services, including student selection,
ether ' enrolled, readm.l.ttance to school district,
cords.. and attendance; transportation,
racurricular activities

2. pe

3. :cu

4. .high

c

1

school diploma and:gra- uation

rig



5. its on student progress

6. scho 1 year ax

district reimbursement to the program
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public relations

Adoption of the working agreement was followed by subs antial
interaction between school district and (CE)2 staff to develop
procedures for carrying out the agreement. The Tigard
superintendent designated a regular liaison person from the
district to work with (CE)2 on such matters as student transfer,
graduation and arrangements for using Tigard School District
transportation for (CE) 2 students. The (CE) 2 pr6gram administrator,
Tigard High School principal and school district liaison person
developed procedures to be follo4ed for students seeking-
raadmittance to the high sFhool or leaving (CE)2 and not returning
to high school. Details concerning the exchange of student records
were worked out by the (CE)2 program administrator, student
coordinator and Tigard High Sehool'tounselors.

Although bylaws would be unique to each program and its needs, the
(CE)2 bylaws and accompanying explanatory notes are displayed in
Appendix C as a model of the "operating guidelines" of a private
corporation. These, bylaws may also provide useful information
for EBCE,programs operated within a school district.

The working\agreement between (CE)2 and the Tigard Sohool District
is reprinted\in Appendix D.

A
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Establish policies _relating to aspects of program
operation

Once operational, the program's policy dking bo functions within
an acknowledged framework to determine the'direc on the program
will take. This framework consists generally of

1. legal requirements for an alternative educational
prograM with a particular structure

2. parameters resulting from the program's coAcep a
and philosophical base

3. the program's own rules for governing itse

For (CE)2 specifically, policies were established within the
requirements of the local community's concern for a viable
educational program, the agreement with the cooperating school
district, the subcontract with NWRg. and provisions of the Oregon
Board of Education, as well as the (CE)2 bylaws and other legal
constraints described earlier in this section.

The early planning steps of all EBCE handbook sections give
guidelines to the policymaking decisions that are needed for
program implementation. In addition, EBCE planners, administrators
and policymaRing boards are referred to Appendix E for a summary
of the policymaking decisiOns made by the (CE)2 Board of Directors
during the first few years Of program operation. This summary
suggests the policymaking co isiderations that will face any group
responsible for governing an EBCE program.
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PERSONNEL.-

EBCE ,:rogram personnel are those professional and support
staff employed to menace and be resi.xisible for delivering
the program to students.

WHAT EBCE REQUIRES FOR PERSONNEL

1. a staffing pattern that reflects commitment to basic program
goals and is capable of directly and effectively supporting
student learning in the community

professional staff roles and functions that are significantly
affect-A-d by the high degree of community involvement in the
program

specific qualifications for the individuals who will fill Al
staff roles

personnel policies and procedures that are congruent with the
employer/community context of EBCE

procedures for orientation and development that give staff
members the insight and understanding needed to function
effectively in the program

ASSUMPTIONS THAT AFFECT EKE STAFFING

All EBCE users, whether adopting the entire program or only parts
of it, will be concerned with a staffing pattern, specific
number of staff and basic staff characteristics.

Because EBCE involves community members in the program as lay
"teachers," the program's professional staff will function more as
facilitators or managers of learning than as instructors.

The total EBCE team requires individuals with a variety of skills
and expertise; the more varied the team, the more likely it is to
have the range of skills needed.

The program should be operated by full-time personnel-rather than
staff who divide their time between EBCE and other school programs.
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Personnel policies and procedures need not differ substantially
from existing school district practiCe except _for the need to keep
'ElEICE staff as flexible as possible, especially in terms of. program
hours.

THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

EWE staffs may vary from program to program but essentially will
require individuals to administer the program and provide team
leadership; work with students on their individual.

_ learning plans;
recruit, develop and maintain employer/community sites for student
learning; locate people, places and materials that may be used by
students as learning resources; coordinate various student
services, including assessment and guidance; and provide support
staff services that may include administrative/secretarial work,
recordkeeping and transportation assistance to students.

These staff members may have various titles. The (CE)2 program
has used the professional.staff titles of program a strator,
learning manager (LM), e,:lo er relations specialist
learning resource specialist ) and stu (SC)
and support staff titles of pro am assistant,
clerical assistant and vat
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Steps to Foi ow

STAFFING AN EBCE PROGRAM

Study staffing alte _atives and agree on an
appropriate staffing pattern

Develop position sc iptions

DDetermine the er of staff needed for each
position

0 Develop standards for selecting individuals for
staff positions

Outline strategies, for recruiting staff

Interview and select candidates for positions

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Establish roles and responsibilities for personnel
management

Establish policies and procedures regarding salaries
and benefits

Establish policies and procedures regarding
contracts and working conditions

STAFF DEVELOPMENT' AND PERFORMANCE

Define staff lines of responsibility, supervision
and interaction

Identify staff orientation and training needs

Design strategies for staff orientation and
ongoing developMent

Develop rationale, criteria and techniques for
evaluating etaff performance
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Personnel (item 1)

Staffing an EBCE Progra

Study staffing alternatives and agree on an appropriate
staffing pattern

The staffing pattern for an EB( program should be defined at the
outset of budget planning. The program adm:nstrator or planning
coordinator should be involved in staffing deliberations, as should
administrators from the cooperating school district. Input f,_om
the program's p3-inning group may also be helpful, particularly from
members with man gement experience in business and industry. Final
determination of the staffing pattern will be a board/administrative
decision, Probably in conjunction with final budget approval.

Staffing alternatives will be considered in relation to anticipated
student enrollment, estimated costs of program operation and state
and local specifications requisite to program approval.
Alternatives should also be-considered in terms of the teamwork
that is essential to the program.

ESSENTIAL STAFF FUNCTIONS

EBCE requires a professional staff vastly different from the
faculty of a traditional high school. SCE staff are managers
facilitators of student learning, not "teachers" in the
traditional sense; their functions are defined according to
student and program needs rather than by subject matter. The
program requires a staff of skilled profeSsionals who can

1. work with students in wally to negotiate and
develop personalized learning programs

2. deal directly with community members ,levelop
learning oppor'zunities for students in businesses,
industry, social and aervice agencies, government
officeswhereVer adults are working

draw on the community for both materials and peop
to serve as, resources for student learning
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4. attend to the many services that support the student
from time of entry to tii' of exit from the program,
including monitoring stunt progress and reporting
to parents

5. administer the pr,,.-jiai and maintain ongoing
community liais:n

The program also needs support staff adequate to the tasks of
maiW.aining student records (a major undertaking in EECE),providing
general office services and facilitating student transportation
(depending on the program's transportation provisions).

DEFINING INDIVIDUAL ROLES

Staff functions for SEICE may be allocated any number- of ways among
individuals, and statf titles may vary. (CE)2 arrived at a staffing
pattern that called for the following positions and general
division of responsibilities.

Profesional Staff

1

The program administratoradministrator.is.responsible for the overall educational
impact-of the program as well .!:1 for daily operations, including
business management and personnel. The administrator reports
directly to thes(CE)2, Board of Directors and serves as the board's
executive officer. The administrator, also coordinates program
contacts with outside individuals and agencies (including labor,
employer and community groups, local schools and, governmental
agencies) and interacts with students and pirents as a member of
the program team.

The learning manager fill) helps students assess their own needs,
interests and goals, works with students to negotiate individualized
learning plans and coordinates student leer ing activities and site
experiences with other staff members, students and adulEs in the
community.

The employer relations specialist (ERS) recruits' tential employer
and community sites and employer instructors, assists students in
selecting sites and arranges for student placeMente. The ERS also
assists employers in identifying potential learning experiences for
students and confers with the learning manager on student projects.

The learnin so e s ecialist (liRS) helps locate people
materialsand other community- resources to aid students i their
individualized programs of study, recruits tutors, Coordines
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competency certification and. suggests learning resources to
learning managers. The LRS also maintains instructional media at
the learning center for student access.

The student coordinator (Sc) plans and conducts student
recruitment, administers student assessment procedures and works
with all staff and students to help achieve the kinds of
interacts '- that will assist students in making their own decisions,
planning and managing their own learning and assuming more
responsibility for their behavior.

The entire professional team shares in maintaining_ continuing
contact with parentS at several levels.

Support Staff

The program assistant serves as secretary to the administrator and
to the governing board, maintains financial records and reports
and perforts various tasks required for prograli; operation,
including arranging meetings and handling ageointments and
correspondence.

The learning aide maintains records of individual student learning,
helps learning managers monitor student progress on projects and
provides additional secretarial and support services to the program
team as needed.

The clerical assistant provides secretarial and support services to
the program team in general and specifically assists employer
relations ecialists in maintaining, records relating to student.
placement on employer sites. The clerical assistant also serves as
telephone receptionist.

ahe van driver, employed on an hourly basis, operates the program's
van to move (CE)2 students around the community and coordinates the
schedules of students using the program's transportation service.

CROSS-REFEREN

Appendix F cs-ulLins a discussion of somesores role combinations and
alternatives to the (CE)2 pattern that could accommodate varying
student enrollments and learning center locations.
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Develop position descriptions

Once the basic staffingpattern is established, individual positions
should be described in detail to assign tasks in the Most efficient,
effective way -- giving some structure to the program but also
allowing for the highly personal interactions that-are necessary as
the professional staff works together to develop student learning
plans.,- assess student growth and provide counseling and guidance
support.

There should be room in the program for. natural staff role\changes
and evolution as individuals -mold their Jcibs. There should also
be staff agreement on the process for redefining roles. Periodic
staff examination of roles can provide the opportunity -for
reshuffling activities to balance roles and accommodate personal
interests and preferences.

(CC)- POSITI ON DESCRIPTIONS

The position descriptions' on the following pages have evolved for
(CE)2 from staff analysis of original role expectations and actual
daily program operations. These descriptions giVe a:more detailed
picture of the individual tasks required by the program and provide
one exampl of how tasks can be Assigned-among staff members.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Additional reading in the SECE handbooks can further clarify the
tasks that are performed by prograM staff. The following handbooks
relate most closely to the work of the individual (CE)

2 staff
positions:

Management & Organization program administrator

Curriculum & instruction - learning manager

fLnlrEormilunit?est2.Iroes - employer relations ecia st

"Competencies" and "Learning
Resources" sections of
Curriculum & Instruction - learning 'resource specialist

Student Services - student coordinator
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PROGRAM AGMIN

Individual Responsibilities

1. maintain overall administrative resp,nsibility fo
program, operating within the parameters of and
responsible to the governing board

2. manage personnel matters on behalf of the governin board

3. maintain the fiscal integrity of the program

4. articulate the program to the community

As a team member

coordinate program contacts with employers, parents and the
participating school district, professional groups and
agencies. including labor, public/private schools and
governmental agencies

assist in selection of students and coordination of student
activities

7. work with all program staff to set policy and make individually
appropriate decisions regarding student accountability and
disCipline

participate-in parent confrrences

supervise and work with staff in program development activities

1Ch assist in developing program resources and solving problems
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LEARNING MANAGER

ndividual Responsibilities

develop individualized learning plans (projects, objectives,
evaluation materials)

negotiate learning plans with students, making use of
employer and community sites, learning center materials and
resources and a variety of people and activities

3. document student progress, evaluete learning:products,
maintain recordkeeping system with the assistance of a
learning aide

4. work with the learnirg resource specialist to identify and
deliver instructional materials and resources

As a team member

develop individual learning profiles of students

report student progress to parents both in conference and
through written reports

Utilize testing: and other assessment data to identify
individual student needs, interests, goals

counsel students concerning both academic and personal
problems

implement the Student ' 'mtahility System, especially as
it applies to th-. agr ants and requirements of students'
learning plans .

10. maintain the integrity of the program's learning design by
integrating projects and pmployer/community site learning
activities

aid in describing the program for a variety of audiences

12. plan and participate in group meetings for students
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EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST

Individual Responsibilities

develop materials and strategies for recruiting employer/
community sites for student learning

2. identify and gain the support of potential and needed
employer/community sites

obtain Letters of Intent from participating employers to
provide legal and insurance support for employer involvement

4. implement program strategies and system _ facilitating
student learning at employer/community sites analyze site
learning potential with individual employer instructors, write
and recommend learning objectives to learning managers, secure
eMployer instructor evaluations ofstudent performance,
supervise student progress and employer instructor
performance)

counsel students reg-rding learning Site selection and future
occupational interests

assume- responsibility for maintaining the network of
learning sites

7. ,design and supervise the maintenance of au accurate
recordkeeping system related to utilization of the site
network

8. be sensitive to and resolve any problems with employer/
community sites or with labor Unions

e

maintain the integrity of the program's learning dasign by
helping to integrate projects and employer/community site
learning activities

aid in planning and implementing a system for employer
\instructor development

11. report student progress to parents
through written reports

in conference

12. impleient the Student Accountability System, especially as it
relates to student behavior at learning sites

1 aid ism describing the program for a variety of audiences

plan and participate in group meetings for students
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LEARNING RESOURCE SPECIALIST -

Individual Responsibilities

_1. determine the need for- matAials and human resources to
support students' individUal learning activities

2. advise other staff members and students on the availability_
of resources in the community

develop and implement a system -ieving instructional
materials-and Media'

identify and gain the support of volunteer and paid tutors
from the community, including all organizational activities
necessary for supporting tutor involvement

recruit community resource people for certifying competencies
and work with students and resource people in the certification
process

supervise the use of a variety of media in the learning
process, including audiovisual, program materials and computer
terminal

7. identify and assess the appropriateness of learning materials
at employer and community sites

identify, :order and process instrUct onal materials for
the program

a team men er

9. partiCipate in parent conferences

- 10, share in the implementation of the Student Accountability
System.

,plan learning activities with staff and students and
recommend human and instructional resources to upport learning

12. aid in describing progr for a variety of audiences

d participate in group meetings for students
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STUDENT COORDINATOR

Individual Responsibilities

provide program fo -n to and interview prospec
Students.

2. administer and inte pret tests to aid in determining the
individual learning needs and characteristics of students

design, implement and_: coordinate guidance support (integrated
throughout the program)

4. manage zone progress and zone debriefing sessions and record
student affective growth

articulate and manage the Student Accountability System
(implementation shared by all professional staff members)

6. counsel with students, parents, employers and staff
individually and in small groups

coordinate resources needed for student post huc h school
_planning

assist'a -unity participants with counseling and communication
techniques that can enhar.ce their interaction with Students

,identify and suggest human development resources to staff,
students, program administrator and parents

10. proVide leadership in maintaining the. mental and emotional
health of the program

11. maintain liaison between the participating school district
and the program, including record exchanges and continuing
communication regarding student selection and progress

As a team_ member

12. participate in accountability-related student/pare
conferences and family counseling

13. organize and conduct group meetings and activities wit
students and with parents

14. help, organize and supervise employer seminars on the world of
work

plan and organize student /staff retreats ,

96. assist in planning employer instructor developMent sessions

17. be oriented to the personal needs and interests of each
student and be able to share this orientation with other
staff members; also be oriented to students' total learning
and career programs
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SUPPORT STAFF

Program Assistan

1. reLonsible to program administrator

2. maintain financial records and reports for the program

manage procedures for purchasing, petty cash, reimbursLments
for staff and students

arrange for meetings of the program's beard of directors;'
record and distribute minutes of the board meetings.

s. perform various secretarial duties, including-Managing
appo4ntmerts of the program admlnistratbr, developing a
Calendar of events, h7fin9-pr'ogram correspondence

6, develop and_malninsystems for bookkeeping, filing and
retrieval-of program-related information

delegate tasks to support personnel as necessary

8. handle special assignments such as making arrangements for
hosting visitors and for group meetings

Learning Aide

main..ain documentary records and files of ,- products and
information emanating from individual student learning
activites in the program

2. retrieve d summarize in ormation from student records

oversee schedules of student work to be completed and
inventory student products to determine if they are complete

4. type individualized learning materials for student use

provide general team service support, including telephone,
schedules, securing materials, typing correspondence,
entering data and other assigned tasks
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Clerical Assistant

1. receive and transmit telephone calls far program staff

2. maintain files for employer relations specialists and employer
files for use by students

_ ?attain documentar: records emanating from student placements
at employer/community sites

4. retrieve and summarize info on from _e records

5. provide assistance to the program assistant and learning
aide as needed

provide general team service support, inclUding schedules-,
securing materials, yping correspondence, entering data and
other assigned taSk

Van Driver

drive the program's leased van tc help meet student
transportation needs

2. maintain the van in good condition

become familiar with the location of employer /community sites
and with student responsibilities for keeping appointments

4. schedule van service between the high school and learning
center and to and from employer /community sites to meet the
appointment needA of (CE)2 students

5. provide transportation services for program visitors and
other transportation tasks as needed
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1.

Deter min the n f staff needed for each position

staff for an EBCE program will depend on

e individual roles that must be filled to delive
the components of the program

2. the number of students the program will have

size and location of the program in relation to its
surrounding community (affects transportation needs,
the scope of EBB and ARE assignments and the community
relations burden of the entire staff)

4. budgeting factors

With 60 students and a network of apprOximately 100 employer/
community sites, (CE)2 employs one program administrator, two
learning managers, two employer relations specialists, one learning
resource specialist and 'one student coordinator. The program also
employs one program assistant,-one learning aide and one clerical
assistant full-time and.one van driver on an hourly basis.

SPECIFIC ROLE CONSIDERATIONS

There are many, ways that specific roles and workloads can be
adjusted to accommodate program needs, including use of
paraprofessionals, volunteers and teachinginterns; shared
responsibilities with regular high school staff and parents
filling support staff roles. ,EBCE planners are encouraged to
draw all conc&Lvable human resources into their programs.

The following observations, based on (CE)2 experiences, may assist
in determining how many staff are needed to operate an EBCE
program.

Program Administrator

Administration of EBCE should probably be the full-time
responsibility of one individual rather than added to the
responsibilities of a district administrator (the director of
career education, for example). A program administrator/ERS
combination might be workable, however, especially if the program
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were operated within a school district and the administrator 'd
not have to attend to the management details that are pal-.
(CE)2 administrative role.

Learning Manager

Learning managers expend a lot of time and energy giving students
the individualized attention that is essential to the development
of their learning plans. Consequently, it would be difficult to
take shortcuts with LM tasks, and (CE)2 staff have concluded that
the LM role is a full-time responsibility.

Each LM at (CE)2 is responsible for ,.oproximately 30 students a
confers with each of those students weekly on both a scheduled
basis and informally. The.LNS see an average of seven students
per day. Most student appointments are in the morning, and the
LMs spend the afternoon writing projects (average writing time
is three-fourths to one-and-a-half hours per project), reading
and responding to student journals, planning, meeting with other
staff and so forth.

30:1 studenc/LM ratio has been workable; one LM could conceivably
manage 35 students but beyond that number the degree and quality
of individualization might suffer.

Employer Relations Specialist

?here are several time-consuming aspects of the ERE role, including
employer/community site recruitment (the first year burden of site
recruitment will be greater than in subsequent years), analyzing
site learning potential in preparation for student placements,
helping students select sites and site maintenance. Me beginning
of each program year is especially hzctic for an ERS because of
the need for site recruitment and development prior to the first
student placements. During the year, the workload levels off to a
continuing process of site maintenance, new placements of students
and recruiting and developingadditional sites to meet student
needs and interests.

CE)2 employed two ERSs during initial recruitment of the employer/
community network. They were assisted by members of the planning
group in contacting= more than 100 individual 'businesses in the
community. For the ongoing program, two ERSp maintain approximately
100 to 120 active learning sites to serve the needs of 60 students.
(The term "learning sites" refers to the number of different
employer-instructors and learning situations for the students. An
individual place of business may have more than one EI and learning
situation involved in the program, and each student placement with
an El is separately maintained by the ERE.)
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New EIKE programs might consider hiring extra people for the initial
site recruitment or enlisting volunteer help from the Chamber,of
Commerce and business community. Even the first year burden of
analyzing sitetlearning potential might be eased by enlisting
*volunteer or paid help in condUcting Learning Site Analysis
interviews with employers. This could, however, diminish wha
has been a plus in (CE)2-program/site relationshaving the- same
ER,S "recruit, develop and maintain a site.

The number of ERSs needed by an ongoing program will depend
primarily on how many sites one ERS can maintain. Each ERS at
(CE) 2 maintains 50 to 60 learning sitesi_and-works -with the .t--udents

who choose those sites. (CE)2 anticipates being able to hold the
line at two ERSs even if the number of students should increase to
100, particularly if some site recordkeeping and logistics (such
as telephone centacts regarding student placements) could be given
to an aide or secretary_

Learning Resource Specialist

The LRS serves all students in the program. Some aspects of this
job could be handled by a high schOol librarian--purchase and
maintenance of audiovisual equipment and materials, for example -f°
but responsibilities for the competencies, for tutoring and for
acquiring community resources to support student learning constitute
a full-time workload in themselves and probably could not be\
added to the workload of a regular high school staff/ member.

Student Coordinator

The student coordinator also serves all'students in the program.
At (CE)2 the SC tries to see each student once a day, if only in
passing, and at least once a week for more extensive contact. It
is conceivable that if the (CE)2 staff were not also involved in
developmental work, one SC could work with more than 60 students.

It would be difficult for a regular high school counselor to
maintain a student caseload in addition to ESCE. SC tasks might be'
split among more than one regular high school staff member
(guidance vice principal and counselors, for example) but th:: would
risk losing the continuity that is so important in EBCE. The
integrated system of delivering student learning requires-consistent
intrastaff communication.

CROSS- REFERENCE

Charts showing a "typical" week for each professional staff member at
(CE)2 are displayed intAppendix C to help complete the picture of
individual staff worklOads.
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Develop. standards o selecting individuals for
staff positions

CERTIFICATION

EBCE planners will have to examine their own state regulations
determine the certification standards that must be met by thei
professional staff. Under Oregon school law, "teacherssof record"
in a 'public school program must be certified. (CE)2 has interpreted
learning managers to be the EBCE "teachers of record" and these
staff members hold secondary teaching certificates. The program
-administrator is a certificated secondary school administrator i
keeping with the responsib!.:.Lies of that position. Certification
has been optional for othe:: siff members. It happens that all
professional staff working .pith students at (CE)2 are certified
teachers and. two are certified guidance counselors, but these were
not state requirements.

OTHER QUALIFICATIONS

Background and Training for Professional Sta

New EBCE programs should seek applicants with prior experien e in
innovative 'education programs, particularly thbse-involving e
community. They should also seek appl4ants with experienc and
skill ip working with students of .varying abilities and wo
with students on a one-to-one basis. Prior experience wit
curriculum develophent might be of assistance as programa. refine

,/EBCE to their own situations.

Ideally, staff members will have had previous experienc working
successfully as team members and be familiar and comfor able with _.

individualized programs and an interdisciplinary curri alum. They
should be familiar with diagnostic and student assessm nt
procedures, committed to tailoring a program to individual student
needs and interests and capable of creative and continuous
recordkeeping. Previous working experience outside the schools may
also behelpful in giving staff members a basic understanding of
the business world.
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Qualities and Abilities for All Staff

The personal qualities that individual staff members bring to the
program will be as important as any specific background and
training. Professional and support staff alike should understand
and ,respect young people and be genuinely interested 'in them. All
should be congenial and able to relate effectively to others. They
should be patient, flexible and able tdfUnction effectively in
their various roles despite many interruptions. All staff members
will need a sense of humor and the ability to organize time and
materials. They-must also be able to work under pressure.

Professional Staff Qualities and Abilities

Professional staff members should be skilled in interpersonal
relations\ The successful EB team requires individuals who not
only have a demonstrated ability to work well with students and
adults but who are Complementary to each other and willing and
able to work together as a group. They should also possess an
enthusiasm for teaching and for improving the instructional
program and be committed to learning as a process that can be
managed.

The staff should be open to the community and believe that it is
,capable of teaching students; they must be able to delegate
responsibility and trust the employer/community network to certify
student learning. Staff should generate a sense of competence and
be-able to sustain the confidence of students, parents, community
members and other school personnel. It might also help to have
staff who are already known in the community, particularly for
the positions of employer relations specialist and learning
resource specialist.

The program requires a student-centered outlook. The professional
team should "tuned in" to each student as a person and able to
accept and'work with a variety of learning styles.. Staff members
should be approachable and-accessible to students, yet capable of
maintaining their respect; they should be firm and let students
know in a helpful, supportive way when certain behaviors, are not
acceptable.

Staff members should Piave a balance between technical and human
skills; they should be skilled in the process of negotiation and
able to counsel_stuaents in both academic and personal matters.
They will need analytic ability and problem_ solving skills. EEICE
demands much creative energy and staff need to be available to
the program for weekend retreats, evening sessions and emergendy
calls.
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Staff should be self-confident. ley should be effective
comunicators--articulate, sensitive and interested in what the
other person has to say. Above all, in the midst of these ideal
qualifications, staff members should be honest with themselves,
realizing that they have limitations and cannot individually
fulfill all the needs of every student.

Qualifications for Individual Positions

In addition to the general qualifications mentioned above, th7
following specifics seem appropriate for individual professional
staff positions:

4)

ram administrators- experienced in educational
a nitration, with a demonstrated interest in seek nc
allrnativeS in education; an awareness'of the
aibiguities that are often associated with new pro
and proven organizational and supervisory skills.

Learning manger- =able to negotiate with students!, know
how to ask questions and be creative in translati9
student learning into specific activities; possible
experience in using assessment techniques to determine
students' learning styles.

Employer relations specialist--previous business
experience, if possible, coupled with an educational
background or at least awareness of educational'
techniques; friendly, outgoing and able to meet people
easily; demonstrated ability to coordinate people and
places, groups and individuals:

\ .

oLearning re
;
ource specialist--familiar with.learnilv

amaterials ad instructional media and able tc classify
and organize materials, although training in library
skills is not essential; familiar with the community
and its resources; creative and imaginative in seeing how
community resources can be applied to student learning;
inquisitive and able to meet people easily.

Student coordinator--strong counseling and psychology
background and experience, especially in behavioral
counselin47'interpersonal relations and group processes;
knowledge of and skill in using various techniques t'is
.assess student abilities, aptitudes and interests; skill
in organizing, and speaking to groups.
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The following qualifications are recommended for individual
s.poit staff pos!tions:

Pro ram assistant--accounting and administrative/
secretarial training, experience and skill; familiarity
with budgeting pkocedures,"office management and systems
for filing,'-recording and reporting.

itttEr_0212ide and clerical assistant-- secretarial and
clerical skills and general office experience.

Van drivera-skilled driver with chauffeur's license;
able to maintain authority and respect-of students.



Pe _ 0 mel

Outline strategies'for-recruiting staff

TIMELINE

Programs should establish a definite timeline for recruiting and
\ hiring staff, including adequate lead time for staff orientation

to the program and preferably some team development activities
prior to the arrival of students. (See the recommended EEICE
timeline on page xiv.) The timeline will, of course, be affected
by school district patterns for budgeting and staffing.

SEQUENCE. FOR HIRING.

The prograM administrator should be dentified, early as
'possible in-program planning'and should be involved in selecting
the other staff members.

The employer relations specialist role should be filled as Joon
as the program is approved so the ERS can begin-to identify
employer/community sites for student letarning.

All other staff members should be added early enough to give them
time to familiarize' themselves with the ESCE Curriculum and
learning strategies. This probably requires no more time than
is needed for orientation to any new school program.

SOURCES FOR APPLICANTS

Programs will be seeking applicants from regular school sources--
college placement services, teacher organizations, school systems
and the district's own teaching staff. The nature of MICE gives
it some unique staff recruiting resources, however, including
local Chambers of Commerce and the community itself'.. The followin
are some specific sources that might.be considered for individual
positions.
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Candidates for the LM position mi3ht be located among elcmentary
teachers as well as secondary teachers because of the LM
"generalist" orientation. ElementarY teachers will have had some
experiences that might prove beneficial to an EBCE program,
including individualizing instruction, being in contact with
Specific groups of students for concentrated periods of time and
having had recent and specific, training in basic communications
and mathematics skills."

Employer Relations Specialist

Previous business experience can be as important to "-the ERS role
as teaching background. Recommendations for'ERS applicants might
be requested from local personnel managers and members of the
program's planning/advisory group as well as through the schools.

_ .

Learning Resource Specialist

Programs might find LRS candidates from among people who have had
experience in identifying and securing educational resources
through volunteer work, spacial project involVement or
individualized rograms

Student Coo dinator

Candidate's for the SC position may come primarily from high school
guidance personnel although applicants must understand the unique
integrated approach to\guidance that is inherent in the EBCE
program.

ATTRACTING APPLICANTS

The program design itself will be a significant factor in attracting
staff; it can offer personal and professional challenges, including
the opportunity to give practical application to ideas about
individualized learning and community involvement. 'EBCE is an
alternative for teaChefs,as well as for students and it can be
especially appealing to teachers'who feel limited by the structure
of a traditional educational system.



Personnel (Item 5)

Salaries' and staff benefits can also be positive factors in
attracting applicants. Salaries should be commensurate with the
amount of energy and time, demanded by the program, and staff
bengfits should be competitive with the job markets from which
applicants are being sought.

CROSS-REFERENCE

Salaries are discussed in more detail in Item page 72.
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Interview end select candidates for positions

Putting together an effective team will require speoial.skill-\on
the part of the program administrator, but programs should be able
to find many applicants eager for an opportunity like SECT and
possessing the enthusiasm and.skills needed to carry it out

INTERVIEWING CANDIDATES.

Applicants should be helped to underst d the nature of the program
and the fact that they will be functioning as members of a team,
each with specific responsibilities but working together as a
cohesive unit.

Interviewers should look for individuals who are

genuinely interested in working closely with individual
students

2. comfortable and effective in working with menibers,of the
community

willing to trust employer instructors, tutors and
copetencycertifiers to teach students

----- I

willing to listen to members of the con
other team members

Using Committees for Interviewing

y and to the

Selected representatives from the business community might be
involved in interviewing and recommending candidates for employer
relations specialist and program administrator because these
positions both require person's who underwtand and are sensitive to
the needs and interests of the. business community. Peprsentatives
from business and labor who'are familiar with and und.,..rstand the
MICE program can make valuable observations and evaluations about
individual applicants' abilities to interact effectively with
vriembers of the business community.

An interviewing committee for the EPS position could be composed
of representatives from the program's governing and advisory
boards and employers participating in the program. An interviewing



person

committee for the program administrator could be composed of
business/labor/community representatives from the program's
planning group as well as school district administrators and
school board representatives.

R 2EFE RENCE

item 4, pages 61-64, discusses personal qualities, training and
experience that are desirable for EBCE staff members. This item
should be reviewed by those who are interviewing applicants for
EBCE positions.
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Personnel (item 7)

rsonnel-Matiagenient

Establish roles end responsibilities.for personnel
management

The program administrator's responsibilities for personnel
management 'should be clearly established and be consistent with
the program's degree of autonomy. Programs operated by a school
district will have many personnel details managed by the district
administrative office, and patterns of responsibility will have to
be established between the program administrator and other district
administrators (high school principal, camel- education director,
superintendent and so forth).

CE)2 pe orthel matters have been managed separately from the
school district, in keeping with the autonomy of the program's
governing board. The program administrator has been responsible
for hiring and dismissal of employees, subject to approval of the
(CE)2 board, and the program board has been the source of appeal

.for staff grievances. The (()2 board makes personnel policy
decisions such as cost of living ad)ustments for staff, but the'
program contrasts' with another agency (NW L_) for the management
of personnel benefits-

/
1
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8

Establish policies and procedures regarding salaries
and benefits

SALARY RANGES

EBCE salary ranges should be established on the basis of the tasks
and requirements of specific positions, as well as pressures and
demands of the program. CoMpensation should be commensurate with
responsibilities and requirements.

For example, staff members will be highly visible and accountable
to the community. They will have regular contact with all program
rticipants--members of the employer/community network, EBCE

students, parents of students, officials of local school districts
and other public agencies, paid and volunteer tutors from the
community and the many civic groups to whom the program will be
presented. In each of these relationships staff members will bear
the responsibility of inspiring confidence in the program and
helping to sustain community support.

In addition, the program may require longer working hours than
most schools, weekend retreats and evening meetings with employers,/
parents, civic groups and so forth. The program should also have
extended or long-term contract provisions, if possible (see Item
9, page 75).
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DETERMINING INDIVIDUAL SALARIES

Programs should have a fair and equitable means of determining
individual salaries within established salary ranges, if possible
providing for negotiation of starting salary between program
administrator and the candidate for a position. Such negotiation
can help to clarify the expectations of both individuals--what
the program administrator expects from.the staff member arm. what
the candidate expects from the job. Negotiation' can also bring a
variety of factors to bear on salary decisions, including
experiende, preparation, previous earning power and competition
with present salary. This may be especially applicable if the
program is seeking people with business backgrounds for the EPS
position.

(CE)2 staff members negotiate their salaries individual]' within
predetexdined salary ranges for each position. This pr cedure
has allowed the program to compensate individuals for eir skill,
as well as experience and years of educational servic

(CE)2 also provides for an-annual cost of living sa
and merit pay, Merit increases to the ratifi
members on yearly Performance evaluations (see Ite
are awarde&on the recommendation of the program
Approval of the (CE) 2 board

'STAFF BENEFITS

increase
-of staff
13, page 87)

'nistrator and

EBCE does not require any unique staff benefit and leave
provisions, with the possible exception of insurance coverage for
staff traveling in the community on program-related business.
(See page 115 for recommendations on insurance coverage.)

Programs should consider their benefits package in relation to
staff recruitment, however. If candidates are being sought from
the business community for the emplbyer relations specialist or
program administrator positions, fdr example, staff benefit
provisions she 'be considered in relation to what is available
in business and ,Adustry. Personnel benefits need to be competitive
with other job markets in order to attract people from those markets.,



(CE)
2
's Benefits Package

Originally all (t)2 staff were employees of the NOrthwest
Regional Educational Laboratory\(NVREL) and were entitled to
NWREL benefits. These included Various insurance plans--health,
group life, long-term di-sabil_.y, accidental death--and a retirement
fund, as well-as State Accident Insurance (SAIF) and Social
Security. When the (CE)2 Board of Directors assumed full
responsibility for program personnel, the board chose to continue
the NWREL package rather than establish one of its own. Similarly,
other programs governed separately from a school district but-
operated cooperatively with it should explore the possibility of
buying into the school district's benefits plan.



Personnel

Establish policies and procedures regarding contracts
and working conditions

The personnel requirements of EBCE must be considered carefully in
relation ,Anting teacher standards, practices and regulations
as we?' Y.:,,-rements of teacher organizations and-_negotiated
contract cpns for school district teachers. Programs should
also operat= under "affirmative action", plans that apply to all
aspects of personnel policy and practice, including employment,
development, advancement end working conCitions.

CONTRACT CONDITIONS

The Contract Year

B&B planners should anticipate the need'for supplementary pay
and/or extended contract time for'program staff because of program
demands (for example, recruiting time for employer/community
network, student assessment procedures, staff development and the
time and energy required for the high degree of individual
involvement with students). Summer working time (at least two
weeks following and two weeks preceding each school yeaz, if
pcissible) will be an especially important consideration during
the first two years of a new program but should also be considered
by ongoing programs.

-.7.

All BIKE staff should be on at least ten- to eleven-month contracts
to provide program time for specific activities that need to
occur before and after the. school year-team debriefing and
planning, employer/communityresourcaidentification and :r7ecruitment
and team develornt Activities, for example. The program

1 ,

-administrator s.;_:,,ad probably be on a tw_ve-month continuous
contract. Twelve-month-contracts would a so be desirable for the
student coordinator and employer relations specialist, whose summer
work could include testing and assessing students,-developing
student profiles, planning student orientation, planning dnd
conducting staff orientation, developing employer/community
resoarcet,; And working Out preliminary site selections with students.

9

%
Programs might also consider a twelve-month school year for EBCE or
sumMer use of program facilities and employer network (for example,
a er careerexploration program for junior high school.
etude s). Year-round program operation would permit staff and
udents to take advantage ofthe.Oantinuous working schedule of
business community.
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There will naturally be qbestionsconcernina how extended or
onger-term contracts can be worked into existing district
teacher contract provisions. State department of education

t

spec'alists in legal and accreditation services and appropriate
loco negotiation officials can help work out answers to these
quesions.

Working Hours

Working hours for an EEICE staff are the primary working condition
that may be affected by program design. The staff hours should be
flexible enough to allow time for meeting with parents and other
members of the community for program planning and support. (C )2's
separate governing structure allowed it to develop its own policies
relative to staff work day, but EIKE planners developing a program
within a school district will-have to determine how program
requirements can fit within pe district's negotiated provisions
for teacher welfare,

CE) staff spend a full working day (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) at
e learning center. Students officially participate in the

program from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. but frequently stay at
employer%community sites until the end of the business day., They
often also remain at the learning center until 3:30 or 4:00,
talking to staff, scheduling appointmTlts and working on
assignments

1

The longer day presents students with
bush ass rather than a school. Staff
is a continual process, not segmented
thaj stop in mid-afternoon.

As in many innovative proc:,:ams, staff

weekends, individuallY,or with others
tasks.
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an atmosphere resembling a
show students that learning
by bells or ended by classes

also spend many evenings and
Working on program-related

THE CONTRACT FORM

(C )2 has adopted a letter of agreement form as its contractual
document for all employees--profesSional and support staff alike,
The (CE)2 Letter of Agreement,.written specifically for each
position, states the terms_of e ployment and expectation!, for
each employee, including

1. date of employ

2. supervision of eloyee



Personnel'(Item 9)

rate of cc-Ipensation

4. personnel ben fit to which employee is entitled

5. procedure for payirtnt of salary

6. any other terms and conditions of ernploythent that have
been negotiated for th:7z specific position and,employee

The letter is signed by both employer and employee and covers a
twelve month period of time.

CONTRACTED SERVICES

Although volunteer tutors are recruited by (CE)2, it has sometimes
been necessary to reimburse tutors for their services to secure
individuals with specific skills--in reading or mathematics, for
example. Other EBCE programs may also find the need to contract

\\with tutors.

(CE)2 has used the form illustrated on the following page to
con act for tutor services. As noted on the form, tutors; are not
entitledled to the benefits of regular employees of the program.

CROSS-REFERENCE
JP"

Appendix G displays a sample week for each professional staff
position at (CE) 2.. These sample weeks can give a general idea of
the time involved in operatiatje procram.
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TUTOR SERVICE AGREEMENT

Community Experiences for Career Education, Inc., agrees to

employ

of tutoring students from the ( pr

follririu areas:

for the purpose

1- It is agree will be
paid at per hour and will be
paid for o r -d only. Hours will be
inconsisten 1 hours and locations of
tutoring seas hould be mutually agreed to by the
tutor, the stu _s and a (CE)2 staff member.

Both parties agree that no perS'onnel benefits will be
provided, including such benefits as sick leave,
vacation pay or other contributions.

(CE)2 agrees to make all contributions required by law'\
for such work.

4. Payment of salary will be made on prescheduled datesi

This agreement may be cancelled by eitb'r party
immediately on notice. //

6, The signee agrees that all employment is based on
satisfactory performance and that no commitment as to
the number of hours to be worked is either suggested
or implied.
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Staff Development and Perform nee

10
Define staff lines of responsibility, supervision and
interaction

Each EBCE team needs to identify its own best working relationships
and style, ing into account emerging patterns of interaction
among staff me -ars, strengths and weaknesses jf individuals, the
personal management style of the program administrator and other
variables that could affect staff performance.

INTERNAL ORtANIZATION

Internal organizational patterns should be clearly defined to
allow for staff flexibility and creativity and to encourage
staff interaction iri7 all program activities- Program operations
should be characterized by open discussion of all organizational,
problems and by staff-input t-o decisions affecting the program-,

\

Decision Making and Problem Solving

It will be up to the program administrator to structure staff
relationships so that problem solving and decision making can
truly be shared. There is no one "best way" to organize a
staff for decision making, and administrators will undoubtedly
encounter divisions in staff feeling over the way things should
be operated. Regardless of team patterns, some staff will
probably think there is not enough team involvement in decision
making and some will think t:..lre is too much.

(CE)2 has used the ,following basic sequence for-staff involve e-
in day-to-day problem solving and decison making:

1. Weehlylarmn.1121. Regular weekly meetings have
been the formalized means for =staff to share ideas
and. observations about ongoing pTri details,
including- cork scheduling and plAnning.

Task. forces- Smaller . teams of two or three staff
meMbcrs as neFded to study specific problems

.

and issues.
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discussion ask force reco n ions. The
smaller task force reports its recommendations back to
the total staff for discussion and decision.

4. isicn. by consensus. Staff members- analyze
task force -recommendation, brainstorm the proidlem or
issue and try. to reach full agreement on the solution.
If consensus seems impossible, the nrogram administrator
makes the final decision.

Within this framework, different staff members take I-he lead in
solving problems related to their specific roles.

Staff Information Sharing

There are some natural staff interactions that should occur in all
-----E13CE programs to bring a variety of experiences and expertise to

bear on the problems.and' needs of individual students.

The learning manager and employer relations specialist must work
closely together in facilitating student learning. They both
monitor studint projects and need a regular basis for sharing
information regarding individual students. Similarly; the learning
manager and learning resource specialist must be in close touch
regarding theresouroe-needs of students.

Responsibilitiet for student accountability and guidance are shared
by all professional staff members, and the student coordinator
takes the lead, in design and delivery of these program features.
To facilitate staff interaction and cooperation, in these matters,
(cE)2-instituted regular all-staff meetings (zone Lrogreiw. meetings
and zone debriefings) to discuss student progress ant.i'',L-Motive
growth. These sessions are led by.the student coorditor.

CROSS-REFERE ICES

Staff-interactions necessary to the program are also discussed in
"Guidance," Student Services, Items 2 and 7; "Site Utilization,"
Employer/Community .-?esources,'Item 6; and throughout the Curriculum
7gZrTFEFUare7rTgTOI33-k.
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Identify staff orientation art d training needs

Staff members shoulJ be involved as much as possible in idea fying
their own developmental needs, but the program administrator shoUld
also anticipate difficulties both professicm-1 and support personnel

4 may encounter in their daily operation of the program. The basic
SBCE design is common-sense oriented and relatively simple to
understand; strategieS and procedures for operating the
program are more complex, however. Although new staff members at
(CE) 2 have been able to move quickly into the program, they find
the program more complex as they work with it

PROFESSIONAL STAFF NEEDS

Staff Unity

Teamwork is essential to the SBCS program. This means that each
individual team member must anderatand his or her own role and The
roles of the other team members, in relation to delivery of the Ital
program It also Means that staff members should share common
values in relation to program concepts and design (shared values
concerning student accoUntability standaxds such.' as punctuali-_:y
employer sites, for examp1e).'.

The projram administrator should give careful attention to
preparing_a= staff for the realities of the team situation. Tee-
members need the freedom to retain consistent to their own
particular styles of dealing with people &Id programs. The staff
should recognize that soNe members may be more open and accessible
tp students than others and may draw a greater "following." Team
members should be helped to understand the reasons for the students
choices, racognize and appreciate differences in each othar's
teaching and personal styles and learn to support each other in
relation to student. choices and preferences.

Understanding Program Goals Ind Expectations

Staff will need a thorough orientation to,program goo] s incluathg
time togethelr, to arrive at a common understanding of and commitment
to those goals. This includes such thing's as total staff
commitment to having students learn in the community and a
willincness to trust community membeiS to serve as instructors.
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Communicating Effectively With Others

Staff must be aware of the importance of the student/staff
negotiation process and should develop the skills that allow them,
to 'feel comfortable with the process.

Staff must be prepared to interact continually with the students
and to talk in terms that are readily understood by the variety of
people irpTolved in the program -- students, parents, employers any'
community members. Staff must also be prepared to interact witheach other continually to share information about student problems,.
behaviors and progress.

Planr g and Budgeting Time

in an individualized program expect (and often need)
contact with staff members, and an

pi...,ured to deal effectively with this demand on time and
energy. Some structure to EBCE staff/student contact time is
necessary to preserve staff sanity, but staff must also be
accessible for informal student contact.

EBCE staff must be

Individual staff members should be prepared for specific kinds of
time pressure. The program administrator and ERS, for example,
will face the task of maiitaining adequate contacts with outside
groups while working on internal problems under nhort timelines.
All staff members will find that the program demands a substantial,
amount of recordkeeping; they wiil.have to master the art of
providing enough time to meet student needs and still keep up with
their paperwork. --

SUPPORT STAFF NEEDS

ELSE support staff are an essential part of the program team,
especially in their capacities as recordkeepers and additional
"friends" of the students. The (=:S)2 professional staff has
relied heavily on its support team to monitor student progress on
stated program tasks and record the myriad details that go into
the student recordkeeping system.-

The support staff should be f=iliar with progra, cepts and
goals, expectations and basic opeLational procedure; Aal staff
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members, support as well as professional, will b getting questions
from others about where they are working and what they are doing,
and all should be able to explain the basics of the program.

CROSS-REFERENCE ---------

Appendix H presents a detailed listing of the personal/social and
program-related developmental needs that 7ight be anticipated for
the professional staff of an EBCE program.
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12
Design strategies for staff orientation and ongoing
development

SUGGESTIONS FOR STAFF ORIENTATIpN

Staff orientation should introduce EBCE program concepts and
.ystems and answer questions about how the program operates,
including how learning is individualized, delivered and recorded.
The orientation should also include some brief program background,
including hoW EBCE came about and why career education is gaining
national jmerest. All program personnel, professional and support
staff alike, should be included in briefings on program concepts,
intv7relationships of staff and chain of command.

Operational procedures shout'. be reviewed several times as staff
begin working with students. The program administrator might even
consider devoting fifteen minutes to one-half hour each day during
the first mcnth of operation to review proam details with staff
and answer questions.

The professional staff shc.uld work on team unity and cohesiveness
at the beginning of the program year as part of its orientation
activities.

ONGOING PROFESSIONAL STAFF DEVELOPMENT

For ongoing development, ie program itself offers opportunities
that ran. enhance staff communication and in.Lraction skills well
as serve program needs. Among these are Continual, stAff/stu,'- t
interaction and negotiation, as well as meetings with parent
Staff involvement in and evaluation of employer instructor
dnvelopment sessions can sharpen the staff's own program
perspectives and enhance understanding of the business community.
The annual staff/student retreat can also play as important 'a
role in staff development as it does in student development.

In addition, ere may.be'.specitic inservice activities that can
enhance skills 2 the folowing outline suggests team
deve.i.opme, _chniques that might prove useui for EECE programs.
It is snly a sample schedule to indicate the; kinds of orientation
and inservice acti-Tlties that might meet anticipated personal Prd
program related deelopmental needs of an EBCEhprofessional
staff. (See ;.ppendix H for a listing of those needs.)
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SUGGESTED ORIENTATION AND INSERVICE TRAINING
ACTIVITIES FOR EBCE PROFESSIONAL STAFF

Personal Skills and Role Development

Summer Fall Winter Spring

bole analysis
workshop*

1 day - June

Goal setting
2 days

Interpersonal
communications
workshop*

4 days - July

Group process
skilts,
1/2 day

Tine utilizati
early June
(with program
administrator)

Team building
(staff/student
retreat)
2-1/2 days

Cecision king
process
1 day

Tire utilization
(individuals
with program
administrator)

Conflict Manageren

Instructional Skills Developrren

/

Review, update,
clarify roles*

Review, update Assess achievement
goals

Team building* &M building*
2-1/2 days - January 1 day - April

Followup
intemrsonal
communications
Workshop.

Group process
workshop*
2-L/2 to , days

Assessment of
utilization
(with program
administrater)

p

How to use comm How to build. Tert interpretation Student
loarniwg resources -individual student techniques and record/Leaping
) day. learning p1&,3-- assesscrit procedures

1 day proceeaires l day
1 day

ido foci might be con ed t conduct Cherie a See pad
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86

Community Resources for Training

An EBCE staff should make use of all available community resources
for staff training. For instance, communities may have
professional associations of personnel directors from business
and industry who are involved in planning job enrichment programs
focusing on interpersonal relations and human interaction. An
EBCE staff might be included in such training programs through
the program's contacts with the business community.

An EECE program should also be open to inservice training
opportunities available through intermediate education districts,
school districts and educational organizations. The program will
need some means of finding out about these resources; perhaps
the learning resource specialist could investigate staff inservice
opportunities while canvassing the community for student learning
resources. The student coordinator and program administrator
can also help keep track of inservice opportunities through their
regular contacts with the school district and high school.

Using Outside Facilitators for Training

Programs should consider using outside facilitators to conduct
staff training sessions, if possible, even if the student
coordinator or program administrator is experienced in interpersonal
communications and other staff training techniques. It is usually
not in the best interest of the staff to set any one team member
apart as an expert in human interaction, the most sensitive area
in team development. Use of an outside faclitatot has the
advantage of keeping the 'ECE team together both during a workshop
and afterwards, when th staff as a `group can evaluate the
effectiveness of the training session.

Outside facilitators need not be a burden on a program's budget;,
various agencies within the community (family counseling services
and church related and community service agencies, for example) can
often provide experts in the field of interpersonal relations at
little or no cost.

CROSS - REFERENCE -

The staff/student retreat mentioned in the preceding copy is
described in "Guidance," Student Services, Item 5.
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personnel (Item 13)

Develop rationale, criteria and techniques for eve u
staff performance

The design of any personnel system for EBCE should Consider-the
interrelationships of recruitment and selection, supervision and
on-the-job training, evaluation-and feedback. An effective
evaluation pro,;ess is necessary to determine how successful the
staff recruitment and selection process has been:and what type of
supervision and inservice training should be used. Staff
development and followup evaluation should be an ongoing,
recycling process and staff performance evaluations can be
important part of the total evaluation design.\

Performance evaluations may or may not be in acCord with the
procedures of school districts offering EBCE. If programs are
interested in developing a performance evaluation system, however,
a fully representative staff committee should be\ involved in
developing the system. Once developed, the system should be used
for all employees.

The (CE)2 program administrator is charged by they board With.
responsibility for conducting staff performance rviews according
to the following procedures:

The program administrator and staff vnember\develop a
description of the staff person's job; the\staff member
agrees to that description and the specified work tasks
are transferred to the evaluation form.

2. The program administrator evaluates the emp oyee on
each of the work tasks listed on the Perform- ce
Evaluation Review (see following page), assi ing
ratings that range from outstanding to unsatsfactory
and adding specific comments on performance as desired.

The staff member evaluatIs him or herself on
work tasks, using another copy of the form.

4 The administrator and staff member then meet
and discuss their evaluations; differences ar
agreement is reached.if possible and followup
are negotiated.

The review form is signed by both the administ
employee and forwarded through the administrat
the (CE)2 board. The staff member can append
objections or reactions to the final evaluation
if necessary or desired

o compare
analyzed,
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y
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This annual review process is tied to the awarding of merit
increases e Item 8, page 73) . The program administrator
provides the (CE)2 board with an an-.A1 review of staff salary
and performance and the program administrator is also _:ect tv
yearly performance review by the (CE) board.
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Business management procedures deal with such operational
matters as budgeting, financial reporting, office routines,
insurance, health and safety provisions, facility and
transportation.

PURPOSES OF EBCE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

1. maintain a budget that anticipates and accommodates pro am-
specific income and expenditures

establish procedures for auditing the program and submitting
financial reports to various audiences

3. provide-fiscal and office procedures that facilitate daily
operation of the program

4. =maintain insurance for students, staff, employer/commun
participants, property and vehicles associated with the
program

5 operate a "home base" or learning center that effectively
supports.. student activities in the community

Y

6. provide transportaticu necessary for full student access to
widespread employer/community resources

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

School districts adopting an EBCE program will have provisions
for many of these services in their own setting and will make only
minor adaptations to existing procedures.

Although many procedures for managing an EBCE program are similar
to those of businesses and school districts everywhere, some
procedures are unique to EBCE--for example, insurance provisions
for employer sites.

Efficient recordkeeping and logistics are essential in 'any
program, particUlarly one moving students about the community for
widely varying learning experiences.
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THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

The program administrator -is responsible for seeing that
management and operations are consistent with program goals and
for maintaining the program's accountability to the governing
body, students, parents, staff and community. Decisions regarding
essential details of the program (insurance, transportation,
operation of the learning center and so forth) must of necessity
involve the program administrator. The administrar will also
be the chief staff member involved in budget formulation, although
all program staff may be involved in budget discussions.

The administrator may involve a program assistant and/or clerical
staff in managing the program on a day-to-day basis, depending on
the size and organizational structure of the program.



BUDGET
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Business Management

Steps to Follow

Establish schedule for meeting budget deadlines

Review budget items peculiar to E9CE program

Establish budget catego

Finalize budget, :1 approval from govern
body and establish %Ash flow 102

page

95

96

FINANCIAL REPORTS

Identify audiences needing financial re

Develop procedures to meet f nandial

Prepare and submit financial report-

FISCAL AND OFFICE PROCEDURES

Develop and implement fiscal procedures in
accordance with accounting system

MSet up appropri

m

files for office records

Secure and print forms and other materials for
program operation

INSURANCE, HEALTH AND SAFETY

Provide adequate insurance coverage for all
program participants

ePds

Satisfy health and safety requirements at employer/
community sites and learning center

FACILITY

m Ident Lw=1,)_,L

Assess available s

learning center

and select facility

104
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T NSPORTATION

94

Asse 7 need tor student transportation

Arrange for transport- 'on to accommodate s dent
needs

Obtain parent approval for any pro-ram-sponsored
transportation plan

Establish procedures
available transporta

_r coordinating the use of
n options

page

129

130
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Business ManageMent

Budget

lish schedule for i=eting budget deadlines

The LBCE program budget should be planned and approved in
accordance with the timelines established by the program's major
funding sources. If the program is set up to operate within the
school system, the school district schedule should be followed.
That will probably mean developing the budget in December for the
following school year. A program operating with funds from other
sources may be placed on a fiscal year cycle that begins in July
or January.
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Review budg

Contracts and B nefits

terns i,eculiar to ESCE program

ESCE' programs may want to consider extended contracts for some of
the staff. The prograff administrator should hold etwelve-monthp
continuous contract and other staff members may need to have ten-
and-ahalf-month contracts.

The staff at (CE)2 work the year round, with the exception of the
van driver, who works days that students are involved in program
activities. Although (CE)2 students remain on a regular nine-month
school year, the staff Wends its time profitably during the
summer by identifying community resources, expanding employer
support and conferring about ways to improve the program. They
also do some preliminary assessment and orientation Work with
incoming students to save tithe at the beginning of the school
Year. The added burdens of developing a new program and
participating in demonstration and training have also contributed
to the need for year-round work.

Other plecial personnel costs to be determined by each program
will vary according to available funds, negotiations and policies
set by the program's governing board. These usually include
provisions for-merit or cost-of-living salary increases,
possibilities for :ia1 ,ervice training and so forth.

Agreements for Special Staff

If the program offers students program-sponsored transportation
similar to that offered by (CE)2, a van driver will have to be
hired for the school year. The (CE)2 driver is paid by the hour,
and the hours wAcC_ vary from a minimum of two per day to a
maximum of eighT_. The-program provides no sick leave coverage or
pen-7,-,nnel benefits to this employee, with the exception of
Co'. v.Ige under the State Accident Insurance Fund (SAIF). (See
Item 11, page 115, for additional discussion of insurance coverage.)

A full-time driver might be necessary for programs located in
suburban or rural areas. If the program is set up in a
metropolitan area, public transit may be more cost effective.
(See:Item 16, page 130, for additional details about
transportation options.)
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Business Management (Item 2)

Tutors (both volunteer and paid) are utilized in the EBCE program
to help students in Basic Skills areas such as mathematics and
reading or to provide instruction in a project activity in a Life
Skills area. (CE)-) often pays the tutors who are helping in
Basic Skills.

Transportation

In addition to the cost of hiring a van driver, other costs would
be added to the program if program-sponsored transportation is
planned. (CE)2 leases a van on contract from a local automobile
dealership and also insures the van and driver. Students driving
to employer sites are reimbursed for their gasoline (see Item 18,
page 134, for reimbursement rates), and studentS using public
transit are provided with student passes and bus tickets.

Facility

The choice of facility for the learning center will naturally
affect program costs, and such factors as rent, utilities and
custodial service should be considered in weighing the various
choices for program location. (See Item 14, page 124, for a full
discussion of the options for location of a learning center.)

(CE) rents its program spec. n a business office complex in the
communitl rent includes payment for utilities and
janitorial services.

Special Student Costs

The individualized nature of the EBCE program results in some
miscellaneous student-related expenses, such an tuition for
students who ask to take classes at the local community college..
These costs may either be borne by individual students or absorbed
by the program.

Another student-related expense may be incurred if students
sent to employer sites that require seciear orclothino,
especially for health and safety reasons. The pr-gram may have
to authorize the purchase of hard hats, uniforms and so for''.

Programs might also need to provide food service for students,
alth--)ugh chis has not been a budgeted item for (CE)2 as students
provide their own lunches and have program approval to eat in the
community and at employer sites.
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Printing and Duplicating

EBCE uses a variety of program - specific forms and materials to
deliver its individualized learning program and record student
progress. (See item 10, page 114, for a list of basic items that
need to be reproduced -) The cost of printing and/or duplicating
these items must he figured into the budget.

Data Processing

Data processing may be another budget item to consider.
the computerized Career Information System is a helpful
for (CE)2.students. The program also uses its computer
for Basic Skills drills and exercises, giving students
in using a computer in their educational program. The
computer time, leasing the terminal and providing paper
materials have to be considered in budget plannirr.

Special Management Costs

In Oregon,
renurce
'r_ermlnal

eAperience
costs of
and

07egon's State Department of Education rccommendA an independent
audit in its guidelines for exrDerimental and pilot proyr,ams. It
is wise to include an annual audit in planning -- especially for a
separately governed programbecause it provides protection for
the program's administrator ind governing board. The audit is
also useful in preparing a variety of necessary financial reports.

Programs operated separately from a school system might consider
obtaining the support offt larger educational agency to act as
fiscal agent. In such a case, a fiscal management fee would be
negotiated and charged to the program.

If the program is part of the regular school district operation,
sting district insurance may be adequate to cover program

operations. If the coverage is not considered adequate, the cost
of revisions or additions to the present district policy should
be included as a budget item for the EBCE program. (See item 111
page 115, for a description of EBCE insurance needs.)

Meetings and'Other Special Expenses,

Several regular meetings and activities incur expenses throughout
the year. These include development sessions held regularly for
employer instructors, student recruitment activities (for example,
parent open house), seminars held periodically at the learning
center for students and employers and any other regular meetings,
such as a monthly meeting of the governing board.



Business Managerrent -t 2)

Provis ns should also be made for -ursemen or tray and
meals to support the community- and employer-based activities of
some staff members. It is more cost-effective and productive to
move certain staff members around in the community to attend
meetings and visit employers at the convenience of the employers'
schedules than to ask busy employers aud community resource people
to meet at the program's learning center. (CE), the program
administrator is reimbursed for expenses incurred in the process
of meeting with community members and employers. The employer
relations specialists are also reiMbursed for expenses incurred
for meals and local travel necessitated by site recruitment
activities, and staff members traveling locally on program-related
business are compensated.

The .-ment of stipends may also be a consideration for EBCE
programs. The (CE)2 program, being governed by its owAboard of
directors, prOvides board members with a small stipend to
attend meetings throughout the year. The program also offers
stipends to employers attending the employer instructor developmcnt
sessions scheduled periodicall, during the year, and to resource
people from the communit who agree to participate in employer
seminars for the students. These practices, however, are under
review and may be discontinued.

(
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Establish budget categories

Each EBCE program will set up its budget in accord with its
specific fiscal management/accounting system, and line item
categories will be determined by that system. However, as
illustrated by the following chart, EBCE budget plans should
provide for some special items. The chart lists

1.

100

standard budget items (for example, salaries)

provisions that should be made part of.EBCE budgets
because of their relevance to specific program
activities (for example, insurance premiums)

optional provisions that result from particular
management decisions (for example, program-sponsored
transportationY



Business Managennt (Item 3)

BUDGET ITEM BREAKDOWN FOR EBCE

Standard Budget It's
Provisions Needed in an-
EEC E Budget

Optional ProvISions for
an EBCE 3udget
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Finalize budget, gain approval from governing body and
establish cash flow

Central to the budgeting process is the need to_ reconcile
projections, staff recommendations and desired line item
provisions with actual funds available. A tight budget may
necessitate .staff conferences to discuss individual budget items
and program needs, with various staff members contributing cost
information about portions of the programthat affect their work.
The program administrator will coordinate staff suggestions and
compile final budget figures_

when the budget is finalized, it will be presented to .the
program's governing board for approval. After the budget is
approved and funds_aIlocated to the program, a cash flow must be
established to enable the program to begin to draw on funds for
expenses.
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Business

.Financial Reports

Identify audiences needing financial reports

agemen t item

The major audiences for EBCE financial reports include the
program's governing body and funding sources. Tax reporting for
EBCE operated by a school district will be the same as for any
other school program, but-`+a program operated as a private, nonprofit
corporation: like (CE)2 would have to report its financial matters
directly to federal, state and local taxing agencies.

Governing. Body

The prograM4s governing body, whether a school board or a corporate
board of directors, must have complete financial records available
and explained to members at regular intervals. A private, nonprofit
corporation is leglly required to maintain complete financial
records and keep them open to its board of directors..

Funding Sources-

The sources that provi a the program's funding base should
receive .a financial report describing how their money is spent.
If a schocii district delivers a per-pupil amount to the program,
the district should .receive_a report on. its money, even though.
other agencies may be funding portions of the budget. If taxpayers
are supporting the program as part of regulaF district operations,
EBCE information should be included in any district financial
reporting to the public.
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DevelOp procedures to meet financial reporting needs

Governing Body

(CE)2 prepares monthly financial statements for its board, as
well as a yearly report summarizing the' information collected by
its independent auditor. /An arrangement was made between the
program and its fiscal agent to prepare statements of operational
expenditureS that the program assistant sends to board members
prior to each monthly meeting (see sample on facing page).

The financial statement indicates budget items in relation to
(a) expenditures in each category as of the date of the statement,
(b) expenditures allowed in tie original budget and (c) the
remaining budget balance.

Funding,Source

If the program relies on several funding sources, an annual
report showing total revenue and expenditures is advisable. Such
reports should reflect income and expenditures of funds from each
contributor. Statistics can be supplied by the program's fiscal
agent or business office.

Taxing, Agencies

As noted earlier, EEICE requires no special tax reporting
considerations if set up as part of a school district. On the other
hand, if the program operates outside the regular school system as
a nonprofit corporation like (CE)2, application for hohprofitstatus
and tax exemption can be made from-theInternal Revenue Service (IRS)
by filling out Forms 1023 and 872-C, required in the IRS Application
for Recognition of Exemption. Application for exempt status should
be made as early as possible. The program administrator should
make a personal visit to the local IRS office to clarify the
put-Poses and organization of the prograM and avoid any
misunderstandings that might slow down the approval process, which
will take several months.

The employees of the program (individual staff members) will have
to pay income taxes regardless of tax-exempt status, and the IRS
requires that several sample forms be filled out by the employer.
Circular E for nonprofit corporations, available from the local/
IRS office, contains tables for computing_ the amount to be
withheld from each employee.
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Tax-exempt organizations with gross receipts of over $5,000 will
file IRS Form 990 by April 15 of each year.

States like Oregon, with their own income tax requirements, will
require a separate state income tax foie. In Oregon,
organizations gaining tax-exempt status on the federal level can
submit an AnnualReport for Charitable Organizations. With this
report, the State ,of Oregon requires Federal Form 990 and
attachments, an audit report from an independent auditing firm
and a filing fee of $100.

(CE)2 MONTHLY FINANCIAL STATEMENT

Total

Expended
Original
Budget

Remaining
Budget Balance

Personnel Compensation

Salaries

Part-time Employees

Tutors

Personnel BenefitQ

Travel and Transportation

Staff

Consultants

Other

Postage

Facility Rental

Equipment Rental

Telephone lir .0.1 KIM
IIMMIIIL

KO
Printing and Duplication

Subcontracts and Agreements

Conference Expenses

Other Services

Legal

Maintenance Agreements

Supplies

Office Supplies

Print.ld Materials

Other Supplies

Misceilaneous Expenses

Program Equipment

Office E quipment

TOTAL

6)
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Prepare and s financial reports

The primary staff member involved in preparing and presenting
financial reports is the program administrator. The program's
business officer (for example, from a school district business
office) or fiscal agent provides necessary financial information.
information compiled by independent auditors hired by the program
may also be used.
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.Fiscal and Office Procedures

8
Develop and implement fiscal procedures in accordance
with accounting system

FISCAL AGENT'S ROLE

EBCE programs prated within of systems will have fiscal
services performed for them by school district's business
office. Programs operated separatUy from a school district,
however, may either have to manage fiscal matters internally or
may contract with a larger agency the school district itself or
a third party--to serve as fiscal agent and handle tie majority of
thE program'F fjmancial business.

Expe fences

Aft t. i _establishment, the (CE)9 corporation contracted with the
Ucitt.hwt=7t Regional Educational LaBbratory (NWREL) to provideti a managemept servIceN, althbugh the program had its own budget,
ban!-: _unt, account. and purchase order system. (CE) 2

3.ssues 1t4 payroll checks, although NWREL continues to
provl including tax reporting and computation
of ' f

PAYROLL PROCEDURES

_abrished its, payroll procedUres to be compatible with
its fiscal agent, theNorthwest:Laboratory.'Staff on

egular' salary are paid on ;.the last working day of each
month. Hourly, part-time, tutors and other temporary help are
paid monthly, based on the number'orhours worked as indicated
on 'their time sheets.

Time sheets are collected twice,monthly, signed by the program
administrator and forwarded to the fiscal agent. Tutor time.
.sheets are collected and summarized by the learning resource
specialist, and time Sheets for -the van driver and support staff
are collected and 'summarized by the program assistant.-
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BANK ACCOUNTS

Monies for the operation (CE)2 are-distributed into two
separate bank accounts:

1. an operations account' carrying a balance adequate
to cover projected expenditures for a stated period
of time

2. a person e l account carrying a balance of $1,000
after sal-ries are paid

The operations acco
to supplies, educat
for staff travel an
reimbursement for s

t is used for expenses and purchases related
onal and operational materials, reimbursement
personal auto operation expenses,
aff out-of-pocket expenses, reimbursement fiRr

student travel expenses and all other program support purchases
for amounts over $10 ithe limit set for the progra-I's petty cash
account) .

The program administrator is permitted by the (CE)2 board to make
monthly expenditures up to $2,500, with items in excess of $2,500
subject to the approval of the board's executive committee.

The personnel accol
payroll.

is used only for meeting the program's

PETTY CASH ACCOUNT

The (CE)2 program assistant administers a petty cash account at
the learning center. Petty cash purchases are not to exceed $10._
All petty cash requests are given to the program assistant. If
students are requesting petty cash, a staff signature must
accompany the request. Staff or students requesting petty cash
sign a voucher for the amount received. A receipt, invoice or
other backlit, evidence must be submitted for Each petty cash
purchase. Any difference between a petty cash aivance,and the
amount of the actual purchase is resolved 9n the basis of such
receipts.
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INVENTORY AND PURCHASING PROCEDURES

The following procedures were -et up by (CE )2 to handle purchases
by program staff:

1. EaLbr_pprchases are made by quotation (two or three
estimates or quotations are obtained for any item not-
specified by name in the program budget and for any
expenditures of more than $2,5001. General Services
Administration (federal purchasing agency) pricing
is used whenever possible for purchases over $100.

2. Purchase orders are typed by the program assistant
and signed by the program administrator. The
original is sent to the company and the program's
copies are filed. When the invoice comes in from
the company, it is checked for accuracy, payment is
made by check and the transaction is recordetL

3. General office supplies are purchased from local
business firms c,r r_vther selected vendors on
purchase, order forms.

The program's inventory is controlled by the program assistant and
the learning aide. Students and staff obtain supplies by
requesting them from these two staff members.

REIMBURSEMENTS

The (cE)2 prograt administrator and employer relations_specialists
are reimbursed for expenses incurred with,members of the community,
especially employers (for example, lunches,, involving program-
related business) and expenses incurred by-using personal
automobiles to travel in, the community on program- related business.
All staff receive travel reimbursement for personal earl-travel on
program-related business.

Expenses under $10 are covered by the petty cash account, and
expenses over $10 are reimbursed from the operations account. The
following procedures are used to make a claim for reimbursement of
expenses=

_Eeiursement forms are turned in to the program
assistant.

2: The program a sistant obtains the program
adminiatrator's signature for amounts over $25.
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Expenses are reimbursed either by check from the
operations account or from petty cash.

One copy of the claim is filed and one copy is
returned,to the staff member requesting
reimbursement.

(CE)2 also reimburses students for their travel to employer sites
and to other appointments in the community. Bus tickets on the
public transit system are provided, as well as gas reimbursement
for students using their own cars for-car pools (see Item 18,
page 134, for details).
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Set up appropriate files for office records

The (CE)2 program set upthe following administrative
office records.

Employer /Community Site Files

for

Administrative records include originals of the following
documents, with copies going to the cumulative records of the
employer relations specialis

1. a Letter of Intent and Indemnity Covenant for each
participating employer/community site

vouchers or attendance cards for payment of employer
development session stipends

Personnel Files

A file is maintained for each staff mber, containing

1. Letter of Agreement (equivalent of program contract)

copy of job, application and teaching certificate

3. TB X-ray card

4. performance reviews

letters of recommendation and /or commendation

Program Activ y File

A file is maintained for each prog

planning notes

2. final agendas

3. particip
forms)

event, containing

evaluations of the event (on standardized

staff evalUations of the event

ill
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1

pertinent 'records such as the number of participants,
costs incurred, quantity of materials needed and so forth

These files help provide time- saving shortcuts and consiencyin
program planning.

Board of Directors File

This file contains board bylaws,- agendas and minutes of all
meetings, attendance records, vouchers for payment of stipends and
various support information regarding board members and meetis.

Business Files

The business records for (CE)2 include

1. leases and agreements

check requests

expense reimbursement forms'

4. petty cash requests and vouchers

5. purchase orders

6. invoices

copies of staff time sheets

All records having to do with disbursementsof fund
accounts, tax records and so forth are stored in a
protection.

CROSS- REFERENCES

The storage of student. records, including student administrative
files, is described in Item 4 of "Student Records," Student

vices-

bank
re file for

Procedures for estiblishin employer cumulative records are
described on pages 47-49 in "Site Recruitment," Employer/
Communit Resources.
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Secure and print forms and o
operation

Business Management (Item 10)

rial for program

Programs should give as much advance planning to forms and
materials preparation as possible, allowing adequate lead time
for the actual design and printing or duplicating processes.
Forms and materials should be prepared in quantities sufficient,
for a program year. They should be on hand prior to fall ,program
startup, with adequate time for staff to set up their files.

A summary of forms and materials prepared, for (CE)-2,is provided
on the following page. Forms used'for routine office tasks (for
example,. purchase orders and expense reimbursement forms) have.
generally followed the format-of standard business forms available
in office supply stores. Program-specific forms and materials
are displayed throughout the EBCE handbooks, as referenced below.

FERENCE

Staff-related forms are displayed in "Personnel," page 7
Service Agreement) and page 88 (Staff Performance Review).
Business-related forms are displayed on page 105 (monthly
einancial statement) and 131-135 (transportation).

Tutor

All student-related forms recommended for an EBCE program are
displayed and described in "Student Records," Student Services,
Items 9-14. The Student Handbook is reprinted in Appendix A.

Materials used by students are discussed in Curriculum &
Instruction. See "Projects," pages 220-232; "StUdent Journals,"
pages 427-452; "Competencies," pages 349-407; "Career Exploration,"
pages 137-186. Predesigned projects are illustrated in Appendix A.

parlavlcommuniIIIN=E refers to the preparation of materials
for employer/community site recruit nt on page 45-and for
employer instructor development sessions on page 98. Forms needed.
for site utilization are described on pages 125-132.

-11
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SUMMARY (CE)2 FORMS AND MATERIALS

Site-Related Forms and FRS Records

Letter of Intent
Indemnity Covenant
Learning Site Analysis Form
Employer Card

Student7Related Forms

Student Application
Student Profile =

LearniIng Style Self-Assessment
Onsite Basic Skills Assessment(optional)
Basic Skills Prescription Pad(option
Sign In/Out Sheets
Student Status Board cards
Student Experience Record
Weekly Time Report
Accountability WriteUp
Learning Site Utilization

Student Information Card

Student/Employer Instructor
Contract

Maintenence Visit Record
Employer Instructor Report

Student Evaluation of
`.Learning Site

Student Performance ReView
Project Evaluation

e Skills Project Record.
Competencies Record
Skill development Record
Zone Debriefing 7'
Record of Studentyerformance
(a portfolio of several forms)

Administrative and OperationsLRelated Forms

,Student Transportation Agreement
Student Transportation Options
Transportation Request
Student Transportation Route
Transportation Reimbursement

Request
Staff Letter of Agreement
Staff Performance Review
Tutor Service Agreement

Materials

Employer Information Packet
Employer Checklist for Explor.4t
Student Identifidation Card
Various.guidelines for participants
Program descriptive materials

Budget forms
Monthly financial statements
Purchase ordersf vouchers,

receipts

Staff time sheets_
Standardized forum for

partipipant evaluations
of program and events

Student Handbook
Competencies Workbook
Student Journal guide.
Predesigned projects
Project forms
Exploration Package

(For information on individual items, Bee the. preceding cross-references
and also the Index beginning on page 283, which lists 1-tens under
Business Forms, Instructional Materials, Site Form and Student Forms.)
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Insurance, Health and Safety

Provide adequate insurance coverage for all program
Participants

BASIC INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS

EBCE programs need the following basic kinds of coVerage:

1. Aeneral_ liability to cover participating employers
and students on learning sites, protecting
employers from all risks, liabilities, claims or
demands for personal injury or property damage

accident insurance to cover minor injuries to
students and 'staff in or around the learning
center

ation insurance to cover students and
staff enroute to program-related activities

personal injury protection for students
learning sites

Schobl districts already adopting. EBCE programs are generally using
their existing district liabi]ity policies to provide coverage for
participating employers and students at learning sites. The
employers are signing Letters of Intent to participate and
Indemnity. Covenants are being enacted on their behalf. (See the
(CE)

2
examples of -these. documents on pages 118 and 11D.)

Districts are requesting parental proof of accident insurance
coverage for EBCE,students or asking that parents buy into the
district accident insurance plan covering students in school-
related activities. Existing dishrict transportation insurance
is used to cover students and staff enroute to program-related'
activities.

Personal injury protection for students at learning sites is
provided by the student's own coverage (verified by parents), the
district's coverage for students participating in school activities
or through 'a statewide plan--Oregon's State Accident Insurance Fund
(SAIF), for example, protecting students in school-related work
situations.
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(CE)2 INSURANCE COVERAGE

(CE)2 developed an insurance plan with a private carrier. This
policy was written at a special rate, and the first program year
was used as the basis for building an appropriate rate schedule
for an ESCE program. Th (CE)2 plan has the following general
features:

Employers

-----
A sizable general liability policy covers possible negligent
behavior on the part of students participating in program ac _vities
at learning sites and protects employers from all risks, liabilities,
claims or demands for personal injury or property damage incurred
while their. site participates in the program.

When employers sign Letters of Intent to host students at their
places of business, Indemnity Covenants providing automatic
liability Coverage are enacted on heir behalf (see documents
displayed on the following pages). These make the (CE)2 corporation
liable for any accidents or injuries to eployees caused by students.
(CE)2 sends its insurance company a quarterly list of employers
active in the program.

Students and Staff

A health and accident policy on each student and staff member covers
minor injuries that might take place in or around the program's
learning center. Students and staff are also covered by the
program's transportation insurance while enroute to any program-
related activity.

In-Addition, State Accident Insurance Fund (SAIF) coverage for all
program students is carried 'through-the Tigard School District,
which maintains SAIF coverage for the high school's cooperative
work experience program. Employers do not have to provide
industrial accident insurance for (CE)2 students because SAIF
provides personal injury protection for the students at learning
sites.

2 students are eligible for SAIF coverage because they are
legally enrolled in the district. The (CE)2 students are added
to the high school's reporting roster, and (eE)9 reimburses the
district for cost of this coverage. (This arrangement is written
int0 the Working agreement developed between the district and (CE
reprinted in Appendix D-)
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Program and Property

The (CE)2 insurance plan also includes two features unique to it
as a private, nonprofit corporation.

1. A personal injury liability endorsement was purchased
by the program from its private insurance carrier to
protect the corporation, administrator and members
of the board of directors against suit in any cases
of alleged injury, false arrest, malicious
prosecution, detention or imprisonment, libel,
slander, defamation of character, invasion of
privacy, wrongful eviction or wrongful entry.

2. In addition to the health and accident policy that
covers both staff and students for minor injuries
at or around the learning center, a comprehensive
property insurance package was retained through
(CE)2's insurance company. This property
insurance includes comprehensive liability (protects
the corporation, participating employers and their
property) and fire (protects furniture and
equipment).

Ill
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LETTER OF INTENT

Pro =ram and Anistral

Company:

Address:

Phone:

Participation in Community Experiences for Career Education (CE)2

P;

Our firm will provide learning experiences for a maximum of students,
ages 16-18. We will have the opportunity to interview the students prior
to beginning their learning period. We reserve the right to cancel our
participation in this program at any time. The time the student will be
with our firm will be by mutual agreement between both parties, but will.
not exceed five days per week or seven hours in any one. day without a
written waiver from the student's counselor.

We understand that students will comply with our rules as specified, will
report promptly for work assignments, or will call our employer instructor
if unforeseen circumstances interfere.

Our employer ins actor this program will be

ngement

Position

Level of Student Involvement

Exploration Level
Learning Level
Skill Building Lew.
Special Placement
Other

128
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INDEMITY COVENANT

In consideration (Coroarrwi)
hereinafter termed "Cooperator," consenting to par-icipate

in the pilot undertaking of COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES FOR CAREER EDUCATION (CE)1, INC.,
an Oregon corporation, hereinafter termed (CE) -., whereby high school level trainees
in the work experiencePprogram will be assigned to Cooperator's Activity, (CE)2 does
hereby covenant and agree to save, hold harmless and indemnify Cooperator for and
from any amounts that Cooperator shall be obliged to pay pursdant to decree or
judgment of any court of competent jurisdiction, arising by' reason of Cooperator
participation such work experience program, including, but not limited to

(a) Claims or demands for wages or compensation for personal service
rendered by trainees in the program

(b) Damages due to injury to the person or property of trainees in
the program

(c) Reaionable attorney's fees incurred in efending against or opposing
claims or demands of trainees and court costs allowed

(CE)2 shall and does hereby bind itself to obtain, keep and maintain and
pay the premium for personal injury and property damage insurance coverage in a
company regularly doing business in the State of Oregon, with limits of not less
than each person, $ each occurrence and $ property
damage, with respect to any and all rises incidded within the purview of
Paragraph (1) hereof, and shall cause to have the Cooperator named as co-insured
thereunder and (CE)2 shall promptly furnish to Cooperator a certificate of such
insurer conforming hereto.

(CE)2 represents that all trainee participants in the ork experience pilot
program are enrolled as students of School District No. ;13J, Washington and
Clackamas Counties (Tigard), Oregon, and that coverage will be provided through the
State Accident Insurance Fund pursuant to the revisions of Section 656.033 Oregon
Revised Statutes.

This indemnity covenant is executed this day of
pursuant to resolution of its Board of Directors by its duly au
officers.

Sy:

By

EXPERIENCES FOR CAREER EDUCATION (CE)2, INC.

Chairman

Secretary

STATE OF OREGON)

Co of Wash i

On this day of

-d -n-

19 personally appeared

and

who, being duly sworn, did say that they are the c iairman and Secretary respectively
of COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES FOR CAREER EDUCATION (CE)2, INC., the within named
corporation, and that said instrument was executed in behalf of said corporation by
authority of its Board of Directors, and each of said officers acknowledged said
instrument to be the voluntary act and deed of said corporation.

Before me:

Notary Public for Oregon
My Commission expires:
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Satisfy health and safety requireMen

community sites and learning center
oyer/

Learning center facilities should be carefully designed to meet
all statei county and city health requirements and 'fire codes.

In the career environment, students must follow the same health
and safety rules that govern employees at the site they are
visiting. To insure student safety on job sites, (cE)2 decided to
purchase any special safety or health gear required for student
performance at an employer site. Such gear might include goggles,
welding outfits, hard hats or safety shoes.
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Business Management (Item 13)

Facility

Identify major purposes of learning center

The ESCE learning center serves primarily as a "home base" for
supporting student activities in the community. The center also
provides services to the employers and other community individuals
who work with students.

Center for Negotiat.ng Learning Plans

EBCE staff and students need.a central place where they can
negotiate learning plans and work together to manage the learning
process. The space should provide a pleasant, related atmosphere
that is conducive to independent study. It should also provide
private offices or cubicles for professional staff members.

Clearinghouse foP Instructional Materials

A learning center should provide ready access to the resources
(people and materials) necessary to support student learning and
should serve as a clearinghouse for student career environment
activities. Students need information in addition to what they
get from their involvement with the world of work, and
instructional materials should be provided at the center as
supplementary data to fulfill needs for skills or knowledge that
are not met in any other way. The learning center should provide
only those resources that are either unavailable or insufficiently
present in the community, however. Students should learn in a
real world setting as much as possible, and the center should give
them the information they need to find resources in the community.

A Gathering Place

Employers, parents, school district personnel, students and other
members of the community may come together at the center to solve
mutual EBCE problems, plan activities, tutor students, exchange
information and generally keep in touch with each other.
Employers and community people can benefit from being able to
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meet at the 'llub" of program activities; they become even more
personally involved in the life of the program than their site
participation allows.

A Management Center

The board of directors Or advisory board will use the learning
center as a place for its meetings; location of the program
administrator's office at the learning center will help keep
administration "close to the action."

A Communications Center

The learning center can serve as the central location for posting
and announcing current and relevant lodal career and community
events and activities for the benefit of program students, staff
and others.

A Demonstration/Training Center

The learning center could also serve as a central training center
to inform the school district and others about the EBCE program
and to train interested staff in EBCE concepts.
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Assess available sites and select facility

SPACE AND DESIGN C ONSIDERATIONS

When considering various options for location of the learning
center,consider the following space recommendations, based on
(CE)2!s experience:

Indispensable

These areas are necessary for any EB program:

1. work/study area for students
2. conference/meeting space
3. professional staff offices
4. Support staff offices or work areas
5. student lockers or cubicles
6. storage spade
7. learning support center to house program materials

media

Important

The following areas aid program operations:

1. ..quiet area
2. sign in and out area
3. reception area
4. bulletin boards, includingspace for Student Status Board

Supplementary

The following areas are useful,_if they can reasonably be. included:

1. lounge/eating area (an informal gathering place)
2. teletype/computer room
34 film viewing area
4. large group space in addition to conference area
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HOUSING THE CENTER ON CAMPUS

EBCE programs`` can be housed on a high school campus, but an attempt
should be made' to provide a "home base" for participating students
separate from the regular high school classes. Since student
learning activities are mostly diversified among community and
employer sites, the prograth's learning center should give staff
and students a flse of togetherness.

EBCE programs housed on campus will also have to reconcile any
differences between provisions for their students and staff 'and
procedures for the high school at large. Potential differences
could include the following:

1. Traffic pn and off the ca_ttpus: Many schools
maintain a closed campus during school -hours. The
flexible schedules and off-campus appointments of
EBGE students, as well as the number of adults who
may be coming and going (for example, visitors,
employers, competency certifiers) may-conflict
with school policy.

2. Differences in staff d e = ectations : EBCE
staff roles will differ from those of,the faculty
of the traditional high school. The employer
relations specialist, for example, will spend much
of the time away from the learning center. The
different activities of the EBCE staff could cause
internal problems if not understood by the high
school staff.

3. Smoking attitudes: CE)2 staff members believe
that the learning center should be a realistic
reflection of a work place. Since-students spend
a large part of each day on employer sites where
smoking may be commonplace, (CE)2 permits smoking
in the lounge area of the center.' Such ,a

provision might or might not be allowed in a
learning center located. within a high school.

LOCATING THE CENTER OFF CAMPUS

(CE)2 was committed to locating its learning center in the
community, and the program explored the possibilities of remodeling
a house, utilizing a storefront or acquiring professional quarters.
Some types of "found space" were avoided because it seemed
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important that career education not be relegated to a basement-like
atmosphere, although other programs may be equally committed to
locating in "found space."

As each alternative was examined, suggestions were sought from
parents and community members. The remodeled house idea was
rejected basically because it might project a less - organized,
free school image. In addition, a great -deal of remodeling would
be necessary tb obtain the business-like appearance that planners
felt would enhance relationships between the Program and employer
and community groups, and parents wanted to locate the center in a
clean, modern facility.

The storefront notion was favorable because of the ;program's
association with the busineg. community. It was discovered,
however, that most leases C red too long a period, required too
high a rent and sometimes required that a percentage of profits
be returned. Since (CE)2 o7erated as a nonprofit corporation, this
last requirement made a s ovefront option out of/the question.

In looking at prpfessione quarters, several factors dictated
the final choice of locating the program within the Tualatin
Valley Professional Center. These factors are summarized below.

Proximity to Tigard High School
'

Tigard High School supplies the pool of students from which (CE)2
students are drawn. (CE)2 students are lega/lly enrolled in the
high sch'Iol and may participate in many of its activitiesclasses,
sports, zafeteria, entertainment and so forth. Many (CE)2 students
ride school byes to the school, where they are picked up by the
(CE)2 van for transportation to the learning center at the start
of each day. The Tualatin Valley Professional Center is only two
miles from the high school.

Proximity to King City

King City is a retirement community adjacent to the learning
center site. can draw senior citizens from this community
to serve as tutors and in other special resource roles.

Location on a Major Arterial

The learning center location is on the major highway connecting
Tigard with other suburban communities. This location also links
the center to several freeways leading throughout the greater
Portland metropolitan area.
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Design Freedom

At the time the decision was made to locate (CE)2 at the
professional center, the office complex was still being designed.
This permitted (CE)2 staff and students to specify their own
requirements for the center's interior (placement of walls,
types of carpeting and so forth) and to guarantee that the
building met current; building code requirements for educational
facilities.

Costs

Space at the professional center was available for approximately
$5.25 per square foot, which was about $2.00 per square foot less
than any other facility in the area.

Appearance

126

It was felt that the center, in its professional office
surroundings, would project an image conducive to employer/
community cooperation with program goals. By integrating physical
appearance with the general life style and values of the
surrounding community, the learning center would lend credibility
and insure pleasing visibility to the experimental program it was
to shelter. If the present facility had not been available, a
house would have been rented and remodeled to, present an image to
which the business community and parents could relate.

Parking

The professional center provided its own parking lot and
specified parking spaces in its lease arrangements. This seemed
adequate to provide space for both students and staff.

THE (CE)2 LEARNING CENTER

Student and staff participation in the design of the center's
interior guaranteed that the spaces were arranged and decorated in
a fashion suitable to (CE)2 program goals. An open space design
lends emphasis to the learning center's basic clearinghouse
functions; isolated areas around its perimeter permit staff and
students islands of quiet when solitude is necessary. Acoustical
ceiling materials, carpeting,, drapes and severe] kinds of movable
space dividers help control noise within the building. Exterior
noise is effectively eliminated by the building's brick
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construction and by the fact that it is set back some distance
from the highway. Air conditioning helps make the building
comfortable during the warm summer months, when -the staff uses
the facility for planning and developmental activities.

A

The size of the learning center during the first'program year was
approximately 2,500 square feet. Before the beginning of the
second program year, the size was increased one-third (900 square
feet) to accommodate increasing the number of students from 25
to 50. This extra space was intended to provide enough
"breathing room" to resolve many of the space and noise problems
encountered during the first year. It was discovered, however,
that the additidnal space was not sufficient: to meet the demands
placed on the facility by doubling the number of students.

Activities taking place at the center also proved to be too
diversified in nature and to require more interaction (and
therefore "noise") than might reasonably be accommodated in the
amount of open space currently built into the center's design.
Experience suggests that a modified open space, making use of more
glass walls to contain sound and yet convey a visual openness,
would be sore expedient for this type `of program.

Space Allocations

The floorplan following shows the separate spaces that help
differentiate the various activities occurring within the center.
The rram administrator's office provides an enclosed place for
securing critical program records and for private discussions with
students, parents and visitors. Locating the program assistant's
desk in the reception area enables that person to maintain close
contact with the administrator, as well as to interact with the
public. The conference space serves a variety of small and medium-
sized group meeting needs, including those of the program's board
of directors. When the folding wall is open, it becomes an
extension of the larger learning center commons space end may be
used by students and staff alike for small meetings, laying out
projects on the conference-sized table and so forth.

Nelt to the conference room is the desk of the clerical assistant.
The learning aide's office also borders on the commons area.
Their location keeps them in touch with most of the center and
permits them to perform the many support tasks necessary to
expedite student and staff activities. Two employer relations
specialist offices flank either side of the commons, making them
readily accessible to students and staff.

The learning center commons is a large work/study area containing
study carrels as well as tables and chairs for individual and
group activities. The commons also includes shelf space for each
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student to store belongings and a telephone message rack with a
space for each student. The learnin resource s'ocialist's desk
is situated at the heart of the commorm- Surrounding this area
are the catalogs, reference books and ether instructional
materials and hardware necessary to support the curriculum.
Having a separate computer terminal room effectively controls the
noise of the computer and also provides an additional space for
quiet study when the terminal is not in use. Specific enclosures
have been designated for quiet study.

Two areas used by the learning managers and the student
coordinator's Office complete the perimeter of the learning center
commons. Several of the areas are separated visually by attractive
;room dividers that also serve as posting boards for announcements
and so forth.

Finally, the eating and lounge areas, which attract the most
"interruptive" kinds, of activities, are located on the opposite
ervi of the learning center from the commons area, where most
student study takes place. Many potential noise and disturbance
problems are eliminated by separating the two areas of the
learning center capable of accommodating large numbers of people,

FLOORPLAN OF (C_ )9 LEARNING CENTER

Eating
Student

Coordinate

Employer
rning Relations , Learning I Quiet Learning Quiet Computer -eager Specialist! Aide $ Study Manager Study Terminal1_
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Tran portation

Assess need for student transportation

Student transportation is an important consideration for an EBCE
program because students spend much of their time in the community
visiting employer sites and involving themselves in community-
activities. Programs must provide some means for transporting
students from the learning center to employer/community sites.

Transportation options must accotmodate multiple student
destinations and a variety of time requirements. EBCE students
usually visit their employer/community sites alone,, thereby
necessitating a scheduling system to track many individual students'
daily plans. In addition to activities at employer sites, which
occur throughout the school year, individual students also-make
and must keep appointmts at other community sites to meet
competency requirements, work on projects and, in general,
pursue their community-based learning-plans.

If the program is located at a regular high School' a major
concern will be transporting students to program-related activities
after they arrive at school. The task is more complicated if the
program's learning center is situated away from the regular high
school. In (CE)2's case, school buses bring some students to the
high school, then program-sponsored transportation moves-them from
the high school to the learning center in the morning and back at
the end of the day.

If the program is located in a city with adequate public transit,
EBCE may be able to capitalize on that system and avoid
comprehensive program-operated transportation. The employer
relations specialist, in patticular, will have to decide the
maximum geographical range for site recruitment, keeping in mind
the capabilities of the student transportation system-
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Arrange for transpertaticin
, to accommodate student needs

e transportation resources of the community should be studied
arefully, including available public transit (routes and

schedules), possible use of school district vehicles, advantages
and limitations of allowing students to use their Own automobiles
to travel to and from learning sites and the possibility of
leasing or purchasing a van from one of the employers in the
community (possibly even a program participant) .
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) provides seven transportation options for its students:

metropolitan bus systems (insured public carriers)

personal or family auto

student car p--

4. program vehicle

volunteer adult driver

6. school district bus

7. employer vehicle

Buying or Leasing a Program-Sponsored Vehicle

Early in planning fOr (CE)2 staff decided to lease a van to
transport students from the learning center to the appropriate
learning sites in the community. In practice, students have used
thc van more than other transportation options available to them.
During-the first year of_prograiioperation, the van was driven
over 22,000 mileia-.---Vhen the number of students doubled in the
second program year, the van logged close to 16,000 miles during
the first quarter of the year alone.
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Obtain parent approval for any program-sponsored
transportation plan

At the beginning of each program year, (CE)2 parents sign the
transportation agreement form (sample below) to inform staff of
the transportation options their sons or daughters may use. The
form states explicitly that any means of transportation other than
1ndicated-(hitchhiking, for example) is without the sanction \of
the program and is undertaken at the student's own risk.

STUDENT TRANSPORTATION AGREEMENT

our understanding that , given our
ion to participate in EX ri --ce -Based Career Education, will be

moving among various learning sites in the community. He/she has our
permission to drive or to travel only by the means of transportation chicked
below: ..

2
Met olitan bus systems Volunteer adult driver

j
Personal or family auto

Student car pool

Program vehicle

School district bus

gEmployer vehicle

21 Other (specify)_

Any other means of travel, such as 'hitchhiking, i
the ESCE program, and the student assumes all risk

Date = a!%11T7S Signed

Father

Mother

udent

The program carries primary liability insurance on the ER_ vehicle to
cover bodily injury and property damage; secondary liability insurance
covers bodily injury and property damage that may be incurred by students
transported or driving in other vehicles..

Staff will be ac ised,of the means of transportation approved by the
parents of a and will not knowledgeably cause hi-
her to be tr= ported by any other means.

Date /25 75 Signed: L

Program Administrator
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The program's insurance policies (see Item 11, pages 115-1191
include coverage for students while enroute to any program-
related activity. Parental approval of a student's transportation
options does not cause the program's liability to be waived, but
it does establish that the program proceeds in a "rational and
reasonable" manner in its attempts to provide for student safety.
The Student Transportation Agreement may be of assistance in
disproving negligence if an accident occurs and legal proceedings
are brought against the program.

After receiving the parental agreement forms,. keeps track of
each student's options on the form illustrated below.

STUDENT TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS

Student Name

it,
Ca

,-..

ID

4?
4:4.
0

z
00

C

.--..

14

q.,

q
4-

Cf;C
4...,

cz, Comments

D

11.1,111PIPIPP

CROSS - REFERENCE

)2's procedures for completing and using all transportation-
related forms mentioned in this section are detailed in "Student
Records," Student Services, Item 20.
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B ness Management (Item 18

Establish procedures for coordinating the. use of
available transportation options

As part of the emphasis on students learning to be re=ponsible for
themselves, EEICE students are expected to plan ahea_ of time for
their use of transportation options.

Van Transportation

At (CE)2 students desiring van transportation between the center
and their homes Or job site's sign up in advance at the learning
center by filling out a Transportation Request form (see below).

The van driver provide.s'transportation,to students and visitors
and also coordinates the daily schedule to get students to sites
on time and to pick phem up when they are ready to leave. The
driver uses the Student Transportation Route form (displayed on
the following page) to keep track of student schedules.

TRANSPORTATION REQUEST

(This request must be turned in by 2:30
scheduled run.)

Student

DESTINATION: From

Time 1:00 Wit-

p.m.

RETURN :

of the day before the first

sate of Request 1L7+

To ik*4St AltiLe2-MA

Time /' rtoot

Yes No [. Time S40 r_411

IMPORTANT: rf you are not returning in the van, please explain under
COMMENTS.

DAYS:
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

DATES: FroM

COMMENT
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STUDENT TRANSPORTATION ROUTE

te 9 7- Is
PICK UP DELIVER

Student Place Time Student Place

AM

qr
930

/e.

94-"0 CA0Ait 444,4,/

hi41 Ledis.4sine

Metropol i tail Bus 'System

(CE) 2 students are encouraged tc, use the metropolitan bus system
they can Students\planAing to use the bus receive

student passes and bub ticketS purchased for them by the program.

Private Transportation

(CE)2 students using private transportation authorized by their
parents can _receive reimbursement at the following rates:

1. Students using a private car to carry at least two
other students to employer/community sites - -a car
pool--are reimbursed at the rate of $.13 per mile.
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2. Students using a private car to travel to an
employer/community site alone or with only one
passenger Are reimbursed at the rate of $.O8
per'mile.



Business Management tem

3. No mileage reimbursement is provided if a student
'drives to sites accessible by mass transit or
the (CE)2 van.

Students request reimbursement on the form below Reimbursement
is not actually given, hOwever, until the program receives an
Employer Instructor Report at the conclusion of each of the
students' site experiences. These reports, completed by employer
instructors, verify student attendance at sites.

Student

TRANSPORTATION RE BURSEMENT REQUEST

Date Destination

fit 171S2:1-jt_gie-a 1". 14 '

Rate Miles Amount Verified

If lakoi

2.4

TOTAL

!

CROSS-REFERENCE

The Employer Instructor Report is explained and displayed in
"Student Recordkf" Student Services, Item 11.
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8stablish a system for keeping track of individuals and
groups who are contacted on behalf of the program

As program planners meet with key individuals and enlist their
support, they will need some procedures for keeping accurate
records of their contacts and the results, noting such things as
potential employer/community sites for student learning, degree
of support expressed by individuals and particular questions or
concerns that should be answered.

Accurate recozof the community people contacted during program
planning can be followed up as the program goes into operation.
Followup procedures should cover

1. keeping early Supporters informed about the program

2. maintaining the interest and support of groups whose
approval is essential for program operation

involving divergent groups in. the program (a faculty
committee might assist in planning student
recruitment, for example)

CROSS-REFERENCE =

See "Site Recruitment," #Mpqpger/CommunitmResources, pages 16 and
52, for ways these records can assist in the identification and
recruitment of learning sites once the program is approved for
your district.
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152

Have some descriptive material on the program that
you can leave with the individual--something that
can be studied later and reinforce your visit.

5. Send a followup letter after the meeting to .

underscore your message and open the door to
further discussion.

CROSS-REFERENCES=

See pages 21-23 for suggestions regarding the kinds of individuals
and groups whose support is needed for program planning and
implementation

See Item 7, pages 165-166 , for additional pointers on making EBCE
presentations and Item 1, pages 243-147, for suggestions on how to
describe the program.

Strategies il meeting the information needs of specific groups
are discussed n detail on ,pages172-192.



Introduce program to ke

C0mmunity ReIationa (.Item 3)

ity individuals and groups

An essential part of the EBCE planning p cess is introducing the
concept to the various community and schoo groups who might
participate in it or be affected by its ape ation. You should
allow adequate time prior to board decisions to nurture community
support for the program; and the planning gro can play a major
role in this information process (see page 19)

Small group meetings and person-to-person contac- are both effective
means of introducing the program to community memb rs.' Each
technique.can be used to advantage, depending on th audience.
Introducing the prograM to labor leaders, for exampl, may involve
both small group, presentations and individual discuslioni to provide
the best-opportunities for people tolask questions about the
program and gain the information they need.

Suggestions for Small Group Meetings

When small group meetings are arranged, you should provide
participants with information on the program in advance of the
meeting, if possible--a brief written definition of ESCE for
example, and a list of the points you wish to consider at the
meeting. It is important during this early information-sharing to
convey the fact that 'EBCE planning is a community endeavor, rather
than the pet project``, of any one person of faction within the
community.

Strategies for Individual Discussions

Person-to-person contact is a time-consuming but highly effective
way of communicating program information, especially during the
early stages of building community support for EBCE. There is no
surefire method for dealing convincingly with individuals, but there
are a few points to keep in mind:

1. Be brief, direct and to the point inire your discussion.

2. Give the program some substance for your listener by
explaining it in terms of the role that person could
play in it--as employer, instructor, for example.

Use terminology that is familiar to the-individual,
rather than "educationese."
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can devise. High school students themselves might be involved in
selecting a name; this could give them a sense of pride and
ownership in the program.

LOCATION AND APPEARANCE OF THE LEARNING CENTER

The appearance of the learning center can significantly if -,act
community attitudes toward the program. You should weigh t_is
possibility if you are looking at alternatives _for a facility in
the community (for example, unused school buildings, storefronts,
church basements, portable units, old houses or offiL setting

When (CE)2 planners were considering remodeling a house, utilizing
a storefront or acquiring professional quarters for the learning
center, they opted for the "professionalism" conveyed by a
business and medical office setting. The appearance and atmosphere
of the (CE)2 learning center are considered by staff to be positive
factors in helping to establish respect for the program among
employers and parents.

af you are, planning to operate'EBCE from a high school campus, you
should consider establishing a home base for the program that is
separate from-the regular high school classes and that reflects the
community and "experience" orientation 'of-your program. Employers
and,ommunity people should be able to relate, to the learning
center as a comfortable meeting place and the efficient hub of the
program.

Arrangements of space and furnishings, choice of furniture and
attention to details like art, color and growing things can make
a room less institutional. Don't underestimate the power of
displays. EIKE lends itself to photographic documentation (perhaps
created by students themselves). An attractive display of large
black-and-white photographs of students and empldyer instructors
can be a strong, positive statement about the program.

CROSS - ERENCE

"Business Management," pages 124 -125, discusses additional
considerations relative to s lecting the location of a learning
center.
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SELECTING A NAME AND PROGRAM 'TOGO"

gelation 2)

The term "expe ience-based career education" may be'descriptive
enough for your purposes during early program plannin4, but by the
tLme your planning group begins its community survey (see pages
21-2i) you should ';:eve selected a name 'for your particular program
that both conveys its purposes and has general appeal to a variety
of different audiences. A program "logo" (graphic symbol) should
also be considered and used on program materials as early in
planning stages as possible to give-the community a tangible way
of recognizing your program.

There s undoubtedly no, one "perfect" name. "Experience-based
career education" and the acronym ESCE both take a lot' of
explaining. For that reason, the Tigard project staff and students
named their program Community Experiences for Career Education,
shortened to (CE) 2. Quite frankly, (CS) 2 also takes a lot of
explaining. Another Oregon school district version of EEICE calls
itself TOTAL (Total Opportunities Through Action Learning). There
are innumerable possibilities.

In selecting a name, your planning group could brainstorm some of
the key concepts associated with SEIM and its development--words
like

experiential learning community clai oom
partnership off-campus
reality school options
alternal-Lve alliance

"Career education" la probably the most easily misinterpreted aspect
of EBCE. Many community people and educators immediately think o
"vocational education" and "jobs" when they hear the term. Yet
career education (broadly defined) holds a high priority at the
federal; state and local levels, and use of the term in your name
may help you win support or at least agreement from individuals
and groups cognizant of the growing emphasi:J on career development
throughout education.

Any implication that EIKE is intended or suited only for those who
want employment right after high school is inconsistent with program
intent. Since you are probably trying to appeal'to a broad spectrum
of students, including those who Will gown to higher, education,
you will want a name that accurately reflects program purposes.

It will nut `be easy to select a good name. People are tired of
acronyms or names that sound gimmicky. Aowaver, your planning
group (with employers, labor leaders, parents and students included)
may be able to come up with a name far better than educators alone
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2
Review factors that will affect your community'a
perceptions of EEC

THE PEOPLE WHO REPRESENT\ YOU

Virtually every personal contact made on behalf of EBCE will,
contribute to the total image of the programin your community.
The earliest people representing EBCE to community members (district
planning coordinator, for example) will leave impressions that
reflect on the program, and they should be aware of their impact.
Furthermore, the planning grOUp will play a critical community
relations role on behalf of the program (see pages 19 and 21) and
will also be discussing many details that will affect the program's
identity.

Staff and students should understand that they will be representing
the program to the community (including teachers and students at

-the high school) through their actions and attitudes. Staff
especially should be aware of the value of candor in working with
the community. If some aspects of the program are not working as
well as could be expected, community members can be asked to help
in finding solutions. This openness and willingness, to listen
will go a long way toward building public trust and support.

1

What to Look Fdr in Program Representatives

People officially representing the program (planning group and
program administrator, for example) should be credible and willing
to listen to others. They should inspire the confidence of
community members. They will be filling basic communications roles
for the program and should be articulate, confident and capable of
interacting effectively with others. They should also be open to
ndividual differences of opinion and have an Onderstanding,and
appreciation of the value system of the business community.

ogram representatives should be individuals who sincerely believe
EBCE and are convinced that community members are capable of

delivering student learning. '':ey should also have a thorough
understanding of.EBCE concegt as they will be on the firing line

1

answering questions from the community and should. be able to
lain how an ESCE program works.



Community Relations (Item 1)

EBCE lets students explore options and learn from
their own experiences.

4. EBCE is individualized and has systematic procedures
for monitoring student growth.

5. EBCE ho ds students accountable for their time,
perfor: rice, attitudes and actions.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Employer/Community Resources contains some specific questions
asked by employers participating in the (CE)2 program and answers
to those questions provided during employer instructor development
sessions. See Appendix F, pages 198-200, and Appendix J, pages
224-226.

In addition, the P ram Overview packet contains a comparison of
EBCE to vocational education, "new schools," action learning and
work study programs. Titled "Five Educational Options," this
comparison can aid, you in defining EBCE and distinguishing it from
other programs
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How Do You explain the Difference..Between Vocational Education
and Career 7Aucation?

You can explain the broad concept of "career" as "life path" and
"career education" as the organizer of lifelong learning, pointing
out that good vc' ,tional education is as rmt7h a part of career
education as sci;,uce is a part of the total Lchocl curriculum.

How Do You Explain. that EBCE Prepares StudentS for College?

1. EBCE's program requirements will meet. state standards,
and students completing the requirement:: will receive
standard high school diplomas.

2 The (CE)2 program has developed a system for recording
student performance-that has been reviewed by college
and university registrars and accepted as an alternative
to the traditional high school transcript. (CE)2
students applying to colleges have had their
participation in the program fully accepted as
qualifying them for entrance. The (CE)2 Record of
St/lent Performance format can be adopted by any other
EBCY program.

EDGE helps students-to be self-directed, and this
ability is an important "survival skill" for
postsecondary education. It also helps students learn
how to access resources for themselves, adapt to
various situations and interact with many different
adults.

Many people believe EDGE students are more likely to
avoid false starts in college or other, postsecondary
training by gaining a clearer ddea of career choices.

5. Prior arrangements with your local high school can
ensure that EDGE students can take any classes
required or desirable for college admission:-

.

.How Do You Answer Concerned Parents?

Avoid being defensive about EBCE. You could point out that

EDGE is a dose of reality for students, involving them
in their environment and giving them the exp eces
of the workplace.

EBCE in a balanced program, delivering Life Skills and
Basic-Skills, as well as Career Development, .nd
providing students with a standard high school diploma.



Commun ty Relations (Item 1)

Employers will want to know about insurance coverage for themselves
and students at their sites. They will also want to know about
the program's liaison with union locals so there will be provision
nor cooperative negotiations if there is any question about student
site placements.

When first, encountering EBCE, labor representatives generally want
to know the program's purpose, how it is funded, how it is
governed (includimg the membership of its board of directors by
name and organization), if it is a long-term program, the extent to
which students become involved at an employer site (daily hours
and total hours spent onsite to complete learning activities),
whether or not students are paid for their participation, the
nature and extent of employer participation and Whether or not
employers receive payment from EBCE or any governmental agency.

Labor officials need reassurance that EBCE is not exploiting
students (engaging them in productive work without pay) or
undermining or detracting from proven union-sponsored program=
such as apprenticeship training. Union representatives also
need to understand how EBCE students can gain "hands on"
experiences within the laws and regulations governing the
involvement of minors at work sites and without posing a potential
threat to the job security of adult wor%ers.

How Do You Respond to Employer and Labor Concerns?

EBCE program design itself provides positive responses to the
expressed concerns of business and labor. The program is an
educacional alternative that not only helps meet student needs for
more_diverse and realistic educational experiences, but also helps
meet the needs of business, industry and organized labor for better
educated, qualified and satisfied employees and union members.
Labor has pi.neered in programs-to prepare young people for
employment; EBCE in no way detracts from that leadership but adds
a new dimension to the career preparation of youth and opens
another channel for school/business/labor cooperation within the
public school system.

'Terns like "employer instructor" and "employer/community site"
need careful explaining because they can imply that the program is
working only with management or that students are being employed.
Neither of these is the case with EBCE; the program works with both
labor and management (employer instructors are, in fact, usually
workers at a site, rather than management) and students are not
employed through the program' (they are learning, not earning,
while on- e).
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QUESTIONS PEOPLE ASK

There are some basic questions asked by nearly everyone first
he=aring about, EBCE. Your description of the program should
attempt to answer questions such as these:

1. How are employers recruited? What incentives do -

they have for participating? Can you really recruit
enough employers to meet student needs?

2. How uch time must employers give to the program?

.

3. What is the difference between EBCE and other career
education programs?

4. Is it a dropout program?

5. Can EBCE students receive high school diplomas? Do
they get regular credits for taking, part? Is the
program acceptable to colleges kr1:7; universities?

Do EBCE students miss out on baEic skills development
or academic subject matter?

7. How do students move around in the community?

B. Who will be staffing the program

You may already have answers to many of these questions having
asked them yourself when you first learned about EBcg. The
l'rogram_pyerview.or specific handbook seations will provide
additional answers and NWREL can assist in preparing information
for specific audiences.

Different groups will naturally have their own special concerns
about the p:ogram, and the following observations and suggestions,
based on (CE)2's experience, should help you anticipate the
information needs of various audienOes.

What Will Employers and Union OfficialS' ant to Know?

Employers and union officials will probably raise questions related
to the status of EBCE students as learners ',(not earners) at
employer /community sites.- They will want details on the student/
employer instructor relationship and what this means for both
employers and employees. They will also want to know if the program
pays students during their placements at learning sites.
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Introducing EBCE to Your Community

1

Determine how to describe EECE and respond to anticipated
questions and concerns

SUGGESTIONS FOR DESCRIBING THE PROGRAM

There are many ways to describe EBCE, and your emphasis should
depend on your audience. EBCE could be introduced by pointing out
the growing national interest in the "community as the classroom"
concept, which gives students reality-based learning experiences
outside the school building. You can explain the program as a way
to improve the educational system by giving students an option not
now available to them, making it clear that EBCE would be part of
your high school curriculum and could enhance the regular school
program.

An introduction to the program should emphasize what it can do for
studentstapping the educational resources of the community and
giving students a better understanding of themselves in relation to
careers and options after high school. It should also focus on

.

benefits the community will derive from participation in the
program, emphasizing that EBCE -gives community members an
opportunity to become dire,ctly involved in the education of young
people.

Audiences should understand the learning nature of EBCE and be
given a general idea of the exploration process, the use of
employer and community sites for learning and the function of
projects as a learning strategy. You should also stress the
comprehensive nature of the EBCE curriculum and define "career
education" in the program's broad sense.

You should emphasize the program ability to meet the needs of a
broad range of students and unders re the fact that it is not an
easy program (ask any (CE)2 student). You should note also that
has equal appeal and benefits for both young men and young women.

One word of caution: EBC7 is not a panacea for all the problems of
education; it is simply one alternative for students. You should
be careful not to promise' more than the program can deliver.
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Meet information and liaison needs of educational
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Provide for ongoing evaluation of cnmiun
relations efforts
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Steps tO Follow.

INTRODUCING EBCE TO YOUR COMMUNITY

a

Determine how to describe EBCE and respond to
anticipated questions and concerns

Review factors that will affect your community's
perceptions of EBCE

Introduce program o key co _ u

and:groups_
individuals

Establish a system for keeping track of
individuals and groups who are contacted on
behalf of program,

MAINTAINING ONGOING COMMUNICATIONS

a
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10

14

Establish and maintain contact wi th communications
media

Prepare EBCE informatio: terials

Provide for presentations and other particip
coMmunity interactions on-a continuing basis

Provide channels for input to program from
participants and community members

Meet information and liaison needs of governing/
advisory boards-and participating school district

Meet information and liaison needs of program,
staff and district teachers

Meet information and liaison needs of ERCE
students and parents

Meet information and liaison needs students
and parents in local district

Meet information and liaison needs of business
and labor

Meet information and liaison needs corm ity-
atlarge
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THE PEOPLE INVOLVED

The program administrator is responsible for coordinating and
managing community liaison, but staff, students and community
participants will all be involved to varying degrees in community
relations activities. Members of the program's governing- n
advisory boards will also .be influential in setting the tone
of EBCE's interactions with the community.

RELATIONSHIP-TO OTHER zROGRAM ELEMENTS

"Program Planning & Governance" discusses steps for investigating
EBCE concepts and securing approval to operate the program,
whereas '"Communi'zy Relations" discusses strategies for
communicating program information to the public both before and
after board approval to offer EBCE.

When the district board approves the program, community relations
efforts channel into two related functions: (a) recruiting
employer/community sites and resources for the program and
(b) sharing program information with parents,,students and members
of the community. The lEplEtimmsLlitk2ErE22 handbook is the
basic reference for all aspects of employer recruitment and
orientation to the program, and "Student Records" in Student
Services outlines procedures for conveying specific student-
related information to- various audiences. "Community Relationsl"
on the other handt details techniques for sharing general program
inform Al with a number of different audiences.
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Community relations for EBCE involves establishing and
maintaining effective two-way communication between the
program and its publics, including students, parents,
employers, labor, educational institutions and the
community -at -large

WHAT EFFECTIVE COMMUNITY RELATIONS CAN DO FOR EBCE

1. generate community interest in and support for the program

2. hg.lp provide the resources needed for student learning

3. meet the information needs of program participants and the
general public

4. help give participants a vested interest in program operations

5. establish ongoing communication between the program and
various agencies, organizations and groups interacting with it

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT COMMUNITY RELATIONS FOR EBCE_

A-community -based program by definition must generate and maintain
strong community support

The line between an EBCE program's internal and external publics
keeps shifting--today's interested observer may be tomorrow's
employer instructor.

Staff and students in a community-based program are highly visible-
to the public and, therefore, have a significant influence on the
community relations of the program.

There are many strategies for generating and sustaining community
interest and support;.this section is intended simply as a cue
sheet, .raking suggestions and providing examples from the (CE)

2
experience to help you determine your own procedures,
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Maintaining Ongoing Co_ Munications

EstebEstablish and maintain contact witi communications media

PRESS RELATIONS

The program planning coordinator should consider ways to work with
communications media in the district to build public awareness of
program potential and foster community involvement in planning.
Effective media coverage o planning events helps to arouse interest
in the program and lay the groundwork for future employer/
community participation. (Keep in mind that local newspapers and
radio and television stet ions are potential learning sites for EEICE
students, too.)

The planning coordinator or district superintendent should brief
local education reporters on the program before ESCE comes up for
discussion at a school board meeting. This briefing should be
accomplished in person or by telephone, if possible, rather than
through a written release. Such personal cori-act brings reporters
in on the ground floor of the new program and gives theM backgrOund
information for subsequent coverage of,planning group activities and
school board actions. The briefings should clarify aspects of the
program that could be misinterpreted, such as the role of employer
instructors and the learning nature-of student involvement at
employer/community sites.

Once the program is operational, a personal working relationship
between program representatives and local newspaper, radio and
'television reporters can encourage the development of indepth
features and human interest stories and help to ensure accuracy in
program reporting.

Media coverage can go beyond news reporting, too. For example, a
Portland television station, approached by (CE)2 about the
possibility of becoming a learning site, licame interested enough
to televise a half-hour interview on the (CE)2 program.
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NEWS RELEASES AND PRESS CONFERENCES

A community-wide news release on the program and outline of the
planning steps (appointment of the planning group, community
involvement_in planning, recommendations to the school board and
final board action) should be made to newspapers, radio and
television in conjunction with initial school board endorsement
of the concept. Followup strategjes might inalude a press
conference with key community supporters of the program to
underscore community interest and launch the planning group's study.

School board approval of the program should result in news releases
and coverage including (a) what the program is, (b) when it will
begin, (c) who it will serve and=(d) how individuals in the
community can get involved. 1See Appendices I and J for sample
news releases used by (CE)2. Planning group members might also
hold a press conference on the community input that has preceded,
program approval.

News releases Bann be used on a continuing basis to communicate
specific facts about program events, participants and student
experiences. Releases should be prepared on staff appointments
and creation of the advisory board; upcoming program activities
should be analyzed for their potential news value. Possible subjects
for releases include student recruitment, beginning-of-the-yaar
activities, employer training sessions and student success stories.
News releases will not always be used by the media but, can at
least help to familiarize editors and reporters with the program
and encourage future coverage of events.

"Tip sheets" can be used to give brief notice of upcoming
activities and events that reporters might wish to cover 'in person.
These might include, for example, an employer reminar featuring an
interesting panel of community members, an EBCE student's speech to
a civic group or a group student competencY certification of
particular interest--perhaps Physical fitness or first aid.

In addition, advance copies of meeting agendas can encourage
reporters to cover such events as advisory board meetings, employer
instructor training sessions and community task forces (developing
the competencies, for example--see pages 168-169).

ARTICLES IN COMMUNITY PUBLICATIONS

You should consider the value of articles about EBCE in school
district communications to parents, includinej the high school
newspaper (which reaches students, parents and staff) And PTA
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newsletters. These media provide a communication channel for
announcing meetings about the program, reporting planning progress
and conveying needed information on program startup and operation.

Once the program is operational, you might explore such possibilities
as an insert section on your prograt in local newspapers--daily,
weekly, or even shoppers' guides (students might be involved in
preparing such a section as part of an onsite learning experience).
More specific audiences can be ruched through articles,
specialized community newspapers (trade journals, for example) or
state or. regional p-blications interested in career education news.
Local business and labor publications - -for example, the inhouse
publications of .potential learning sites, newsletters of labor
locals and Chamber of Commerce and service club bulletins--can also
be valuable communication channels.
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Prepare EBCE information materials

Materials of value for an EWE information program include a
newsletter, brochures, reports and handouts of various kinds and
visual materials such as transparencies and slide/tape
presentations. .Items such as certificates of appreciation for
participants can enhance the public relations of your program
and encourage people to speak favorably of the program to others.

Materials that support prograx operation (such as a student
handbook, employer information packet and any employer development
materials) should be designed not only with their specific audiences
in mind, but also with the knowledge that they may be seen by a
broader public and have some impact on the program's public
identity.

GENERAL GUIDELINES

The following are guidelines for the preparation of materials:

1. Information-sharing should be a continuous process
using a variety of meaa.

2. Materials should be prepared as part of a planned
information program, rather than on an impromptu basis.

3. The language of-printed materials should be chosen
with consideration for the audience.

Whenever possible, materials should be developed to
communicate with mom than one audience.

_tall_fiais are developed by program staff members
Ives or with the assistance of a school district public

inLutmatiOn staff may depend on the size of the district. The
assistance of others outside the program can, of course, help keep
program staff energy focused on student learning. Students
themselves might-be involved in the preparation of program
materials, if such activities interested them and fit into their
learning plans.

Several basic resources are helpful in developing materials: a
photo file (sources may include the photographs taken by students
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as part of their Exploration Packages and thc4 used by employer/
community sites in their own publications), testimonial letters
from employer instructors, profiles on staff and advisory or
governing board members and quotes from program participants. Staff
members should collect anecdotes about special incidents and
experiences and examples of student/adult interaction that illustrate
the program's purposes and effectiveness. (CE)2 has found uses for
all if the above in various information materials.

SUGGESTED MATERIALS

Newsletter

An EBCE newsletter is one basic means of keeping a variety of
audiences informed about the program. (CE)2- publishes a newsletter
periodically. It contains up-to-date information on students,
program activities and employer/community participation and is
distributed to active and inactive employers, tutors, competency
certifiers, parents, board members and others who have asked to
be on the mailing list. It is also used as a visitor handout, and
issues have sometimes been added to the employer information packet
for use during learning site recruitment.

(CE)2 News is typed and printed by photo-offset at a local shop that
is also a learning site for the program. The newsletter is
usually one sheet, printed front and back. Photographs taken by
students and staff are included whenever possible to illustrate
student/adult interaction, program events, activities and so forth.

The (CE)2 newsletter has included articles about site recruitment,
summaries of employer development sessions, interviews with employer
instructors- and question-and-answer and program administrator's
columns. Other programs might also consider individual staff,
student and employer instructor profiles (with photos), lists of
participating employers and brief reports from other EBCE sites.
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Cor un ity Relations (Item 6)

Brochures, Flyers, Reports and Other Handouts

Brochures, flyers, reports and other handouts-have general pub is
relatioLs value. They Can describe the program in detail or in
capsule form and give recipients something tangible to pursue a
leisure or file for future reference. The extent to which
materials are actually read or not will depend injarge measure
on the effectiveness of their- design and the method and timing o
distribution.

A single piece of information can be designed to serve_many
different audiences and for many-different purposes. One good
descriptive brochure, for example, can be used to introduce the
program to community groups, answer inquiries by mail, aid-in
employer recruitment, inform district parents and recruit students.

-Brochures may be more expensive to print -than flyers but usually
give more space for copy and pnotos. Brochures can become outdated
rather quickly, however, if they contain specifics such as naMe's of
participating employers and staff.

Flyers can be Produced as quickly and inexpensively as need
dictates (a flyer format might be a good way to list participating
employers,' feature specific employers or provide "testimonials"
from program parL!cipants, for example). Single-'sheet flyers can
be designed and folded in a variety of ways.

Alternatives might be developed to combine the best features o
both brochures and flyers--a packet of separate sheets of prog
information, for example, like the EBCE Program Overview. A
packet has the advantages of allowing both iindepth and summary
treatment of various topics, updating and revision at will and
unlimited combinations of material to suit specific audiences.

am

Reports_ can give detailed, indepth information about the program
bUt usually require more sustained attention from the reader than
do brochures or flyers. The report format is useful, however, in
meeting the requests of specific audiences for factual information
on program, accomplishments, student progress and financial
matters. School district boards, state departments of education
and advisory boards may require periodic program reports, for
example. While such reports might be too detailed for general
distribution, they could' be summarized into attractive brochure
or flyer formats for ,use as general program handouts.

Pe onal letters on program stationery can be an effective way of
ing specific kinds of information to clearly defined

audiences such as employeri or parents. (See earlier discussion of
program name and "logo" in Item 2, page 149.)
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MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATION

\

Reprints of- pertinent articles from newspapers and other publications
(national, regional, local) can make effective general program
handouts for the minimal costs of paper and copying. Permission
to-reprint should be received from the sources prior to using
materials, however. Such permission is usually readily given,
providing a notation is added to the reprint giving credit to the
source.

REPRINTS USED AS HANDOUTS BY (CE)2
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Co Sty Relations

(CE) BROCHURE AND SAMPLE FLYERS

(CE)2 developed a brochure (since replaced by the Program
Overview packet) that became a standard program handou.t.
When first produced, it was distributed to employers, parents
and community people on the newsletter mailing list. Copies
were available at the learning center for visitors', and it
was included in the employer information packet used during
site recruitment.

(CE2 developed a "Pathway to Employer Site Learning" as a
handout to accompany presentations to visitors, employers
and community members. (CE)2 alio produced a flyer to help
recruit tutors from a retirement community near the learning
center.



MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATIO

Visual Materials

Visuals add interest to any presentation and can help clarify
program details. EBCE involves unique terminology and proces s of
adult/student interaction that may be difficult to absorb wit out
illustration.

A variety of visual techniques -r available, from photographs and
slides 'to overhead transparencies; flip charts and disp4ys.
Photographs lend the#selves\to displays, as well as us On
publications. Slides, filmi and videotapes lend themgelves to large
and small group presentations, as do flip charts, transparencies
and overlays. Attractive display boards can` serve a number of
purposes, from permanent displays at the learning center or in the
high school to portable displays at Community gatherings and meetingS

/of educational groups.,
I

4/

Videotape equipment can be used for the program (videotaping
students engaged in the various learning strategies as a way of
illustrating these to visitors, for example). The (CE)2_staf_fusVd
videotape to simulate several different student/emoloref-instructor
interactions for one of the employer development sessions, and the -1--
tape served as the catalyst for a group discussion of effective wayg
of relating to students.

One rather unique visual\developed by (CE) 2 the "chicken box,"
which has been used to help explain program basics in situations
ranging from employer orientation sessions to general community
presentations. A "chicken box" is simply aseries of boxes nested
together, the largest (box lunch size) representing the broad EBCE
concept, a middle-sized box representing the (CE)2 program and
three small, equal-sized boxes representing the three curriculum
components (Life Skills, Basic Skills, Career Development).
Inside the three small boxes are cards listing the learning
outcomes/for each component. "Chicken boxes" are distributed as a
hands-on' device to accompany a "talk through" of program concepts.

CROSS-REFERENCE

A: sample "Pathway to Employer Site Learning "" handout is
in Appendix H of Empi9merICommUnit- Resources.
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Community Relations (Item 7)

Provide for presentations and other participant/
community interactions on a continuing basis

Program administrators should involve participants as much as
possible in' representing the program to others. Students, parents
and participating employers can share their personal experiences
and program perspectives with audiences and visitors. Staff should'
be encouraged to become active members of community organizations as
a means of familiarizing -the public with the program and becoming
acquainted with potential employers,-tutors, competency certifiers
and seminar leaders (the (CE)2 corporation itself is a member of the
local Chamber of Commerce).

PRESENTATIONS AND SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

Business and professional groups, civic and service clubs, parent-
teacher and church groups all welcome presentations that are
well-paced, interesting andto-the-point. Presentations can also
be made to employee and management groups at employer sites.

(CE)2 staff have tried to meet all requests for presentations.
They frequently spend noon hours and evenings appearing before
groups such as the high school PTA, Chamber of Commerce, (Rotary,
Kiwanis, Optimists and Lions. They have also been available for
inservice.programs for teachers and administrators.

Staff members:-may address such groups alone, but (CE)2 has found
that presentations are greatly enhanced by the inclusion of
students, parents and participating employers who provide valuable
evidence that the program can and does work.

The following pointers might be helpful ir planniAg presentations:

1. Consider ways to involve the audience in a presentation,
perhaps by separating large groups into smaller ones
for informal discussion.

Have supporting materi_ls (see Item 6, pages 158-164)
in sufficient quantity. for your anticipated audience.
If you are 'distributing more than one or two items,
you may wantyto consider having packets of information
rather-than individual sheets.

3. \Use'visua_- during the presentation to add interest and
variety and aid comprehension and recall.

\
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4. Panel discussions and role -play can be effective ways
of conveying program information. A-panel of student,
parent, board member and employer could field
questions from the audience and amplify each other's
answers, or a staff member, student and employer
instructor could act out the,kind of interaction and
negotiation that takes place between them in the course
of program activities.

The type of meeting and time of clst will influence
presentations. Mealtime meetings, .for example, lend
themselves to brief program overviews and opportunities
for students to speak about their experiences, but
indepth orientations to the program are better handled
'in meetings addressing themselves solely to that
Purpose.

6. Audience evaluations are an aid to planning future
meetings and give audience members an opportunity to
let you know if and how they wish to be further involved
in the program.

HOSTING VISITORS AND ANSWERING INQUIRIES

As an innovative program, EBCE attracts many inquiries and
visitors. You should arrange to host visitors and develop
descriptive materials with which to -answer inquiries.

)

Bringing visitors to the learning center and taking them to
employer/community sites lets them actually see what students
are doing and talk with participants about the program. You
should plan to involve students as much as possible in explaining
the program and answering questions. Staff can guide visitors
through their respective program responsibilities.

(CE)2 found it easier to host visitors individually or in small
groups than in large groups because this was less disruptive for
staff and students. and resulted in more personal. conversation
About the program. The individuals could also be taken 6ut to
learning sites (employer instructors were invited to come i to
the learning center to talk to larger groups). (CE)2 also ound
thatoccasionally there were times when the workload of staff
and students required them to close the visitor gates temporarily.
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ROSS REFERENCES

Cot unity Relations (Item

The Pro ram Overview contains a review of key program elements that
can help in planning the content of presentations about EBCE. See
also Item 1, pages 143 -147, for suggestions regarding how to describe
the program and the specific information some audiences may desire.

In add tic . slide-tape presentations are available on request from
ATP/REL defining EBCE and highlighting one student's experiences in
the (CE)2 program in Tigard, Oregon.
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Provide channels for input program from
participants and community members

Program administrators should take the lead in determining ways to
reinforce-the "community" spirit of EBCE programs. This will mean,
in part, providing adequate-opportunities for both internal and
external publics to play a role in prbgram operationspresenting
their ideas and seeing at least some of those ideas put into
action, Periodic debriefing sessions with program participants:
staff, students, parents and.employeJ xistructorscan yield.
valuable. insights into program operations.

t

Representing all program participants on the EBCE governing or
advisory board can be an easy and informal way to begin
communicating with various groups-- students, parents, buSiness and
labor, the community-at-large. Board members can also be valuable
program advocates in the cmmunity, especially if they represent
several different points of view (employers, labor leaders, parents,
students).

For public involvement to WorkisuCeessfully, people- must
uneerstand clearly at the outset exactly what kind of input they
are being asked to make and who will be making the final decisions.
They need to know that there are levels in the decision making
process, and they also need feedback on their contributions to see
that their assistance is needed and valued.

SAMPLE STRATEGIES FOR INVOLVEMENT

Task Forces

Task forces of parent, employer and com ty representatives can
be convened for brainstorming, problem solving and providing
third-party evaluations of various program details. (CE)2 found
a great\willingness on the part of parents and employer/community
representatives to volunteer their time and effort for program
planning ard evaluation, and the task force procedure proved to be
an especially useful way of gaining citizen input to the actual
design of the program.,

When convening task forces or study groups, first define the task
to be accomplishe-,And then identify the individuals most suitable
for that task,..- Personal referrals can be a useful means of
identifying people outside the program to serve on task forces.
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Task:

AN EXAMPLE OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
THE (CE)2 COMPETENCIES TASK' FORCE

To brainstorm what the. Tigard community would
consider to be basic "survival skills" for
adult life find to recommend a list of those as

competencies to be required of all (CE)2
students.

Me ers: The initial brainstorming group consisted of
six parents, three employers, one labor
representative, one school district
representative, one student and the (CE) 2
staff.

Subgroups of community members with expertise
in given competency areas such as banking and
physical education were convened to map out
the actual learning activities-that would be
required of students to master those areas.

Subsequent groups of employer/community
representatives, students and parents were
convened periodically to review the competencies
so the list would be timely and as beneficial
to students as possible from year to year.

Student Involvement.

Students need a stake in program decision making. They have a
valuable role to play in' brainstorming and evaluation and can be
especially helpful in planning such program details as new student
orientation and a student handbook.

(CE)2 has used several levels of student involvement in program
planning,, decision making and operations:

Students are represen1;ed on the (CE)2 Board of
Directors and can submit recommendations to the board
through their representative.

Students have served on specific task forces to
develop elements of the curriculum and to help plan
student orientation.
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: 0 41VZZATION

The opinions of students in the program, solicited
through surveys, questionnaires, interviews and

,

debriefing sessions, have provided essential data for
program evaluation (one of the purposes of the annual
(CE)2 staff/student retreat has been to obtain student
evaluations of program features and recommendations
for change).

4. Graduating seniors have been asked to critique the
program (the first such critique at the close of the
1572-73 school year helped identify tasks for the
staff's summer agenda of programHrevision); graduates
have also been followed up for their perspectives on
the program through questionnaires and interviews.

5. Students already in the program are frequently asked to
helpelp orrent new students to program details.

6. Students havh served as hosts for program visitors and
have made program presentations to many different
citizen and ,education groups.

Surveys and Questionnaires

The research nature of (CE) 2 required the development of various
instruments to assess the attitudes and opinions of individuals
coming in contact with the program. While other sites may not
have as detailed an evaluation procedure as (CE)2, some of these(
questionnaire formats may serve other programs' planning and
community involvement purP94ses. The following list indicates
some of the instruments used by (CE)2 to provide feedback to the
progran:

EIH.LimI211ajDIam: assesses (CE)2 students'
attitudes toward work, the EBCE program and its
learning outcomes and their reasons for joining the
program

2 Parent Opinion Survey: assesses (CE)2 parent
perceptions of program strengths and weaknesses,
benefits of the program to their sons or daughters and
the extent of their involvement in the program

3. Employer Opinion Survey: asks employer instructors
for various kinds of information including how they
became involved with (CE)2 -nd the impact of (CE)2
on their company

4. Visitor estionnaire: asks visitors how they firs t
learned about ()2, what they observed, their overall



Commity Neiations (Item 8)

impressions of the program, what aspects of the
program they would like to see tried in other
school districts and their desire for'additiOnal
information

(SEalEsAlfguestionnairt: asks the staff to rate
the importance and perceived effectiveness of the
program's learning strategies and student learning
outcomes; also asks staff to give their perceptions
of factors contributing to and limiting the success
of the program and changes they would sUggest

6 2 Graduate Interview and Questionnaire :
a c ination telephone interview and,brief
questionnaire asks about the educational and/or
vocational activities of (CE)2 graduates and their
perceptions about what they gained from the program

CROSS-REFERENCE

Sample opinion surveys and questionnaires usedhy CE)2 will be
diaplayedirrthe Evaluation handbook.
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Meet information and liaison needs of governing/
advisory boards and participating school district

GOVERNING AND ADVISORY BOARDS.

Governing and advisory boards need a comprehensive and detailed
understanding of the program to determine policies regarding

1. program Managementincluding budget, business
procedures and financial status

students--including entry/exit procedures, progress
in the program, attendance and general welfare

the instructional progr

personnelincluding hiring and dismissal procedures,
performance evaluations and staff development
activities

Advisory boards will probabiy be more concerned with students and
'the instructional program'than with personnel and management
details, but their information needs are almost as broad as those
of a governing board.

(CE)-2 ' Strategies for Communicating with Its Board

At (CE)2, the program administrator talks frequently with board
members on an informal basis to brief them on program activities,
and the board meetings themselves are a major way of sharing
information. Agenda items are planned by the program administrator
to give board members as complete a picture of (CE)2 operations as
possible as the basis for their decision making.

Information is conveyed to the board at regular meetings
primarily through monthl written rep2rts from the program
administrator and supplementary verbal presentations by program
participants. The administrator's monthly report covers the
general status of the program, incltding a financial statement and
an accounting of actions the administrator has taken in managing
the program on the board's behalf. It is mailed tc board members
in advance of the once-a-month meetings.

Verbal presentations are made at board meetings by the program
administrator, individual staff members and students. These
presentations may be arranged by the program admidistrator to
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Comm unit (Item 9)

ify some aspect of the monthly report (staff members
explaining their work, for example, or students sharing their.
experiences on employer sites) or may relate to a specific request
for board policymaking (students petitioning for additiOnal
representation on the board, for example, or asking forapproval
of a student government plan).

;

The (CE)2 administrator also looks for ways to involve board
members in the life of the program outside the context of their
meetings, helping to make the organization as personal to them as
possible. Meeting space is available at the learning center, for
example, for the use of board members (and community groups in
general), and board members are encouraged to visit the center to
meet informally with staff and students over lunch.

PARTICIPATING SCHOOL DISTRICT

Channels of communication should be set up b een the district and
program to share_ ,information about students program operations.
School district administrators will need to ow how the program
is working in the community and how studen are progressing in
it. -They should be given opportunities to observe students at
learning sites in the communit and to meet with employer/ I mmuni y
participants to discuss program issues.

If the progral has its own governing board, separate from e school
district board, it will be necessary to establish.some
working agreement between the program and the participatingklistrict
or districts (see pages 38-39). The district might also designate
an individual to serve as administrative liaison with the p ogram
and someone from the high school teaching staff to interacts
regularly with MICE personnel, becoming an "expert" on the program
and providing information to other district teachers. Districts
planning to operate the program themselves might also find it
beneficial to designate such a liaison person from the high school
teaching staff.

There will be many opportunities for mutual exchange of inforMation
and assistance between the program and the district -- program -staff
helping district staff locate community resources for other
programs, for example. The transportation needs of EBCE, might be
coordinated with other district programs such as cocperative work
experience. ':The district should also be aware of the need to keep
EBCE staff informed about such things as inservice meetings,
resources and special activities at the high school for both staff
and students, particularly if the EBCE learning center is located
off-campus.
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CROSS-REFERENCES

District working agreement is displayed in

See "Business Management," pages 103-106, for discussion of
financial reports for various audiences.
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Meet information and liaison need= -of program staff
district teLchers

PROGRAM STAFF

10)

An E staff generally needs the following kinds of information to
perfLrm effectively in the program:

orientation to the program

2. fa4iliarity with each oth 's roles and tasks

3. coordination with each other on program-related
activities

4. knowledge of admin stra ive decisions that affect
program operations

5.. ongoing information on students and student progress

EEICE involves staff and students,in so many divergent activities in
and around the community that it is essential to provide'some.means
for staff to share their schedules with each other and know
students' whereabouts at all times. (CE)2 has attempted to meet
these needs by (a) requiring students to sign in and out of the
learning center and keep staff posted on their daily activities
and (h) keeping weekly calendars of staff activities. The system
for keeping track of student time has been'very efficient (see
Stud -.nt Services, Item 11, for procedures), but it has been
difficult to have a system for staff calendars that could keep
pace with schedule changes. Other sites may be able to resolve
this in another fashion.

Staff meetings are, of course, a primary means of sharing
information. At (CE)2 the program administrator generally suggests
and posts an agenda prior to each meeting;'staff members then add
items they wish to discuss. Staff meetings-also include detailed
discussions of individual students' progress throughout the program
year.

Staff retreats qan also play an important role in prograr
interactions. (CE)2 has usually held one staff/student :l treat in
the fall, of each year and a staff retreat later in the year.
These two- or three-day sessions away from the learning 7enLer
have helped to generate a spirit of "community" for the program.
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DISTRICT TEACHERS

The district teaching staff's attitudes toward and opinions about
EBCE will have an influence on public opinion, district acceptance
and student and parent attitudes and interest in the program. A
'ositive opinion of the program among principals, teachers and
counselors helps students feel confident in selecting EBCE as an

ternative.

',What Teachers Want to Know About EBCE

District teachers need clarification of any differences in
provisiOns for EBCE staff concerning working hours (if the program
day differs from the regular school day), compensatioff, extended
contract time and so forth. They will want to know why s/tudents
move on and off campus (if the learning center is located in the \

high school). They will also need clarification if exceptions to
existing rules are made for EBCE students (permission to smoke in
the learning center, for example).

Teachers will evaltdte EBCE in terms of (a) student outcomes and
(b) the program's impact on-the community. EBCE administrators
should keep local teachers informed about program developments
and student progress through faculty meeting presentations and
staff and program newsletters, as well as articles in local
newspapers and other general community directed media. It should
be noted, however, that teacher perceptions of th , program will be
acquired as muchthrough observations of student, i _n the program
and association with program staff as from informat ;al meetings
and printed materials.

Guidance personnel should have R good understanding of the program
to speak knowledgeably of it to students, and the entire faculty,
should be aware of the student recruitment schedule.

When describing EBCE to teachers, emphasize that the program helps
meet student needs not met in the general educational system,
rather than leveling criticisms at the local district. Point out
that EBCE is one alternative among many for students, and that it
can flourish side-by-side with traditional classroom education.
EBCE should not be "defended" to district teachers but should be
described as a complementary option for some students and staff
to consider.

(CE)2 Introduction to Tigard. Teachers

Early in planning for CE)2, a small group Of"teachers froth the
high school (including the head of the social studies department
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and teachers associated with career education and the cooperative
work experience program) were asked to meet with EBCE staff to
identify teacher concerns and questions about the program. They
were also asked to help plan an informational meeting for the
entire high school staff and to become advocates of the program
their ftllow teachers.

The program was introduced to the high school faculty at a
regular afternoon staff meeting. After the meeting and thfoughout
the following day, EBCE representatives were available in a
designated room of the high school to discuss the program further
with interested individuals.

There are many different ways EBCE might be introduced to a
faculty, including working with small groups of teachers by
departments or an afternoon workshop for teachers (with the
possibility of released time). Keep in mind that meetings may be
more productive in the morning than after a full day of classes
and that small-group discussions are frequently more fruitfu2
than large-group ones. RemerraicIr also three basic suggestions for
any presentation--make it visual (with transparencies, slides or
other techniques), hand out descriptive literature and concentrate
on aspects of the program that will help to allay audience concerns.

Suggestions for Ongoing Program/Teacher Liaison

EBCE staff should give credit tc zal teachers whe ever possible,
acknowledging the pluses of EBCE dents' prior eddcational s.

experiences and recognizing teachers for any assistance they
give to the program. They shoulalso listen to both sides
in any instances of contention or misunderstanding between EBCE
students and high ;school teachers or admini,-rators. In addition,
EBCE staff should assist district teachers wn.Aever feasible--
locating community resources, for example, or dicussing application
of EBCE materials and procedures to meet teacher needs. EBCE
staff can show teachers how to use program techniques in their own
teaching situations.

If the program is housed in the high school, EBCE staff members
should be in touch with their fellow teachers (attending formal
and informal faculty activities, for example) to offset any
cliquishness tRat_mdght be assumed because of the intensity of an
EBCE staff's work. If the program is housed separately from the
high school, EBCE staff members risk being "invisible" to district
teachers. Thisshold be offset by ongoing liaison between staff
members and high School teachers.

(CE)2 found that interest in and support for the program grew
among high school adminIstrators and counselors as those
individuals worked program statf on various operational
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details. Other programs should seek ways to involve local
teachers in the program without adding to their ..gular teaching
burdens. Such involvement could include a series of visitations
for high school staff to observe the program in operation.
Teachers could be represented on the program's advisory board,
intern at the learning center or attend summer workshops with EEICS
staff and/or students

CROSS-REFERENCES

See Appendix K for a copy of the handout used at a Tigard teachers'
informational meeting on EBCE.

See "Personnel," pages 79-86, for more specifics regarding
program staff orientation and interactions that are necessary
the efficient operation of the program.

The student - related information needs of program Staff and (CE221s
systems for meeting these 'needs are detailed in "Student Records,"
Student Services gee particularly items 2 and 4.
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Meet information and liaison needsof EBCE students
and parents

STUDENTS

Students' understanding of the program is essential for their
effective participation in it. They need a thorough orientation
to "house rules" and ope:ational details o the program and a,
clear\vIderstanding of their rights and responsibilities. They_
also nekd systematic, ongoing feedback on their learning progress
and persional growth in the program. In addition, students need
channels for sharing ideas With each other and with staff, and
they should have a role in program planning and decision making.

(CE)2 Procedures for Meeting Student Information Needs

(C8)2 students receive information about themselves and the program
primarily through personal contacts with staff, employer instructors
and each other: (CE)2 staff try to be easily accessible to students.
They-pla . great importance on recognizing student accomplishments--
sendin post cards home to acknowledge successful projects_pr
activ'ties, con/ratulatiffg-studentb.whenthey complete specified
program tasks and looking for daily opportunities to help students
feel good about themselves and their efforts in the program.

The first week of the school year is spent orienting students
the program. A student handbook is distributed to serve as a
reference to such details as program completion requirementS,
school year action zones, the student accountability system and
transportation procedures.

The program has detailed procedures for planning_and-monitoring
student learning and for guidance that are deSigned to give students
continuous feedback on their learning progress and personal growth.
A bulletin board (Student Status Board) in the learning center
shows students their own and each other's'progress in the program
in an immediate, visual way via colored cards indicating each
student's current employer site and progress on projects and
competencies. (CE)2 also has an open records policy giving
students full access to their own program-related information.

A student government plan gives students the right to form working
committees to address specific issues and to elect a representative
to the board pf directors (one from returning students for the
first half of the year and one from firstyear students for the
second half). The student representative is a voting member of
the board. 1
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(CE)2 also provides opportunities for student group activities to
counteract the isolation that can be a problem with any
individualized i_structional program:

A staff/student rr eting is scheduled approxim:%ely once
a month, or more frequently if needed. A bulletin
placed in student mailboxes prior to the meeting listL-
topics that the staff have identified for discussion and
asks for student suggestions. Tha final agenda is drafted
by the student coordinator. Agenda topics might include
routine housekeeping item- ,reminders to students about
transportation requests, confirming appointments with
employers and turning in time slips, for example) as well
as discussions of program details (clarifying procedures
and so forth).

An annual staff/student retreat in thefall of each year
'helps students increase their understanding of the
program and brings staff and students closer together,
-opening channels of communication and trust.

Year-end retreats for seniors give these students an
opportunity to offer suggestions fc improving the
program, as do yearly dEbEisfing_sessions with returning
students.

Social and informal activities for students, parents, staff
and board members have included an annual fall picnic, a
Christmas gathering and an evening desert for graduating
students.

PARENTS

Parents of EBCE students need confidence in the program and
,,-- assurance that their sons and daughters are receiving an

iaucation that compares favoraLly with conventional high school
programs. Parental confidence ill the program ary7. its staff is
also because parents are a primary Source of informtion
about the program to the community. 'phis confidence should first
be generated during student recruitmenv To sustain their
confidence, Parents will needicontinu-i,j explanation of program
purposes and characteristics and specific and frequent feel:t.
on what their sons and daughters are doing in pogram Alvf
well they are progressing.
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(CE)2 Parent Night Orienting Parents to the Program

Although prospective parents are given a full briefing on (CE)2
during student recruitment in the spring, participating parents
need a "refresher course" in what the program is all About when
the school year begins. To meet this need, (CE) 2 instituted a
parent night in October. or November of each school year. 'All
participating parents arm invited to the learning center 6 meet
informally with staff members and each other.

Parents generally !:.ave a number of questions to as about the
program and, its abilities to meet student needs. They want to
be sure that students are not "wasting time" and that they are
"learning something." They also want to understand the staff/
student relationship, which seems much less formal and structured
than in the traditional high school.. The (CE)2 staff do everything
possible to make parents feel "safe" in their knowledge about
program operations.

Format for the (CE) parent night is gE-lerally as follows=

Program administrator introduces staff members and
gives a brief explanation of (CE) 1, usually with
accompanying nlide-tape present ...an.

Parents divide into three groups to rotate among
staff members -- learning managerl and learning

resource specialist meeting with each croup en the
Life .;kills (explaining pro ectF ccmpetencies),
LImployer relations specialists e 1 ).ping the use
of learning sites in the communi'.: with special
.Itention to Exploration Packages .Lei onsi te

e'pectations for students) and program administrator
and student co-1_:-iinator explaining the student
acTountability system and parene reporting.

1 group reconvenes for questions and answe-i,

Staff try to keep their presentations brief, with plenty of t-ne
for informal interaction with parents. By session's end, Paren\7
have Usually caht the supportive feeling of the Program and
asking "How can I help? What can I do to encourage my son or
daughter?"

Other (CE) Techniques for)Commun catin04 th Parents, 2 Techniques

(CF) 2 staff keep in close touch with parents regarding student
progress in the program. In addition to sending written rvorts
to parents at the end of each of the action z4:nesinto'whicil
student learning activitles are organized dung the yeax', staff
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divide parent telephone numbers among themselves and make personal
calls at the end of each zone to further discuss student progress.
These telephone contacts help make parents a definite part of the
(CE)2 team. (One student reported that his mother greeted him
with "Have you finished your project? Is your competency done?"
He said, "I didn't even know she knew those words!")

Parents come to the learning center fot p-rsonal conferences twice
during the year and more frequently if desired or needed. The
two scheduled conferences are set up so parents rotate among
staff members and talk -'.th each one. The staff believe these
personal conferences r ide an excellent opportunity to further
parent understanding of program operations.

Parents also receive copies 'f the student's computer career quest
printouts by mail so they can see which employer/community sites
their son or daughter is exploring. This gives parents some
tangible evidence of what their student is doing and the interests
the student is developing. It also helps parents see the extent
of the program's involvement in the c mmunity.

In addition, (CE)2 holds informal stiff /student /parent get-togethers
during the year (a fall picnic, for example) and mails general
proram information toiparents throughout the year, including a
printed newsletter (see Iti2m 6, page 159)-

Involving parents as much as possible in program planning and
operations helps to generate strong Parent support for the program
which, in tarn, carries over to the community. pare it input to
(CE)2 program decisions is provided ,h rough representation on the
program's board of directors (two parent-representatives, one from
returning students and one from first -year students) and through
parent participation on val7ious program planning task forces.

-CROSS REFfRENCES

The Student Ser-,ices handbook contains several references pertinent
to ;le irformation needs of EBCE students and i4rents, as follows:

Details on (CE)? 's week -long student or)e _ation are
contained iit "Program ;nt-y/Exic," pages 2/-33. A A-ample
student; handbock ..is displayed in Appendix A.

The staff/student retreat is discuss d in detail in "Guidance,"
Item 5.

Prc-edLn=rs for reporting student pro, ess to h7)tn students
and parents are detail62 in "Student Records," Item 7.5.
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Meet information and liaison needs of students and parents
in local district

Parent support is an essential factor in community acceptance,
and peer understanding and acceptance of the program can have an
effect on students' desire to choose EBCE as an alternative.

Parents are naturally interested in knowing program purposes and
design. As taxpayers they want to know how much the program is
going to cost them. They also want to know who.the program is
intended to serve, how learning is structured and directed, what
provisions are made for student safety at employer sites and if
EBCE students can receive regular high school diplomas
Nonparticipafdrig parents need 71assurance that EBCE is not
diverting resources or staff from ' :heir own Children's educational
programs.

Student .N,Truitment is one of the program's basic processes for
sharing inl:Jrmation with parents and students in the district.
Potential EBCE,students and their parents need general information
concerning learning oppor mities available through EBCE. After
receiving general'information, students and parents with a
continuing interest need detailed information on the program as it
applies to them.

Basic program information may be communicated to students and
parents through flyers, displays, letters to parents, classroom and
large-group presentations and 'articles in school and local
newspapers. Prospective applicants and their parents may be
contacted individually by staff members (in person or by telephone),
invited to student/parent group presontations,1 given brochures and
more detailed program information and, if the program is already
-operational, invited to :I open house at the learning center.

aonparticipating students gain imp ;signs of the program through
c'-nt,'.ct with EBCE students. Program staff and students should
be aware pf this informal method of communication and of e
"mss ages" they are oending.

CR. FERE

(C6)2 student recruiOvent procedures, including general information
presentations to students and parents, Ire ..,77ontained in "?rogram
Entry/Exit," Stildent_Scrvices, pages -22.
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1

Meet information and liaison needs of business and labor

EBcE must work cooperatively with both management and labor to
ensure that its purposes are understood, that it can function as an
educational alternative in the community and that the rights of
both learning site employees and students are fully protected.

Personal contact will be the most effective, direct means of
informing business and labor groups and individuals about the
program. Personal contacts should range from informational
Presentations at group meetings to involving individuals from
business and labor in advisory capacities for program planning,
review and evaluation (business/labor representatives constitute
the majority membership on the (CE) 2 Board of Directors).

These audiences can also be kept informed through printed materials
(newsletters, brochures, reports) , community-directed publicity
(newspaper articles, for example) and targeted mailings.

EMPLOY ER/ &MUNI TY PARTICIPANT

The internal employer/community public of an EBC1 program Consists
of all the people in the community who have agreed to serve as
resources for student learning -- employers who have committed their
places of business as learning sites for students, employer
instructors and community resource people, tutors and corpetency
certifiers. After being recrui-ed into Ole program, these various
participants need

1. an orientation to the program" and their roles in it

2. pertinent information about the students with whom
they will be working

feedback on their effectiveness in their given program
roles

4. varying unlunts of assistance depending on their role--
from the detailed liaison and train:111g needs of employer
instructors to .die minimal assistance needed by
competency certifiers

basical y, the prograjr, will need tome regular methods for maintaining
effective two-way ,:ommunication between staff and employer/community
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resource people and among the resource people themselves.

Participants need channels of communication open to them for making
suggestions for program improvement and for recolving feedback on
their suggestions.

Suggestions for Communicating With Participants

(CE)2 has instituted detailed procedures for recruiting, developing
and maintaining employer/community sites and ineividuals
participating in the program at those sites. These strategies have
specific implications for program relations, lult they are described
fully elsewhere (see cross-references listed on page 188).

(CE)2 staff members provide continual support to employer instructors
in their work with students. Tutors and competency certiziers do
not require as extensive involvement with program staff to fulfill
their roles with students, but staff members are in personal contact
with these community individuals, too, whenever needed.

Involving participants in program planning, governance, evaluation
and community relations activities, such as presentations to groups,
helps to keep them informel and interested in the program. The
(CE)2 administrator holds frequent informal meetings with community
participants in the program, individually and in small groups, to
brainstorm various issues of employer involvement in (CE)2--for
example, legal relationships between the program, employers and
labor, and ways in which employers can be personally helpful to
students at their sites. In addition, whenever employers and
community resource people attend a (CE)2 function, their evaluative
feedback is sought by means of questionnaires or discussions.

Participants need to know how vital they are to the success of the
program. At (CE)2, certificates of participation are given to
community members who contribute their time and energy to the
program, and students write thank-you letters to their employer
instructors. Staff also handwrite post cards of thanks- to anyone
who taket part in the program (the Program has "logo"
imprinted on post cards as well as stationery).

Strategies that mignt be developed by other LBCE sites include
fall program get-togethers for community participants and the
students with whom they will be working and an "honor roll" of
participating empl)yers and businesses posted in the learning
center. A testimcnial dinner at the end of each school year
might give additional recognition to employer instructors and
other community participants.
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BUSINESS AND P OFESSIONAL GROUPS

The program should be explained to employer groups whenever possible
(community and even statewide employer associations, for example) to
encourage a more widespread understanding of EBCE. "Spreading the
word" to employer groups can underscore and enhance site-recruitment
efforts and also foster general community support. The local
Chamber cf Commerce is a basic employer audience for receiving
general program information, as are groups such as Business and
Professional Women, Rotary and Kiwanis.

Local or state representatives of national organizations such as
the National Alliance of Businessmen and American Association of
Training Directors should be made aware of what EBCE is and how it
operates. National interest in the program can greatly aid local
employer recruiting efforts. Local, state or regional offices
of national business and professional groups are logical additions
to mailing lists to receive program newsletters and other descriptive
materials.

State regulatory boards various professions may also need
general information about EBCE. (CE) made a presentation to the
Oregon State Board of Cosmetic Therapy, for example, in response
to a question about placing a student at a local beauty school.
The Cosmetic Therapy Board members needed to know About the nature
of student learning activities at the beauty school to agree that
the site could take part in tie EBCE program.

-LABOR

The American labor movement has always been .concerned with quality
educational opportunities for young people and with the rights of
students. as well as workers. Labor organizations have vast
experience in training young people and can offer'valuable support
to EBCE Programs if they understand program goals.

Programs should adopt policy statements and procedures that clari
their position on matters such as the learning status of students%
These statements should emphasize that EBCE is a learning program,
not a training orapprenticeship program, and should distinguish
clearly between "workers" and EBCE student "learners."

Policy statements will be only One step in clarifying program
operations to the satisfaction of labor representatives, however.
Another major step will be to involve labor representatives
actively in program planning and governance. This should mean
not only repicsentation on the program's .:11/i 0_ and/or governing
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boards, but also inclusion of union spokesmen in program task
forces attending to specific planning details.

Educators who have had experience dealing with unions may be of
assistance in establishing contact with union officials. Labor
representatives on the program's planning, advisory and governing
boards should also be asked to help set up meetings with officials
from various unions in the community as a preliminary step in
building program support and paving the way for potential student
placements at union shops. Labor officials might be encouraged to
attend EBCE advisory board meetings and could also be invited to
attend employer instructor training sessions. Union offices
themselves might be developed as sites for student learning, and
union representatives should be asked to\participate in employer
seminar presentations.

(CO2/LabOr Liaison

(CE)2 has three labor members on its governing board, representing
local, regional and state union interests.' (A program located in
a heavily unionized area may want an even larger union representation
on its advisory or governing board.)

(CE) 2 did not seek specific .ndorsement from any one labor group
but worked instead with individual labor leaders and locals to
build understanding and support for the program.

I -
As (C)2 began operation, program representatives met with the
executive committees of county central labor\councils in the
Tigard area to inform labor representatives about (CE)2 and
establish some agreement as ::o how it could work with labor. In
addition, a labor representative was contacted to help identify

D

union locals and labor officials who should be
\ aware

of the program.
These included leaders from locals that might be represented at
potential learning sites in the community, as well as local opinion
leaders in he union movement.

An introductory letter was sent to identified union officials
briefly explaining the program, naming members of the governing
board and listing the sponsoring agencies. Meetings were
subsequently set up with individuals and groups!to.introduce
program concepts and appropriate staff and to hear .specific labor
questions and concerns. Labor representatives v)ho could see
potential "pressure points" in the placement of (CE)2 students aa-

specific sites were asked to leave ..:her cards s program
representatives could contact them later for foliowup discussions.

(CE)2 labor contacts resulted in some specific suggestions for
strengthening union support of the program. TheSe included
(a) holding periodic small-group meetings with union _representatives
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from locals in 7..ie community, (b) keeping ..'ficers of counv labor
councils up to .11 to on the program, (c) developing an understanding
with these officials that program representatives would contact
them immediately for their assistance if problems should arise
regarding specific student placements, (d) inviting labor
representatives to tour the learning center and visit participating
employer sites and (e) using labor councils as a resource for
locating speakers to talk with EBCE students about Use role of
labor in business and industry.

CROSS-REFERENCES

Impact of child laws on program policy is discussed on
page 220 of Appendix B.

Procedures for reporting student-related information to employer/
cOmmunity participants are detailed in "Studen/t Records," Student-----
Services, Item 15.

The employer recruitment process is fully detailed in Employer/
Community Resources, pages 3-60, including suggested procedures
f'r contacting potential participantP."pages 26-29; general concerns
uf information needs during recruitment, pages 30-40; and

suggestions for materials to use dyring recruiting, page 45. An
employer information packet is displayed in Appendix C. This
packet also contains a (CE)2 policy statement clarifying the
provisions under which both employers and students participate in
the program, including the student's learner status and the
relaticnship of the program t the Fair Labor Stzndards Act.

Copies of tha (CE)2 work for pay and productivity state.
displayed in grwCwirtRe's, Appendix N.
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Community Relations (Item 14)

Meet.informa ion and liaison needs of community-at-large

Basically, community groups need general program information,
which can be transmitted through a variety of channels including
personal contact by staff members, presentations and mailings,
news releases, interviews and feature stories in local
media. The community-at-large should also be represented on the
program's governing or advisory. board. (CE)2 has one member -at
large on its beard, and this position has been filled by various
people active in Tigard civic affairs.

Each community has groups concerned with community development and
educational opportunities. for young people. These groups include
civic and service organizations such as the League of Women Voters,
news releases, interviews and feature stories in local media.
The community-at-large should also be represented on thr- program's
governing _or advi6ory board. (CE)2 has one member-at-T, on its
board, and this position has been filled by various people active
in Tigard civic affairs.

There will be other, less formally organized groups that should be
informed about EBCE, too. These groups include taxpayers if the
program is operated by a school district and "neighbors" if the
learning center is located in the community adjacent to business
and professional offices or residences. Communications can also be
targeted to particular segments of the community--senior citizens,
for example, whose time and expertise might be an invaluable program
resource.
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15
Meet information and liaison needs of educational
community

OTHER CAREER EDUCATION OR COMMUNITY-ORIENTED PROGRAMS

EBCE programs should establish and maintain liaison with other
educational programs that draw from the same community resources
or share similar purposes with EBCE. This liaison could include
presentations to district advisory groups for career or vocational
education, for example.

The administrators of other programs need information that lets
them put EBCE in perspective with their own efforts. They should
know EBCE's purposes and the students to whom a eels. They
also-should know the general EBCE procedures or student learning
in the community. The scope of EBCE as a coMprehensive educational
program encompassing Life Skills and Basic Skills as well as
Career Development should be made clear.

Cooperation has marked (CE)2's relations with other programs in the
Tigard district, which include community-based junior high school
career exploration and high school cooperative work experience, work
release and an Alternative Futures program involving onsite study of
local government and social service agencies. (CE)2 staff, for
example, helped the Tigard High School staff establish procedures
for tapping community resources for the Alternative Futures program.
A Tigard School District administrator noted many possibilities for
cooperation among programs, including sharing information about
employer/community resources, drawing from EBCE experiences in
planning junior high school career exploration and coordinating the
transportation needs of programs moving students around the
community. This coordination requires a pooling of information
abdut needs and resources.

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Colleges and universities are interested in EBCE's ability to
prepare students for postsecondary education and in the program's
credentialino procedures.

Contact with college and university officials twill generally be
person-to-person, involving letters, telephone calls and
conferences. Groups or associations of college officials in the
area could be reached by informational presentations on the program
and periodic articles in association newsletters.
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Direct involvement in the program can, of course, enhance
understanding of it. Postsecondary institutions in the immediate
area, community colleges in particular, might become community
resources for student learning. For example, (CE)2 has involved
physical education students from a neighboring university in helping
(CE)2 students prepare for the physical fitness competency. (CE)2
has also, on occasion, enrolled some of its students in courses at
a neighboring community college. In addition, college officials
can serve on program task forces to study specific issues and
review the program's credentialinq format.

If the program is located near a teacher training institution,
there might be mutual advantages in fHtering a close working
relationship with that institution. Teacher training programs
potential sources of tutors and EBCE staff, Aspects of EBCE
might affect the teacher training itself, with trainees observing
EBCE's strategies for personalizing learning, team interaction and
managing the data involved in an individualized program.

OTHER EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES

Any EBCE program will find it necessary to establish ongoing
liaison with some or all of the following educational agencies or
groups:

school districts receiving formeir BB
transfers

students as

2. intermediate education districts that can offer
services to the program

3. state departments of education

4. state associations with regulatory functions relative
to students or program (a student activities
association, for example)

.ten =d groups and instituti
information on program develor-
achievement and other even: tta

want general
udent

School districts receiving transfer ,i_ucites need to know how
student learning in the program can be translated into their
particular credentialing system. Agencies offering services should
know. about program needs and eligibility for their services. A
state department of education needs to know how student learning
in the program meets state standards-and requirements.
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State associations with regulatory functions need information
relative to their specific concerns. For example, (CE)2
negotiated with the Oregon School Activities Association to obtain
the clearances necessary to allow (CE)2 students to participate in
extracurricular activities at Tigard High SchoOl. The association
needed to know the enrollment status of (CE)2 students and wanted
access to individual student progress reports on a periodic basis,
if necessary, to Nerify student eligibility to participate in
school activities.

Interested groups and institutions may desire presentations on the
program, printed materials or learning center or employer site
visits. Some groups may have specific information needs
(foundations or institutes that might be notential sources of
funding, for example, or potential adopters of the program from
other districts).

CROSS-REFERENCES

College and university officials will have specific information
needs relative to student applications for admittance. These
needs aro discussed in "Student Records," Student Services,
Item 2 and Appendix D.

(CE)2 procedures for providing program information to school
districts receiving EBCE transfer students are discussed in
"Program Entry/Exit," Student Services, pages 37-38.
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Provide for ongoing evaluation of co__
relations efforts

-Y

It is virtually impossible to separate an EBCE program's commun
relations activities from total program operations. Almost all
aspects of the program require community cooperation for
implementation. Evaluation of community relations efforts,
therefore, is essentially a matter of program evaluation. You
should develop criteria for assessing the extent of community
support for EBCE and assess that support level periodically.

y

Consider various indicators for evaluating the program's community
relations: overt demonstrations of support from individuals and
groups (percentage of community's employers taking part and
endorsements by community groups, for example), frequency and
number of requests for program information, length of time
participants remain in the program, reasons employers giVe for
leaving the program, percentage of refusals to participate and the
reasons for refusal, letters of commendation and criticism,
citizen comments at school board and advisory board meetings and
so forth.

Questionnaires can play an important part in evaluation, as can
interviews with program participants (see Itemr-B; pages 170-171).
Questionnaires can assess respondent perceptions of program
operations, attitudes toward the program and impact of the program
on them.

CROSS-REFERENCE

The Evaluation handbook will contain guidelines on evaluation of
all aspects of an EBCE program and include sample questionnaires.
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APPENDIX A

Alternatives for the Operating Base of
an EBCE Program

wing material offers an overview of two options for
7 3n EBCE program:

an alternative educational provram within the
regular school district structure

as a private, nonprofit corporation governed by
its own board of directors and offering its
program in cooperation with a school district

Each of these alternatives allows var-itIc7is for location of the
program's learning center, and the apv2ndj.x- briefly lists
advantages and disadvantages of these variations. We are not
attempting a comprehensiv rialysis of the pros and cons of

ly an EBCE program "within" a school district versus
"outside" a school district or locating the learning center on a
school campus or off.. What-we hope to give is simply an "idea
prompter" to aid you in your own deliberations.
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ALTERNATIVES FOR THE OPERATING BASE
OF AN EBCE PROGRAM

OPTION I: EBCE operated within the regular school district
structure

The EBCE program would be kept intact as a total and
comprehensive educational alternative but would be managed,
staffed and supervised by the school district. The school
district would govern the-:EBCE program through its board of
directors and district administration. An advisory group
representing program participants and the community would be
formed to assist the schoblhoard in making program decisions.

OPTION II: EBCE operated as a private, nonpr t corporation

A private, nonprofit corporation wnnld be form ,1 (A
nonpr t (-c-Lf _Lion does _.mac it urn stocks or distribute
profits. It has members who may hold various classes of
voting rights. Directors may be elected by various classes
of members. It must have articles of incorporation; it may
also have bylaws. It must be granted a corporate charter
from the state in wilich its hoLidguarters is located.) The
rioverning board would be elected by those participating;
members would reflresent parents, students, the community at
large, public school officials, business and labor. The
corporation and EBCE program would exist as adjuncts to a
specified public school district that would receive donations
from the corporation in the form of specified educational
services for a given number of students. Students would be
drawn from the coopeleting public school; hence, educational
status would be that of a public school program.

th either of these two stir r, the pzogram's learning center
could have two possible locations, giving the program varying
degrees of identity with the school district and other high school
programs. The learning center could be located

on the high school campus or

at an alternative location in the commun ty
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A COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIV ES

Governing Structure

School District Governance

1. EBCE advisory board needed
to represent program
participants

. school district would
exercise control over
program

3. lencth

bettfeen EBCE
and policymaking

zoard

4 provides direct communication
and accountability between
program and school district

might result in school
district policies being
applied to EBCE that are not
appropriate to the program

6. would ensure compatability
between personnel policies
for EBCE and school district

7. -parents and students might
consider it a "safer" option

shortens lines'of
commulication between
progzam staff and district
teachers

9. could share in district
services such as
ransportation, materials,
brary, personnel
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Private Nonprofit Cor ration

1. program board of directcrs
directly represents
participants

allows experimentation with
new:policies, services, rules
and regulations without
involving entire school
district

shortens lines of
communication between EBCE
staff and policymaking
board

requires = oordination and
agreement between program's
board of directors and
cooperating school district

5. "regular" school policies

might differ from those of
the EBCE-board

6. teacher organizations may
exptess concern about
compatability of staffing
and nersonnel policies
with those of the district

7 separateness of the
organization may inhibit
students and parents from
choosing it as an option

lengthens lines of
communication and cooperation
between program staff and
district teachers

9. could negotiate shared
services through working
agreement with school
district



Location of Learning Center

separate from School Campus

could enhance EBCE's identity
as a community -based program

2 gives stUdents a definite
change in learning
environment

may be more costly than
housing learning center at
the high school

more conducive to enacting
rules and regulations that
might differ from those for
students at the high school

5_ extracurricular activities
would be less accessible tp
EBCE students

6. EBCE students would be mode
remote from social situations
with other students

R.

might decrease ability to
.share services with the
high school

_ require additional
ansportation services

lengthens lines of
communication between program
and district

Appendix A (Operating A1ternativ

On High School Campus

program might be identified
more with the school than
with the community

2. students might see less
"difference" between the
regular high school
environment and EBCE learning
center

would help to minimize
prc-j!--lm costs

would require more
coordination and
understanding between program
and high school (staff and
students alike)

extracurricular activities
would be more accessible to
EBCE students

6. would help EB students
stay in touch with other
students

7. easier to make use of
existing high school services
(library, resource centers,
counseling)

school district transportation
would be more accessible to
program

9. shortens,linesof
communication between program
and district
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APPENDIX

Legal Requirements for Operating an
Experience-Based Career Education Program

The following analysis was drafted to help school administrators
identify the legal requirements that. would have bearing on EBCE
programs. It suggests the kinds of legal considerations that
should De given to any EBCE program, oven though it has been
based on Oregon legal codes, and includes cone of the unique legal
ramifications cf the independently governed (CE)2 model.

It should be noted that this material was drafted in September 1974
and does not reflect any changes in state laws published since that
date. The organization of the material is similar to handbook
sections in that it begins with a checklist and then offers
narrative detail on each step.
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CHECKLIST OF LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

Adopt board policy covering multiple aspects of program

Ensure services are not prohibited-by collective bargaining
contracts

Gain approval of participating districts

Gai-1 state department of education approval of program

Execute contract between district oserat g agency

Execute contract between district or Operating agency and
employers

Make agreements with participating parents and students

'Establish procedures for students in program to qualify.
school for state reimbursements

Establish procedures to assure confidentiality of student
records

Establish procedures for measuring achie ment of minimum
standards for high school graduation

Assure the availability of state - approved textbooks

Insure students against injury and other damages received at
employer learning sites and enroute to and from sites

Indemnify employers against loss resulting_ from student
activities on their premises

Establish procedures for students to qualify for participation
in extracurricular and other school activities

Establish procedures for recording student fulfillment of
compulsory attendance requirements

_et teacher certification requiremen

Comply with child labor laws

Meet physical requirements for educational acidities used
in program
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'06

Adopt board policy covering multiple aspects pro ra

Explanation

The districts' policies related to EB should be clearly
established prior tobeginning the program.

It is important that policies be explicit, but deal only with
broad policy questions and not incorporate detailed administrative
procedures that could be inhibiting.

Policies might best be prepared to cover all altel-
programs in the. district.

Procedures

ve learning

The district: board should adopt a policy covering the following
topics:

student eligibility for the program and procedures for
selection of students

2. purpose and services to be provided by the program

relationship of the program to other acade,
programs:conducted by the school

responsikalit fo program planning and operat.ion

portion of districts' academic requirements that
call by met by the program

6. method,of measuring achieveMent of competencies and
converting tie minimum units in required areas of
study

method of computing:attendance,

thud: of converting achievementachi.evemen t of competendies to
grade reporting as well as transfer of credit.to
other schools

9. method and procedure of ecording.student progress

10. school's relationship. d responsibility employers

11. intent and authorizatiOn'ta contract'With an atside
agency to operate the program, if this Procedure is
to be undertaken
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1. ..reponibilities of students in the program

13. studentsi--aocess to other school activities and
services as well.... as texts and instructional
materials

14. responsibility for inspection of sites for student
safety

15. liability.

16. discipline

17. responsibility for recordkeeping

Policies should be developed cooperatively with the sta
community.

U Ensure services are not prohibited by collective bargaining
Contracts

Explanation

Increasing concern about job security of certified teachers is
resulting,in,the inclusion of-restrictions on "contracted services"
in collective bargaining agreements.

These provisions may restrict the district's ability to contract
with an Outside agency or with participating employers to operate
the career education program.

Procedures

it should be emphasized that EBCE does place responsibility for
planning and carrying out students' learning programs in the hands
of certificated personnel. People at community sites serve as
resources for the students.

Collective bargaining agreements shoUld specifically

1. exclude provisions restricting the district's ability
o contract for EBCE services or

include protective language specifically allowing
district to contract for EBCE services
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N Gain approval of participating distrits

Explanation

The program may be operated for students from several cooperating
districts, particularly in rural areas.

An inter 6 education district might operate the program.

A separate operating agency Might be designated to provide services
to several, districts.

Procedures

If the program is to be operated by an inter diete education
district for several districts,,it may

1. support the pr sgra from its regular operating
budget

2. gain approval by resolution of 2/3 of districts
enrolling 1/2 of students

The intermediate education district may need to submit a plan to
the-state department of education for approval.

Individual districts- need -to -gain approval of their boards to
participate in a cooperative project.

Relevant Statutes and Regulations

ORS 336.175. In addition to regular courses of study, any.district
school board may make available to students extended educational
experiences through public and private community agencies when
such experiences can,be provided by the agencies more appropriately
or at a lesser'cr,t than the school district. Programs under this
section may include but are not limited to work experience programs
conducted on a contractual basis'with individual employers or
employer groups.

ORS 334.125. The intermediate eduCation district board shall
perform all duties required by law, including but not limited to...
(g) special education programs.

ORS 334.175. Proposals for services and facilities to be
provided...nust be approved or disapproved by the Superintendentlof
Public Instruction within 30 days after receipt of the proposal.,

r-
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ORS 190.010. A unit of local government may enter into a written
agreement with any other unit or units of local government for the
performance of any or all functions and activities-that a party to
the agreement, its officer or agencies have authority'to perform.

4 Gain state depart_

Explanation

of educa- approval of program

New Oregon high school graduation requirements allow districts
alternatives in designing local programs.

ESCE meets minimum standards and is consistent with state department
of education implementation guidelines.

Procedures

Administrators should be-fully familiar with state standards and
procedures for gaining approval of a local program.

In preparing a local plan for submittal to the state department of
education, particular attention should be given to procedures the
school will use to

equate learning experiences to achievement of
minimum units of credit in required areas of study

measure achievement of competencies

convert achievement of competencies to grade reports,
if necessary

A. convert participation in learning experiences to
attendance requirements

State department.Of education approval procedures can be expected
to change and evolve. Specific waivers may be necessary until
more experience is gained in condUcting EBCE programs.

. Personal conferences with the coordinator of accrediting are
advised prior to preparing and submitting a plan.
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210

Execute contract between district d operating agency

Explanation

A contract is needed when the district contracts with an "outside"
agency to-operate the EBCE program.

Alternatives include the following:

The district may contract with existing profit or
nonprofit organization.

2. The district may encourage a group of individuals to
form a nonprofit corporation independent of the
district.

The district may form a nonprofit corporation
controlled by members of the board, staff and
students.

Procedures

If a new corporation is formed it should be incOLporated as a
nonprofit agency under the laws of Oregon.

The district must execute a contract with the organization
spelling out the duties and responsibilities of each, including

1. type educational experiences to be provided .

numb f students to be-involved

liability of each party

records to be _maintained ,,_

5. 'duties of staff members

payment to the agency

Relevant Statutes and Regulations

,ORS 61.051. corporations may be organized...for any one or more
lawful purposes none of which is for profit....

ORS 61.305. One or more persons of the age of 21 years or more
may incorporate ainonprofit corporation (new statute reduces age
of majority in Oregon to 18). //
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OBS 61.061 Each corporation shall have the power...to sue and besued.. contracts...indemnify....

ORS 61.121. The business affairs of a corporation shall be managed
by a board of directors. Directors need not be residents of this
state or members of the Corporation.

Execute c t between operet:n/ agency and
employers

Explanation

Whether the district operates the ECE prograrri itself or through
,a separate organize on, the 61ilcming must prevail:

Employers must clearly understand their
responsibiliti.5.

The district operating agency must indicate
clearly their y.z-vonsibililies to employers.

Procedures

An agreement should be 9xi,o ,ed .1mployers
specifying

1. willingness of the employer. to,participate

2. i aximum ex. , includinc
of time onsitestudents and

person responsible at the site

types of experience's employer would provide

basis of any payment to employer

6. indemnification df the employer for loss and
damages

7. records /reports to be Made by employer

authority the employer ha.
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U Make rreernents with participating parents and students

-Explanation

Parents and students need to understand the program clearly.

Responsibilities of the( district need to be specified.

212

Procedures

An agreement should be executed with participating students' and
their parents specifying

1. acceptable suns of transportation to sites

extent and type of student participation

3. district responsibility for student injury

4. district responsibility for granting diplomas

'Establish procedures, for students in program to qualify
school for state reiMbursements

ExplanatiOn

Districts need to be sure students are includable in average daily
attendance figures to qualify for state support.

State reimbursement may be available for transportation of studdnt$
to learning sites.

Procedures

Assuming appropriate approvaL has been gaine for the EIKE program,
students would be considered "regular" -stude is in the distkict and
can, pe included, in attendance figures. Regul forms are used to
report to the state department of education.
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Relevant Statutes and Regulations

ORS 327.010. The Basic School Support Fund shall be used-_-_
exclusively for the improvement and support of,standard public
elementary and secondary schools....Distribution shall be made to
school districts which meet all legal requirements and which
maintain and operate a stancLird school or which contract with
another standard district for the education of its students.

ORS 327.103, All school districts are presumed-to maintain a
standard school until the school has been found to be deficient
by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.

ORS 327.035. ...each school district which provides pupil
transportation to and from school...shall be entitled to
transportation -aid from the transportation account...upon approval
of the Superintendent of Public instruction.

Establish procedures to assure confidentiality udent
records

Explanation

Use of employer learning sites and an "outside" agency to operate
.an EBCE program results in-student records being made and keat-
putside the school building.

Confidentiality of rccords must be assured.

Procedures

, , _-_

Confidentiality requirements should be stated clearly. ,

i

\ Responsibility for keeping records shouldbe centeredon the
\ agency operating'the EBCE program. A procedure should be established
for permanent records.

-mployers should-be discouraged from keeping records other than
tudents' names, addresses and telephone numbers.
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Relevant Statutes and Regulations

ORS 336.195. (1) All student records maintained-by a school or
educational institution shall be confidential and, except as
hereinafter provided,, shall be open for inspection only in
accordance with such rules and regulations as the board shall adopt.
(2) The board shall establish rules and regulations to provide
that all student records maintained by any elementary or secondary
school in their district shall be available for inspection by any
parent or legal guardian requesting to see such records; however,
student behavioral records. shall be/released only in the presence
of an individual qualified to explain or Interpret the records...
(4) Student progress records si«ll be available to all teaching
staff, to parents or legal guardians and, upon request, to other
agencis having a demonstrated interest in the student.

Establish procedures for measuring achievement of minimum
standards for high school graduation

Explanation

The method of measuring competencies and assuring achievement of
minimum standards for high school graduation should be.spelled out
by board polidy and in the plan submitted to the state' department
of education.

Teachers/counselors must have a thorough understanding of this-
area to advise students and plan,thei,r programs.

Pro,_Jdures

Internal operating-procedures for articulating student experiences
in EBCE with the rest of the school curriculum need to be
specified. clearly.
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Assure th_ availability of state-approved textbOoks

Explanation

State-approved textbooks are required to be available 0 all
students.

Procedures

When the program is operated from a location away from the regular
school building, availability and student access to approved texts
must be assured.

If ES students do not use regUlar classroom texts it may be
appropriate for the district to waive textbook rental fees.

Relevant Statutes

ORS 337.050. The State Textbook Commission shall adopt...a
multiple choice list of textbooks for each grade and subject field.

ORS 337.141. With the approval of the state board of education...
the district school board...may adopt and use textbooks in place of
or in addition to those adopted by the State Textbook Commission.

insure students against injury and other damages received
at employer learning sites and enroute to and from sites

Explanation

Students ma' be exposed to possible injury at learning sites that I

other students would not encounter. Districts have a respOnsibili y
to assure the safety of learning sites..

Students must be transported to learning sites.

Workman's Compensation_laws must be considered.

Procedures

School officials, should inspect learning sites for safety
requirements.

4
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The district should arrange coverage of students in the event injury
does occur:

Students should be insured by the school district or
agency operating the EBCE program against injury going
to and from learning sites and while at learning sites.
The school should obtain liability insurance on School-
owned vehicles used to transport students, as well as
insurance to cover students being transported by
vehicles not owned by the school; this insurance should
cover bodily injury and property damage.

2. The district or operating agency should obtain
Workman's Compensation coverage for students
whenever possible. -Necessary Workman's Compensation
procedures such as maintaining lists of students in
the program should be followed carefully..

Relevant Statutes and Regulations

ORS 656.033. A' school district conducting a work experience program
shall submit a written statement to thefState Accident Insurance
Fund that includes a description of the work performed.'....The
school district will furnish the fund with a list of the names of
those enrolled in its work experience program and 'shall notify the
fund of any changes therein. Only those persons whose names
appear on such list prior to their personal injury by accident are
entitled to benefits....

ORS 332.435.' Any district school board may enter into any contracts
for insurance for liability covering all activities engaged in by
the-district for medidal and hospital benefit for students and
may pay the necessary-premiums thereon.

PLEASE NOTE: The full extent of the authority granted by Oregon
statutes is unclear. For example, dle'reference to medical and
hospital benefits is limited to athletic contests and traffic
controls. Specific authority is no provided for the purchase
of insurance- for other purposes;
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Indemnify employers against loss resulting fro.1 student
activities on their premises

Explanation

Employers may be reluctant to partiOipate unless they are
indemnified against loss to their own property or injury to others
caused by students on their premises.

Procedures

Responsibility of the district or agency operating the EBCE
program should be specifically stated for

1. claims or demands for wages or compensation by
students in the program

2. damages due to injury to people and property due
to acts of students at employer sites

Although desirable, it is not, clear from Oregon statutes whether a
school district may obtain insurance to indemnify participating
employers.

14 Establish procedures for students to qualify for participation
imextracurricular and other school activities

Explanation

The Oregon School Activities Association has authority to
reasonable policies and regulations related to student
participation in athletics and other activities.

Few questions might be expected in a program operated as an
integral part of the total curriculumi; questions may increase for
a more attonomous program'operated under contract by an outside
agency.

Schools need to provide hot lunchppportunities for all students.
Access to regular district lunch programs may be a particular
problem when a learning center away from the school is used and
when an intermediate education district 'operates the program
for several districts.
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-Procedures

Board Policy should indicate clearly EBCE students' access fo
lunch programs, extracutricular.activities and other school
programs.

District certification of EBCE students should be submitted to the
Oregon School Activities Association for their acceptance.

15 Establish procedures for recording student fulfillment of
compulsory attendance requirements

Explanation

The method of converting student activities at employer learning
sites for attendance records should be spelled out by board policy.

Procedures

Clearly specify internal operating procedures for measuring and
recording "attendance."

The method of converting attendance records shOuld be submitted
to the state department of education.

Relevant Statutes and Regulatidns

ORS 339:010: All children between the ages of 7 and 18 years who
have not completed the twelfth grade are required to attend
regularly a public full -time ,school of the 6611601 district in which
the child resides

I

Exceptions to compulsory attendance as provided by ORS 339.030:

children 16-18 lawfully employed, attending co ty
college or in activities equivalent

2 in private or parochial school

have equivalent knowledge

4. severe physical or' mental illness
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5= distance from school and no transportation provided by
the district'

6. taught by private tea

7. excused by district

Meet tea

--Explanation

reification requirements

It should be emphasized that EBCE does place responsibility for
planning and carrying out students' learning programs in the hands
of certificated personnel, although much of the students' time is
spent with people in the Community who are not certified teachers.

Questions in .this area may increase if an outside agency is
contracted to operate the program.

Procedures

Establish responsibilities and procedures to assure thatthe
"control" of instruction and student learning remains with
properly Certified personnel.

Emphasize the role of people in the co--
or "resource" people.

Relevant Statutes and Regulations

ity being that of "aide"

ORS 342.120. "Teacher" includes all certificated employees in the
public schools who have direct responsibility for instruction and
who are compensated for their services from public funds.
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Comply with child labor la-

Explanation

Thu distinction between "worker" and "student' or "learner" is
crucial. To avoid legal problems students in EBCE should not be
interpreted as "workers."

Any compensation for students will complic

Care must_be---taken not to place students in
their Safety.

Procedures

Take care to keep experiences learning.
clarify "learning productivity"-versus

Parents and students should agr that
pay for activities at a learning sfte.

meet requiIf students do "work," they m
certificates.

e this question.

,i_tuations that endanger

ones. Board policy should
"commercial productivity."

students will not accept

ements-for employment

Do not assign younger students to certain businesses specified in
Child labor laws.

Limit hours spent by students at sites.

Relevant Statutes and Regulations

ORS 653.310. No child under 18 years of age shall be employed or
permitted to work...unless the person employing him procures and
keeps on file and accessible...an-eMployment certificate...by the
Wage and Hour ComMission....

ORS 653.315. No child under 16 years of age shall be employed for
longer than 10 hours a day, nor more than six days in any one week.
No child under, 16 years of age shall be employed at any work before
7 a.m. or after 6 p.m. except for these:...employA under a special
permit which may be issued by the Wage and Hour Commission....

ORS 653.320. No child under the age of 14 years shall be-employed in
any work or labor of any form for wages or other compensation to
whomsoever payable durjng the term when the public schooli...are in
session.
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ORS 653.320. Prohibits employment of childrE. under 14 in the
following businesses: factory, workshop, mercantile establishment,
store, business office, restaurant, bakery, hotel or apartment
house. (Although not specifically stated, it is assumed by
implication that children over 14 may be employed in such
businesses.)

0- 653.3 ©7. (1) The Wage and Hour Commission shall provide a
method for issuing employment certifidates to minors and employment
certificates to employers for the employment of minors in accordance
kitYi rules and regulations which it may hereinafter adopt...
(3) All school districts shall cooperate with the Wage and Hour
Commission and make available, upon request to the Commission,
information concerning the age and schooling of minors who have
applied for or been issued are employment certificate,

Federal Minimum Wage Law covering businesses engaged in interstate
commerce may impact this area.

Meet physical req ?irements for educatirar ai faci : used
in program

Explanation

Facilities used by an outside agency operatin- the pro
need to meet certain physical requirements.

Procedures

ay

Have state department of education personnel check facilities for
compliance, particularly safety.

RegUlar cheeks of these facilities should be considered (such as
fire drills) .
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APPENDIX

Bylaws of Community Experiencesfor
Career Education, Inc. - -(CE)

The (CE)2 bylaws constitute "operating guidelines" or an EBCE
program governed as a private corporation, but they may be useful
to EBCE programs operated within a school district as well, because
they highlight one. of the major issues for consideration in setting
up the prograrrpparticipant representation in policynaking.

The following format is used to indicate how the bylaws _have
changed to meet program needs:

1. A vertical line denotes the current version of a
particular section.

2. The boxed italicized copy provides editorial
or historical information.

Revisions are indicated in parentheses; they may or
may not be the latest version, depending on the presence
of a vertical line to the left.
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ARTICLE

Membe -hip

Section 1. All individuals, institutions, organizations and
agencies holding membership it the corporation as of
September 1,1.972, by reason of having filed a Letter of
'Intent to participate shall continue as members of the
Community Experiences for Career,Edu -tion,

This Letter of Intent is obtained from employers and
community members agreeing to make learning sites avail--
to students. A detailed' explanation of the employer
recruitment interview and a sample Letter of Intent are
contained in "Site Recruitment," EnE122g1mmunity_
Resources, pages 30=38 and 179.

Section2. Any individual, institution, organization Or
agency interested in the work of'CoMmunity Experiences for
Career Education, Inc.,-is eligible to apply for membership
on submitting an application to the corporation.

Section 2. (revised 8/29/73). Any individual, institution,
organization or agency interested in the work of Community
Experiences for Career Education, Inc., as of September 1,
1972, is eligible for membership on signing a Letter of '

Intent. Evidence of membership is a Letter of Intent on.
file with the program administrator. All students enrolled
and participating in the (CE)2 program and parents of
students enrolled and participating in the program are
members of the corporation.

Section 3. Memberships are granted only on approval of
applications by the board of directors of the borporation.

Section 3. (eliminated 8/29/73).

Section 4. (renumbered Section 3, 8/29/73). Each member
individual, institution, organization or agency of the
corporation shall designate an official representative to
receive communications, cast ballots and authorize
participation in specific corporation activities.
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This is a procedure similar to that of profit-making
corporations in that each "stockholder"--in this case a
signer of a Letter of Intent--has one vote. If this
"stockholder" is a business or multi-member agency, it must
then designate its voting poiRrs to an official
representative who will then represent it at corporate
meetings and so an.

ARTICLE II

Office of the Corporation,

Sect on 1. Headquarters of the corporation shall be kocated
at the address stated in the Articles of Incorporation unless
it is changed by majority vote of the board of directors.

ARTICLE

Board of Director

Section 1. Election of individual members to the board of
directors shall be conducted annually under the direction
of the board. A nominating ballot for all ,'vacancies on the
board shall be distributed to each member by May 15 of each
year. Elections shall be completed by the following June 15
and the newly elected directors shall take office on the
following July, 1. In case of tie votes in the election of
board members, the executive committee shall caucus and
determine the successful candidate.
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The first of the (CE)2 Board of Directors were not
elected as described here. .Employer recruitment had not
yet been completed and a stable "network" of employers had
not yet been established. Planning group members and
employers already participating agreed that selections
should be made by a committee of planning group members.
The committee was formed and invited individuals they felt
would contribute substantially to the board to attend an
August 1972 organizational meeting. At this meeting members
volunteered for the positions available. The one exception
to these temporary election procedures was that of the
.student representative; who was selected by his fellow
students.

Section_l. (revised 8/29/73). Election of individual
members to the board of directors shall be conducted on
expiration of their terms of- office under the direction of
the board. The parent positions and student position on the
board shall be elected annually by the members of the parent
and student groups respectively. For these positions a
nominating ballot for each vacancy shall be distributed by
the fciurth week of AugUst of each 'year. Elections shall be
completed by the following fourth week of September and the
newly elected directors shall take office immediately.

Section 2. The board membership shall reflect representation
of the following classifications, each for the term indicated:

1 student . . . ..1 year
1 parent-- . ............ year
1 public school district

representative = 1 year
6 employers who provide

learning settings for students:

2 .. .. ......1 year

years
2.. .....3 years

1 labor representative... .2 years
1 member -at- large........ . . .. ......1 year
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As had been the case with _ planning group at the time
of its formation, the rationale for the above composition
of the board of directors was that key program participants
should be represented/ with major emphasis on employers as
key figures in the delivery of student learning. (To
provide continuity between the planning group and the new
board, the planning group suggested that the employer
reoresenta'tives on the board be three former planning group
members and three "new" individuals. These three new
employers were selected on the basis of their experience in
business, their interest in the program, their influence in
the community and their potential for providing an employer
Site for student learning.]

Section 2 (revised 6/16/73). The terms of office of board
meters shall be extended for the duration of the research
activity,.not to exceed three years, except for the parent
and student representatives, who will be,elected by both
groups before September 15,

Section 2 (revised 10/31/73). The one-year term of the
student representative shall be divided, with the first half
of the term served by_a returning student, the second half
by a new student.

Section 2 (revised 10/31/73) . The labor representation on
the board shall be increased from one to three members,
increasing total board membership to thirteen.

Section 2 (revised,9/26/74). The parent representation on
the board shall be increased from one to two members, one to
be the. parent of a second-year student, the other the parent
of a first-year student..

Board membership has subsequently been increased to fifteen
by increasing public school district representation from one
to two.

Section Vacancies on the board shall be filled by
appointment by remaining members of the board in keeping
with the above criteria. Appointed members shall serve for
the unexpired term for which the prior incumbent was:elected.

f
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Section 4. The board shall constitute the policythaking
body of the corporation and shall select staff members as
deeMed necessary on recommendation of the program
administrator.

Section 5. Regular meetings of the board shall be held
quarter-annually and special meetings on call of the chairman
or when requested by three or more of the board members to
transact the buSiness of the corporation.

Rather than meeting quarterly as spelled out in the bylaws,
the board decided to meet monthlybecause the volume of
business was such that quarterly meetings were inadequate.
in addition to the monthly 'meetingi which lasts between two
and three hours, special meetings usually require about two
hours monthly per member.

Section 6. The meetings of the board are open to interested
persons and shall-be conducted according to Robert's Rules
.of Order, unless other procedures are established by the
board.

The program adninistrator and chairman of the board meet the
week before each meeting-to draw up the-agenda. Using
minutes from the previous meeting they compile unanswered
requests, questions or matters that need to be voted on. To
this they add items needing board attention.

During the meeting, this agenda is followed and the meeting
conducted according to parliamentary procedure. The chairman
calls the meeting to order and introduces each topic for
discussion. The person most involved with a particular issue
leads the discussion.

Any issue requiring action is discussed at one meeting and
voted on at the next month's meeting.

I Section 7. Six or more members of board shall constitute
a quorum to do business.

Section 8. A board member necessarily absent may be
I representecLat board meetings by a nonvoting subStitute.
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Section 9. An executive committee consisting of the chairman,
vice ch airman, secretary and program administrator may be
appointed by the board to attend to routine business and to
report its action to the board for ratification.

An executive rattee was in fact appointed to deal
regularly with personnel actions and other matters as,
approprJate.

Section_10. The board. of directors may vote on issues by
mail or telegram at the request of the chairman. Such action
shall be ratified and made a part of the official record at

.

the next meeting of the board.

ARTICLE IV

Officers of the Corporation

Section 1. Officers of the corporation shall include a
chaiiman, vice chairman, secretary and such other officers as
the board may designate.

Section 2. Officers shall be selected by the initial board
of directors at its first meeting and subsequently at the
annual organizational meeting of the board of directors and
shall hold office until June 30 of the year following or until
their successors are elected. The board shall fill any
vacancy in its membership for the unexpired term.

Section 2 (revised 8/29/74). Officers shall be selected by
the initial board of directors at its first meeting and
subsequently at the annual organizational meeting of the board
of directors and shall hold office until the regularly
scheduled board meeting in September of the year following
or'until their successors are elected. The board shall fill
any vacancy in its membership for the unexpired term.

Section 3. Only members of the board holding two- or three-
year terms shall be eligible to serve as chairman. The
chairman shall generally preside at meetings of the board
and of the executive committee and shall perform such other
duties as may be assigned by the board.
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Section 4. The vice chairman shall be elected from among
members of the board. The vice chairman shall4perform such
functions as may be assigned by the chairman and shall
preside at all meetings of the board and the executive
committee in the abSence of the chairman.

Section 5. JIhe secretary shall be elected from among members
of the board and -shall perform such functions as may be
assigned, by the board.

ARTICLE V

Staff of the Corporation

Section .l. The staff of the corporation s-all consist of a
program administrator and such other assistants approved by
the board fc 4rrying out the program of the corporation.

Section 2. The program administrator shall be, the chief
administrative officer of the corporation appointed by the
boarch It shall be the administrator's duty to direct the
activities of the corporation according to policies
established by the board of directors.

The program administrator is responsible .fOr managing the
program according to the policies laid out by the board.
For example, personnel. policies are adopted by the board
and institut(d by the program administrator. Similarly,,
the program administrator manages the buSiness matters of
the program that have been adopted by the board. In many
instances, including personnel and business management,
policies and procedures already used by NWREL were adopted,
but no policy was instituted without first being formally
adopted by the board.

Section . The program administrator shall prepare and send
to all members of the corporation annual reports and such
other reports as may be of interest or benefit to the members
of the corporat,oh.
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The agenda prepared bg the program administrator and chairman
of the board during the week before each meeting is mailed
to each board member with back-up.information to be read
before the meeting and a copy of the minutes from the last
regular meeting.

ARTICLE VI

Committees

Section 1. The board shall appoint all standing and special
committees'and shall delegate to the committees such duties
as it shall deem appropriate.

Small committees and tasks forces are frequently appointed
to research special issues -and bring their recommendations
to the board as a whole. Examples of the work of such small
committees can be found in the diSplay of board decisions in
Appendix E.

ARTICLE VII

Amendment of Bylaws

Section 1. These bylaws may be amended by a two-thirds
majority vote of the directors present at a meeting. Notice
of any proposed change shall be given in writing to the
members of the board at least fifteen days prior to the
meeting, except as to changes agreed to by unanimous consent
of all members of the board either in a meeting or by written
poll.

ARTICLE VIII

Removal of Directors

Section 1. All or any number of the directors may be removed,
with or without cause, at a meeting called expressly for that
purpose by a vote of a majority of the members entitled to vote
at an election of directors.
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ARTICLE IX

Removal r_,f Officers

Section 1. Any officer elected or appointed may be removed
by the persons authorized to elect or appoint such officer
whenever in their judgment the best interests of the '
corporation will be served thereby. The removal of an
officer shall be without prejudice to the contract rights, if
any, of the officer so removed.

ARTICLE X

Books and Records

Section 1. _ corporation shall keep correct and complete
books and records of account and shall keep minutes of the
proceedings of its members, board of directors and committees
having any of the authority of the board of directors. It
shall keep at its registered office or principal office in
this state a record of the names and addresses of its members
entitled to vote. Al? books and records of a corporation
may be inspected by any member or member's agent or attorney
for any proper purpose at any reasonable time.

ARTICLE XI

Loans to Directors and Officers Prohibited

Section 1. No loans shall be made by a corporation to
directors or officers.
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APPENDIX 0

Operational Guidelines for the Relationship
Between Tigard School Cistrict and

Cormunity Experiences for Career Education, Inc.

The working agreement developed between the Tigard School District
and (CE)2, Inc., is presented as an example of the kinds of
cooperative arrangements that have been necessary in implementing
the Tigard EBCE program. A set of written understandings is
recomended for any EBCE program to define its operations inrelation to other district programs and the district as a whole.
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OPERATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN TIGARD SCHOOL DISTRICT AND

COMMUNITY EXPERIENCES FOR CAREER EDUCATION, INC.

School District #21.7 (Tigard), Washington and Clackamas Counties,
Oregon,. hereinafter termed "District," conducts its operations under
the laws'of the State of Oregon and the policies of its duly
constituted school board.

Community Experiences for Career Education, Inc. an Oregon
corporation, hereinafter referred to as (CE)2, conducts research
and development activities for the purpose of ascertaining the
validity of various-educational concepts and for those purposes
offers educational opportunities to secondary school students.

(CE)2 agrees to provide the following educational services to the
District's participating students:

Proper settings, instructional materials, staff and
resource people to enhance the students' earning
opportunities

Insurance, transportation, agreements with organizations,
special charges for tuition and arrangements with
Participating organizations for released time for train ng
and interaction

A career education center to complement student learning
experiences in employer and community settings

The experience-based program will include

locus outside the secondary school
student exposures to a diversity of career
experiences
a comprehensive set of educational experiences
a personalized set of employment .exposures

and educational experiences for each student
opportunity to explore as well as study indepth
employment opportunities of students' Choice

O opportunities for improvement in mathematics,
reading communication skills and, citizenship

It is to be clearly understood that the Tigard School District
assumes no responsibility to continue the (CE)2 program should
funding by the National Institute of Education no longer exist.
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Governance

2. will have legal and moral responsibility for the governance
of all staff, students and activities of the (CE)2 program.%_
Governing policies shall be established within-the requirements of
(a) the (CE) 2 Bylaws, (b) this agreement with the Tigard School
District, (c) the subcontract with the Wirthwest Regional Educational.
Laboratory, (a provisions of the Oregon Board of Education and
le) requirements of the research and development questions related
to the testing of the validity of experience-based career education.
The corporation beard and administration are responsible for the
safety,_protection and control of all (CE)2 students and will
provide such insurance protection, medical coverage and other
provisions required by law. The Tigard School DistriCt will enter
the students'of (CE)2 on their State Accident Insurance Fund roster
for coverage under the provisions of Oregon law and will bill (CE)2
for all resulting costs. (CE)2 assumes the responsibility to report
studenkprogress to the parents of (CE)2 students on a regular -and
timely basis.

Board Membership

Two positions on the _(CE)2 Board of Directors will be filled by
P representatives of the Tigard School District, as selec'.ed by the

District Board of Directors. All replacements on the (CE)2 Board
of Directors, exclusive of the elected parent and student
representatives, will be discussed with the district superintendent

`before their selection so that the superintendeni's counsel can be
considered.

Selectbun

Students

Students win be considered for selection by the following criteria:
(a) willingness to enter the program, (b) agreement of their parents,
(c) agreement-by designated administrators of the Tigard School
District, (d) criteria related to testing the edueatibnal concepts

,as applied to students with prespecified characteristics, as well as
a cross-section of Characteristics indicative of the general student
population of Tigard !Ugh School. All selections will be made with,
the-intent of maintaining such a balance (students will represent a
range of abilities or levels in motivation, a3ependability,
intellectual capacity, academic ability, race, age and sex). (CE)2
program administrator will be responsible for negotiating such
selection with the personnel designated by the schobl district
superintendent.
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(CE)2 will not admit more than 60 students who are residents of the
.Tigard School District. (CE)2 will accept a limited number of
students from outside the district and upon successful completion
of. the program they will be eligible for a Tigard School District
diploma. It is agreed that at least 60 students will be !provided
by TigardiSchool_District if the students are willing to enter the
program.

Readmittance

The school district agrees to' offer re-entry to the high school \

system for those students residing within the boundaries of the
school district and requesting to return from the (CE)2 program.
They also agree to facilitate the selection of candidates for the
(CE)2 program to fill vacancies.

o

To the extent permitted by federal and state regulations and
policies adopted pursuant thereto, the school district agrees to
permit (CE)2 to review records of students applying for or selected
for the (CE)2 program. The original and legal copies of the
official student transcript will be retained by the school district
and copies will be mace available to (CE)2. (CE)2 agrees to-maintain
and make available to the school district records regarding
educational development, attendance and performance of all students
in the (CE)2 program. In addition, student attendance will be
reported to the high' school on a quarterly basis for inclusion in
state attendance-reports.

Transortation

School district agrees to allow access for (CE)2 students to the
school district transportation system from home to school and school
to home. However, they will not change existing transportation
routes nor provide special services to (CE)2. (CE)2 agrees to
provide for all student transportation needs necessary to (CE)2
activities.

Activt

Tigard School District agrees to allow access for all (CE)2 student
to the curriculum and student activity programs of Tigard High Schoc
(CE)2 agrees to permit students to return to the high school for
courses and activities requested by the stadents and parents.
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Personnel

As ,indicated in the Special. Progress Report of November 21, 1974,
to the board of directors, Tigard School District 23J, the selection
of the (CE)2 program administrator Fhall involve the (CE)2 Board of
Directors, a representative of the Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory and the-Superintendent of Schools of School District 23J.
Those three agencies must concur on the naming of a program
administrator All other staff will be selected and supervised by
the (CE)2 program administrator under the direction of the (CE)2
Board of Directors.

Curriculum

The (CE)2 curri7ulum will be described in detail within the format
of the graduation requirements of the State of Oregon. Such a
description shall be submitted to the Tigard School District board
for formal approval prior to the beginning of each school year.

Diploma/Graduati n Ceremony

Tigard School District agrees to provide a Tigard High School
diploma to those students successfully completing the (CE)2 program.
Such completion requirements shall be as determined by the (CE)2
Board of Directors and staff and provisions of the Oregon Board of
Education. Requirements peculiar to the Tigard School District only
will not be required of (CE)2 students. It is agreed that (CE)2
students may take their normal place in the graduation ceremony of
Tigard High School and that the high school staff will do all
possible to accommodate this service.

Reports

(CE)2 agrees to make progress reports to the Tigard School District
Board of Directors a maximum of three times per year at the
invitation of the school board. Reports of individual student
progress as well as evaluation data will be made to designated
school district personnel within five days of receipt of the request.
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Calendar

(CE) agrees to operate within the minimum school year as s cified
by to Oregon Board of Education: (CS)2 reserves the right to
establish an extended program year and to request early graduation
of the school district. Studenevacations will be at e discretion
of the (CE) 2 board, and the (CE) 2 program administrator'is expected
to inform the school district adminiqtration of all vacation and
in- service schedules.

Payments

For each (CE)2 student who/1s a resident of the Tigard School
District, the district wip reimburse (CE)2 at the rate of BO
percent of the average secondary per pupil cost. Per pupil cost
from school year 1974-75. will be used as a base for such computation, !
and payments will be made on predetermined dates according to the
actual number of Tigard School District students enrolled at (CE)2.
Dates of payment shall be on or about November 30, 1975; January 31,
1976; March 31, 1976, and June 15, 1976.

Public Relations

CE 2 assumes the responsibility to provide all public information
and public relationships as determined advisable and necessary by
the (CE)2 Board of Directors. The school district agrees to refer
all requests for information about the (CE)2 program to the program
administrator.

Special Accommodations

Recognizing that ( )2 and the school district hold the welfare of
the young people w the boundaries of the Tigard School District
as a common value, will do all possible to develop a positive
and productive relationship with the patrons, students and staff of
the Tigard School District. Opportunities to interact with these
groups are encourPled and will be performed by (CE) 2 staff members
when possible wit' ,n the judgment of he program administrator
as to the tine anC resources necessary to accommodate such
interaction. Visi,m to the-center by patrons and professional staff,

6
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presentations to civic and interested groups and sensitivity to
the problem and needs of the region are assumed on the part of
the (CE) 2 corporation.

(CE) 2 Board
Chairman

(CE) Program Administrator

July 10, 1975
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APPENDIX E

Policymaking Summary
(CE)2 Planning Group and. Board of Dire.'

April 1972 to August 1974

The following summary of (CE)2 policy decisions is presented as an
indication of the considerations that are apt to confront any group
chargediwith the responsibility of planning and governing an EBCE
program. The chronology and individual actions are of course
peculiar to the (CE)2 program, but the four general /areas of
concernmanagement and organization, curriculum and instruction,
employer /community resources and student services--are pertinent to
all EBCE programs.
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MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION

Planning Governance

1972

y

Defined the "consortium" that would operate the Tigard program,
describing it as a public, nonprofit corporation with a board of
directors, elected by participating employers and others, to manage
the pilot program.

Accepted proposal by students serving as advisors to planning group
that there be one permanent student voting member on the planning
group and one rotating member to communicate student views.

Agreed to NWREL suggestion that an at orney be retained to aid in
satisfying legal requirements and eff.cting formation of a legal
entity to operate program.

July and August 1972

With attorney, drafted bylaws and Articles of Incorporation to set
out operating and governance structure of program. Bylawssipecified
membership of corporationlandboard of directors. (See Appendix C
for disPlay of blilaii46)

Board of Dire

August 1972

Approved byla
procedural oh

as dra
ges.

1

d by planning group, with two minor

Board members volunteered to their respective terms of office and
board elected its chairman, vice chairman and secretary (treasurer
not elected because program administrator named fiscal officer in
bylaws).

September 1972

ReSolved that board o d be final appeals source' for students
staff.
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October 1972

Approved student government proposal drafted and presented by
representatives of program students.

November 1972

Agreedion process to be used for identifying persons.to fill vacant
positions on board: (a) discuss possible replacements, (b) contact
them to assess willingness to serve and (c) elect them officially
at following board meeting.

JUne 1973

Agreed that program administrator should bring information about
program to board for reactions and suggestions. Procxem,
administrator to forward to each board member prior to each meeting_:
(a) priOrity problems for board to consider, (b) monthly financial
report and (c) progress report from-program administrator.

Formed co ttee to study bylaws and recommend revisions, including
-extension f terms of office of board meMbers,to three years to
coincide w th length of developmental activity.

Aug t /9

Adopted cianges to corporate bylaws drafted by special committee.

October ,11, 1973

Changed corporate bylaws to cut student board representative term
in half, resulting in election of a student representative twice
during the year, once in September and again at semester break.

Changed bylaws to add two labor representatives, making three labor
members on board.

Personnel

Board of Directors

une 1973

.

Voted that program administrator bring before board a review of
salary and performance of program operations staff and that
(a) hiring of staff be done by the administrator with board approval,
(b) firing of staff be done by the administrator with provision for
appeal by employee to board, (c) change in personnel status be
reported to beard, (d) performance evaluation of staff be submitted
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to boar_ end (e) creation of new staff positions be done with board
approval

July 1973

Approved hiring of 1164 student coordinator, employer relations
specialist and assistant learning manager.

August 1973

Accepted resignation of an employer relations specialist and agreed
to invite a-candidate for the earlier EPS opening to reapply.

September 1973

Revised subcontract between (CE) 2 a NWREL so that all (CE) 2
personnel became employees of the co.:,Joration but with retention
of NWREL personnel benefits and services. Provision included board
of directors' right to modify or alter personnel policies as it
deems appropriate.

November 1973

Votedto retain NWREL policy on staff salary increments (automatic
cost-of-living salary adjustments and merit increases based on.
perfOrmance evaluation).

May 1974'

Adopted NWREL staff retirement plan for all

Business Management

Planning Group

y 1972

loyees.

Selected site for the learning center from facilities alterna ves
presented by program administrator and recommended that lease
arrangements be negotiated.

Board o Directors

September 1972

Voted to open bank account for program operations.

Approved ins coverage as presented by program adm
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248

Authorized use by program administra cr cf gasoline credit cards for
vehicles.

Ratified lease of a van for transportin students to employer sites.

October 1972
1

As recommended by the executive committee, e tablished a fiscal year
of September 1 through August 31.

ch 1973

Reviewed financial report presented by progr.nis rator.

June 1973

Voted to permit program administrator to make monthly xpenditures,
with executive committee approval, for items in excess .f $2,500;
each board member to receive monthly financial statement of
program operational expenditures.

July 1973

Adopted resolution by attorney to amend Article II of bylaws to
refer to appropriate section of IRS Code of 1954, which will pe
tax-exempt status for corporation.

January 1974

Accepted financial audit, fiscal year
administrator.

Increased mileagF
mile.

June 2974

973 'as presented by program

rsement rate for program staff to 13 per

_Accepted lease arrangementge on (CE)2 van by local auto dealer.

Community Relations

Planning Group

May 1972

Met with Tigard High School administrators to establish policy
governing (CE)2 students' social interactions with Tigard High
School students during school hours.-
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Board of Directors

November 1972'

Adopted Christmas vacation identical to that of Tigard High Sch

Task force of two board members, two students, a parent, two
employers and selected staff members appointed to formulate
recommendation on length of program year.

M*4 1973

Approved Letter of Agreement with Tigard School District (see
Appendix D

August 1973

Approved deoignation of person to function as liaison with local
labor unions and their members.

February 1974

Informally approved formation of a committee to study the future
erelationship between (CE)2 and the Tigard'School District and make
recommendation to Tigard School Board. Committee included two
(CE) 2' board members.

June 1974

Accepted recommendation of (CE)2 /Tigard School District Study
Committee that (CE)2 be continued and that it be located separately
from the high school campus.

CURRICULUM. AND INSTRUCTION

planningSEME'

May 1972

Approved curriculum design as eveloped by program' staff for
presentation to State Board of

Board

October 1372

1 ---
Moved to table until a later date the student proposal to purchase
an automobile to work on at the learning center.
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No 1972

Accepted the withdrawal by students of Lae automobile purchase
proposal.

January 1973

Indicated approval of Student Accountability System designed and
presented by program staff.

Voted to accept program completion requirements recommended by
,staff.

June 1974

Agreed (informally) that the best source of information as to the
amount of choice students should have in determining what they
should learn is the public served by the program: employers,
parents and students.

EMPLOYER/COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Planning Group

April 1972

Agreed on strategies for contacting and recruiting employers to
take part in the program: (a) identification by planning group
members, contacts with their friends and business associates and use
of various specified community resources; (b) initial interview
-conducted by program personnel who would work with employers
thereafter (employer relations specialist) ; and (c) completion
learning Site analysis with employer by EPS and student.

Board of Direc o

6ePtember 1972

Approved staff-designed form for transmitting student information
to employers before student arrival onsite.

Noverer 1973

Approved tpird draft of s
by board member employer
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June 1974

a 1ng Summary)

Approved proposed NWREL study of "costs to employers of having,
students on their sites."

STUDENT SERVICES

Board o Directors

January 2973

Program completion requirements accepted as drafted by pro
staff.

September 1973

Program completion requirements mended to delete student letter
of intent formerly required at beginning and end of student program
enrollment.

March 1974

Resolution drawn up for recruiting students for second program
year to represent a true cross section of Tigard High School
student body; resolution to be sent to NIE for approval.
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APPENDIX

-Ives for EKE Staffing

The following material has been adapted from "Alternative
Configurations--(CE)2 Program," a study conducted for the
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory by the Field Training
and Service Bureau, University of Oregon, Eugene. It is presented
in conjunction with Item 1 of "Personnel" (see pages 47-49) to
help EBCE planners see the various staffing configurations that
are possible, even though some of the conclusions in the study
differ from the working experience of the (CE)2 staff. (The
study asdumes, for example, that one learning manager can work
With 50 students when, in fact, (CE)1 experience seems to indicate
a more realistic ratio of 30 to 35 students per learning manager.)
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STAFFINi ALTERNATIVES

Design 1:

BAELE152LLUalA

Fi y. students served by the following seven personnel:

1. program administrator /employer relations specialist
(ERB #1)

2. employer relations specialist

3. student coordinator

4. learning manager

5. learning resource' specialist.

E

6. receptionist, typist and.learning aide (classified)

7. custodian /driver (classified)

The facility chosen to house this design (and each of the other
designs) is an important consideration. The following are some
facility considerations for Basic Design IA:

1. An off-campus facility (rented or purchased) might
require the employment of such classified personnel as
driver and custodian.

A separate facility on a high school campus
might utilize the transportation system, other
special school resources and some existing
school personnel.

An on-campus integrated program might be able to utilize
all of the school's resources to impleMent the program.

Design IB

Reduced progran for thirty students with five personnel:

1. program admi,4strator/employer relations specialist
(ER$ #1)

student coordinator /learning manager

7
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learning resource specialist/employer relations
specialist (EPS #2).

receptionist, typist and learnin

custodian /driver (classified)

lassi 'ed)

Facility considerations for Design TB are a _rally the same as
for Basic Design IA.

DesiTn IC

Reduced program for fifteen students with two and -a -half personnel:

1. program administrator/employer relations specialist

2. learning manager/student coordinator/learning res
specialist

urce

3. receptionist/secretary on a half-time basis (classified)

Design IC would probably be integrated into regular on-campus
facilities. It could also conceivably be a separate facility on
campus.

sic

Expanded program for seventy -five students with ten personnel:

1. program administratcr

2. employe- latioris specialist CEPS #1) /program assistant

employer relations specialist (ER5 #2)

4 student coordinator

5. learning manager

6. assistant learning manager

7. learning resource specialist

8. learning aide (classified)

9. receptionist /typist (classified)

10. custo ari/driver (classified)
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Facility considerations a-e si' tantia lly the same as for Basic
Design IA.

Des.-) 1E

Expanded program for one hundred fiftt students with sixteen
personnel:

progr administrator

2. program assistant

employer relations specialist

4. employer relations specialist (#2)

mployer relations specialist (#3)

6. student coordinator

assistant guidance specialist

B. learning m Lager

9. assistant learning manager (#1)

10. assistant learning manager (#2)

11. learning resource specialist

12. learning aide (classified)

13. receptionist (classified)

14. typist (classified)

15. driver (classified)

16. custodian (classified)

Again, facility considerations for this design are substantially
the same as for Basic Design IA.

Design

. This plan is meant to encompass an existing high schbo1 career
program. Many high schools currently offer career pr6grams that
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involve experience on employer sites. Typically these Programs
are offered by business education, applied arts or Ep,4cial
educator departments and are usually the responsibility of the
teachers within those departments. These programs sometimes are
rather fragpented and seldom have they been organized to take full
advantage of community learning sites.

selected as ects of the RBA to coordirpte with
the isting ca

Design II recommends the

Characteristics

Just as in the complete EBCE program, a number of community
learning sites would be;needed. There would have to be sites_
for exploration and learning levels. The responsibility for
locating these sites might be assigned to the high school staff
member who is currently coordinating the distributive education,
office work experience, diversified occupations or other
similar programs.

2. A learnin manager (considered a member of the regular school
faculty) would be given the responsibility for meeting with
each student in the program, diagnosing his/her needs in all
of the skill areas and helping the student select learning
sites. The learning manager would also be responsible for,
determining those student needs that should be met in the
regular school setting and for communicating those needs to a
teacher in each subject area.

3. Each subject area department would be responsible for providing
"in-school laboratory setting" for the student who'needs to
learn specific skills within that department. For examle, if
the learning manager ascertains that the student needs more
skill in adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing fractions
the mathematics department would have the responsibility for
maintaining or creating a setting (learning lab) to which the
student could be assigned to learn. those particular skills.
The setting should be flexible enough to avoid having' the
Student stay in the program longer than actually needed.

4 The JLoyrti_ons specialist (the person on the staff who
is responsible for site Ideation) would serve as a liaison
between the learning manager and the learning sites He/she
would supervise the students while at the 1(arning sites and
also be responsible for reporting students' progress in
attaining skills at the learning sites to the students and
learning manager.

A rtseLAILiAL would be needed to assist the learn
manager and the employer relations specialist in .keeping
records and in maintaining continual close contact between
the school and participating employers.
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Appendix F,(Staffi,ig Alternatives)

In districts where community transportation is not available
or students cannot easily provide their own, provisions
should be made to transport students to the learning site..
While it can be argued that it is the student's own
responsibility-to get to his/her learning site, it is felt
that the program should not be denied to an interested
student because of a lack of transportation.

7. The adoption of this plan would require special. training in
EBCE skills and materials for the learning manager, employer
relations specialist ami the receptionist/typist.

Other staff members from the adopting school who are going to
be a -part of EBCE should also participate in orientation
sessions that familiarize them with the program.

Design III:

This 'ian uses as. -cts of ERCE to the de.ree ossihle 'gut does not
interfere with orchane_onanareerroram. If a district
is presently operating successful career education programs that
include training at community sites and if district personnel are
reluctant to make extensive changes in these career programs, the
following alternative may be attractive.

Programs such as distributive education, office work experience'
and diversified occupations could continue to operate under the
dire' don of their present personnel. However, a learning manger
would be employed and trained in the EBCE program. The learning
manager would be responsible for coordinating those skills the
student is learning at community sites with the skills he/she is
learning in the school setting. Each student's skiji or academic
needs would be discerned and the learning manager would be
responsible for giving the student opportunities to meet those
needs.

The advantage of Design III is that, through the learning manager,
it allows a district to take advantage of the benefits of EBCE
and provides a "first step" toward the possible adoption of a
more complete alternative.
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Design IV:

Design IV makes use of EBC materials and techniques but does not
add any new personnel. Selected EBCE strategies anti materials
would be utilized to improve and/or change existing career education
programs. If a district is satisfied with its present career
education program but would like fresh materials and new ideas for
implementing its program, this plan might be helpful.

Materials have been developed for the threenBCE curriculum.
comporentsLife Skills, Basic Skills and Career Development.
These materials are available to school districts.

EBCE techniques for securing community learning sites can be used
in any career education program. The responsibility for maintaining
close working ties between the school and the employers would be
the responsibility of the school system generally, with existing
staff undertaking some of the tasks of the employer relations
specialist. 'Advisory boards could be set up in each community
where a career education program of this nature is instituted.
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APPENDIX

Typical (CE)2 Staff Weekly Schedules

The following displays, simulating typical schedules for the (CE)2
professional staff, are provided to illustrate the demands that
are placed on EBCE roles. "

information can help planners
anticipate the number of individuals they may need to operate
their program ("Personnel," pages 58-60) and the staff working
hours that may be necessary ("Personnel," page 76) .

It should be noted that son major, time-consuming activities occur
periodically and do not show up specifically on these charts.
Evening employer developMent sessions, for example, are scheduled
once every three months and require four to five hours of each
staff member's time (approximately three hours for planning and
two hours in session). In addition, two specific parent reporting
times each year involve extensive parent/staff conferences. All
staff members spend several hours in preparation for these
conferences and are at the learning center from 3:00-5:00 p.m.
and 7:00-9:00 p.m., four afternoons and one evening, each of
these two reporting times.
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a.m.

9,-30 a. M.

a.m.

11:J.1 a.m.

12:00 noon

1'00 p.m.

3:J2 u. m.

4:70 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

p-m-

Even in

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR -- A TYPICAL WEEK OF PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

4dministra<ive de` -a :ls adoinistrative details administrative details administrative details administrative detail

contact with board
tigers, -high school,

YW EL rr

confer with staff
rember(sl

contact with oard
members, high school,
NWREL

udent clanfe enco contact with board
remthers, high e(th001 ,
NWRELstudent /staff --n. _ S u n _ nEerenct planning meet -s and

presentations
hosting visitors high school liaison--

phone or meel:Frig

staff task force 774 Ling vi hors attending to board-
details

staff meet includes
.. debriefing and

marle progress meetineS)

luncheon ri_

. Cl amber of
-rue,

student meet, inw
=.

luncheon leting
i?.7. r Rotary)

luncheon meeting--
board

UonCaut witlfwith emplogers,
board members

administrate de _- S emplouer liaison--
onsite aril phone

student conference

confer a staff SuhnOi district liaison
meeting

student /high,00l
conference

taf= conference staff conference

gent /student
;71nference

d parent confercnce parent nferert staff task force=

k force staff conference adr7inistrative details admini =t r tive details

groUP Prese0tarian,
eting or other

iTicibi_liivii- i ment

group presen Wri i
mee ting,gr other
program _commitment

group prese __
meeting or other
program coma' tri-np

8:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

12:00 noon

p.m.

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

4:00 m.

5:00 p.m.

6:00 P.m-

Evuninq
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S:OC

0.00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11:00

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00

4 :00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Evening

LEARNING MANAGER -- A TYPICAL WEEK OF PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY

: Sduled Student
oonferences to
negotiate projects
and disc=s student
progress

THURSDAY

write projects. ' luate
products, do research
necesSary to keep up
?Erb project topic

FRIDAY

to Projects and mee
wi tai stu dents regarding
Lrog ress

Visitors
s udell (p r5oa 1.
projo,ts. jOurndig.
misceJlaneous)

wrltele low:.
projects and road,
journals

meetingstaff (includes
zone debriefing and
zone progress meetings'

cn tudent meeting
projects and

see studonts, other
staff memberOder wits adents, other

staff members
see _udents (personal,
projects. journals,
miscellaneousERS /WI seeting student andier student_/

paFent conforencos'

Lm/SC meeting and
student /parent
conferences*

nd com n
on student journals

-1: , student _ student!
parent conferences*

-=
aec+untabilitg, etc.

records --

accountability, etc=

=.--..

_

?up pre-nt
meeting or other
Program commitment_

/2-hour con a week with SC. students and parents conchrnIng student accoant ty.

9:0U a.m.

10:00 4.m_

11:00 a=m_

12:00

1:0J p.m.

2:0C p.m.

4:00 p.m.

m.

6:00 m_

Even ttin



8 :00 4.m

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11200 a.m.

12:00 noo

4
1:00 p.m.

2:00 o.m.

3:00 p.m.

4..00 p.m./

5200 p-m_

6:00 P.m.

Evenit

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST -- A TYPICAL WEEK OF PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY TWJRSDAY FRIDAY
available to studs -- 4aU__g, interpreting, as s ng wi _ s_ ecci n o ng __ roil _n ar issuer

recrui tmrrn t andfor

student conferences
(planning . evaluating
student site

s)
-,=!7E"-' *"

-I site recruitment andfor
student conferences
(planning, evaluating
srmdent site
activities)

--;,-=-._

# V-,

_,.

S. ,

f**

-....I..,

,r
,

,i6lia.i.m
. _

-

.

. ,

student conferer s

ng
(includes zone

i and
rune progress
meetings)

,...,..

student n n

,
student

1;:

--,i,

II .t-

.

fAS/Sc and

stueant/paren
conferences*

,
'-'

-n
__udent conferences

_ _ e_ u _

records regarding
V1

-_ _C meting and/
student/parent .

con

mpl de_
records regarding

activities

eeployeristudent
- regarding

vi ies

*Oa makutpumwo
records --account i.lity.

cards, etc.

_ --ac
tise cards, err,.

--account
cards. etc.

V.

group presentation,
_earn or other

program commitment

The ERS averages three
concerning student acc_im

--time away fr

-hour conferences a.week with 'individual students, SC andfur employer inst
,,(. Is it pertmins to students at learning sites.

M0TE; Considerable time is spent traveling to and from learning sites.
This has been included in times` indicated above. Also most ERRS time is
spent on a combination of activities that are difficult to break apart
(see the combinations for luncheons, for example).

9:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11 :00 a.m.

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2;00 p.m.

3200 p.m.

4 :00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

6;00 p.m.

Evening



9:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11 :00 a.m

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

5:0M p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Evening

LEARNING RESOURCE SPECIALIST -- A TYPICAL WEEK OF PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THUR6OAY.
--,

FRIDAY

competencies
coordination

competencies
ordination

mpetencies
coordination

=m tencie=

coordination I

encies
'coordination

--=-----_
recordkeeping _ -4ung ecor dlteeping: .eeping ecordk ping

host,cmsitors help students and staff
With resource needs--

\

-

c m Pe ncy_____ _.

reifications
h 1p-stlidents-2 e
resources

i

d r--
_____

visit community sites to
identify resources

update bulletin board

staff g (includes
zone debriefing and
zone progreSS meetings)

lunch udent rrmetit.g 0 lunch

c for WithLM and SC srrecial Work With
students (e.g.,
videotape class
conducted by resource

mr5nitor studentsftutors
.

help students and staff
with resource needs;
identify resources.help students and staff

With resource needs;
contact community ,

resources

monitor studentsltutors
/

visit learning sites to
identify resources

visit learning .sites
to identify resources

planning to meet
needs of staff/
students

public library ,

------
equipment upkeep

group presentation,
meeting or other
program commitment

8:00 a.m.

9t00 a.m.

10.00 a.m.

11 -00

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

3:00'p.m.

4:00 p.m

5:00

6.00 p.m.

Evening



8:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

12 :00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

P.

Evening

STUDENT COORDINATOR -- A TYPICAL WEEK OF PR r- ACTIVITIES

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

planning for zone
debriefing and progress
meetings

staff contemn_ planning for student
conference

arranging parent

meetings
n

contact came* contact time
-------

up student
,

oOnferences (4
students at a time)

contact ti-

planning for regular
all-student meeting
and other student group
activities planning and pa ork

Staff meting (includes
zone debriefing and
zone progress meetings)

__

lunch student meeting liaison meeting with
high school staff

lunch

staff conferences* more group student
conferences

staff conferences" n a_ time"

accountability
write-ups and other
student recordkee in

student or student]
parent conferences*

paren conferences*

staff and /or student/

parent conferences"
planning student group
activities

staff conferences"

recordkeeping planning and paperwork planning and Paperwork

group presentation,
meeting or other
program commitment ___

The student coordinator time difficult to stivarize: thiL, person spends a major part of each day being accessible to
students, the (CE)2 staff, parents and on occasion staff of other agencies (at the high school, for example). The student
coordinator is available to meet a variety of needs and provide st.,rvices7-for example, student assessment and-sharing test
results with students and staff, managing the Student Accountabilirj System, meeting with students for both personal and
curriculum - related reasons,.cOnferring with parents and consulting with staff. All of these interactions have been generalized
above as "contact time" or as a few morn audience-specific conference times.

8:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2 :00 p.m.

3:00 p. m.

4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.

6.00 p.m.

Even 9



4PPENDIX H

Inservice Training Needs of an EBCE Staff

Early in the development of (CE)2, Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory specialists in interpersonal communications and staff
development were consulted to project what EBCE professional
staff members might need in the way of personal/social and
program related development and training. The following list of
anticipated staff needs was drawn up by those specialists and may
assist actual program staff in identifying their own orientation
and training needs, as discussed in "Personnel," pages 81-83.
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Appendix H (Staff Training)

PERSONAL /SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

EBCE professional staff members need to be flexible to meet the
spontaneous demands of the program. They should be able to

1. adjust schedules according to program demands

seek and be respqnsive to team feedback on their
performance

3. deal effectively with several concerns at once

4. set priorities according to the immediate situation

Staff members need interpersonal interaction_ skills that will
enable them to

1. be brief and concise, getting to the point when offering
comments or suggestions

be forceful and definite in expressing ideas and opinions

talk in specifics, giving examples and details when
giving feedback to others

4, listen attentively

S.- let a person know when they don't derstand the
person's comments

own and express feelings of -itation, hurt or
embarrassment

7. facilitate discussion by summarizing points of agreement
and disagreement

make it possible for others to participate in discussion

exhibit concern for others' feelings by checking
perceptions rather than acting on assumed knowledge

10. be responsive to others' feelings of closeness and
affection

11. not ignore hurt feelings but accept them and work toward
mutual understanding /

A.2. seek feedback from otfieothers concerning own act
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13. be aware when own feelings of 'discomfort interfere with
responsiveness to others,

1

14. deal with tensions and nflict without becoming
immobilized or defensive

15. recognize when they need help and then seek

16. capitalize on opportunities to learn from students
I

17. seek appropriate ways to offer help without intruding

1 accept cri ioism from students, employers or community
members without defensiveness

Staff metbers should model the behavior expected of E131- students.
This includes

using productively

respecting the time of others by keeping appointments

completing assignments and meeting deadlines

4. beiig able to report progress toward any specific goal
achievement

PROG RAMSRELATED DEVELOPMENT

Staff members should be able to demonstrate various abilities
related to individualizing_instruction, including

1. diagnosing student needs

2. assisting the student in working through problem
identification and developing alternatives

collecting pertinent data on student performance

organizing the data collected and feedirig it back to
appropriate audiences (student, parerit, employer) in a
usable way

5. showing the student continuity and direction in the
student's learning activities
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Appendix H Training)

Staff members should understand. group process skills and utilize
them ----

in working situations, being able to

1. describe group behavior in nonevaluative terms

see when a group is having difficulty and focus the
group's attention on the problem

Perform leadership functions as needed in the g
(initiate action, summarize, clarify and so on)
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APPENDIX

Excerprs From News Release Announcing
Formation of (CE)2

Spring 1972

(school district)

(address)

(contact person)

(date)

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

There is a new logo in town-- --and it represents a

new alternative in 'education. Community Experiences for

Career Education, (CE)2, is a nonprofit Oregon corporation

governed by representatives from business, labor, the

community, educators and students. The proje is one of

several experimental programs funded by a federal grant..

Tigard High School is"one of four schools in the nation to

participate in the program.

Beginning in September 1972, employers'in the Tigard

community will have an opportunity to become directly

involved in the education of 25 high si:hool students. Their

involvement ill vary from providing actual learning'sites

for students to serving on a board of directors, which will

oversee the program d activities of the project

The unique aspect of the (CE) 2 program is that all of

experiences will be tied directly tothe curricula

more
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2-272
(date)

CE)2

the students' activities at learning sites in the community..

Each student will be'learning_directly from adults in

the comm -ity...Who have -volun-teered to take part in the

program. A highly qualified program staff will be in direct

and daily contact with both students a=nd community

participants to provide continual assistance.. in all aspects

of the students' detailed learning program.

Many employer settings have been contacted for

participation \in the grog

as.

These include sites as varied

)2 center will be housed near King City and will

serve as a base for coordination of student activities, a

storehouse for instructidnal materials, a communications

center and a gather ng place for participants in the program.
\

(CE)2 is a test model of a new concept...experience7

based career education...an attempt to find new ways of

maki education relevant in today's societY end practical

for today's s--dents..
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APPENDIX

Excerpts From News Release On Labor's Role
In Program Planning-

August 1972

(schoOl district)

(address)

(contact person)

(date

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LABOR- PLAYS KEY ROLE IN NEW EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

Labor representatives in Oregon are playing a key role

in planning and trying out a new educational program for

high school students.

Called Co munity Experiences for Career Education, or

(CE)2, the Program will begin on a pilot basis with the start

f school in epteer in the Tigard area.

Under this program, virtually all learning experiences

for the students will-be outside the regular high school.

Students will learn traditional academic skills and

be are of:a wide range of career opportunities

through practical experiences in businesses, industries, public

and privet agencies.

Union representatives (nail became

involved in planning the program in its early stages last

MO
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2-2-2
Labor Plays Key Role

(date)

fall,, and labor's involvement has been continuous since that

time. (name) has served on the initial planning group

in organizing the program. Other members

"This is not a dropout or vocaAonal training program,"

emphasizes (program representative) It is just as

appropriate for the college, bound student as for one who is

not going to college."

Some 25 students, ages 16 and 17, will enter the program

initially.... Each student will help prepare his or her own

"learning plan," which will in lude..

"While they are being exposed to a variety of job

possibilities, students will also be learning basic' skills in

English, mathematics and cience"- explains (program

administrator) "For

"Students will not be paid," ains (program _ _

re resentative) They will be learning and exploring a

wide range of job possibilities in a variety of work

settings...and the people who work in these businesses and

agen-ies are very enthusiastic about the prospects for

helping young people learn...."
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APPENDIX K

Handout For Tigard-Teachers' Informational Meeting

April 1972

EXPERIENCE-BASED CAREER 'EDUCATION: WHAT I IT?

Experience-based career education ( CE) is being tested as
one way to help students learn to live in a complex technical
society. It places special emphasis on the relationships
among learning, living and earning a living..

Experience-based career education emphasizes individual
competency and flexibility by involving a total ommunity n
the education of high school age students. The re from
which the community resources are tapped is the business world.
Starting in the fall of 1972, employers in the Tigard
community will have an opportunity to become irectly involved
in the education of 16- and 17-year-old stud nts.

The program will be an option to intereste students currently
enrolled in Tigard High School, but it 'is/hot intended to
replace the school. 'Exmerience-based career education
students completing the program will receive standard high
school diplomas.

A distinguishing feature of EBCE is that learning in the
disciplines--math, English, science and so forth--will be tied
to direct experience. While concentrating on career fields
best adapted to !his or her aptitudes and aspirations, each
participat.:ng student will be exposed to a variety of work
experiences. These will enable the student to understand how
various eaue tonal experiences contribute to career success.

1

Learning opportunities in the world of work are numerous: for
example, science understanding can be integrated with
experiences in a medical laboratory, and mathematics is an
important part of the experiences in a bank.

Each individual will develop a personalized learning program
in conjunction with a learning manager who is' certified
teacher. Learning will be organized around concepts that
the student will be able to use immediately and will
emphasize experiences necessary for developing a student's
interests and achieving.his or her personal goals.'
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Index

INDEX TO EBCE HANDBOOKS

ACCOUNTABILITY C:77-91; S:166-176
Accountability Write-Up C:68-89*:
5:118-1)9 -3-174

Attendar ) C :159
Care(' ( s C:128-129, 159-161
Commun.-, ions $:168-169
Competencir '..342-343
Consequences C:80, 85-87* 5 :172 -17-
Defined C;77 -

Employer seminars C:461
Guidance 5 :170

Learning levels C:299-299

C:77, 79,NegotiatiOn/conferences
85-87; 5:172-174

Parent Involvement C:90-91
Projects C:208-209, 256
Reporting C:86-89
Skill building,levbis C :298 -299
Staff discusstons 5:177 -181
Standards C:78*: 5:169*
Student journals C:418-419, 433
Time management C:88 -90, 256

see also-Action Tones. Guidance

5:173-174

ACTION ZONES (school year)

Debriefings C:67-66*; S:1
Defined C:81; 5:171
Guidance framework 5 :171-172
Wegotiation C :82
samples 5:213-229.

ADMINISTRATION, see Administra
Businesa Management, Governance,
polieymakim

ADMINISTRATOR

Accountability c:85; 5 :177 -.174
Beard relations M:I72-173
Budget M:95, 102
Business management M:106-114
(CE)2 position'deti._(-1.1Lion M;51
Curriculum C :18

Employer/community relations M:151-
171, 184-188

Guidance C:150
Personnel management M :68. 7

81, 87

Record of Student Performance 5:272-
274

School district relations M:173-174,
190-192

Student recruitment 5:15-16
Workload M:513, 263

see also Personnel

0

ADVISORY GROUP Ipcstadoption M:35-36

ASsES9M7NT (learning sites),
12 AnaJysis Form

see Learning
1

S) :NT (students) C:54-65

Basic Skills C :27 -28, 54

Behavi'or C:61; S:177-180 .

Career Eevelopment
Viagnostic testing
Evaluating progress
Life Skills 621,
Learning plan cycle

C:33, _

C:54-56

C:60-61
60

C:44-45

116, 145

Staff rW.es C :62 -65

stud -nt Behavior Record 5:179*
Stud'.A Profile C :55' -56; S:98-99*
Student self-analysis C:56-58'

see also Evaluation

BASIC SKILLS C:24-30

Advanc:cd/remedal work C:29, 251-252
Assessment/evaluation C:27-30
Basic Skills Prescription Pad C:635*
Career explorations C:11.4
Defined C:24
Delivery C:26*-30
ERCE approach C:24-25
General program work C:29
Individualized Learning'for Adults

(programmed materials) C:30, 253
Integration '00
Prescription C:2e-29
Profiles (assessment) C:27 -28
Projects C:246, 251-255

5e1f7assessment exercises (on
C:255, 629*-635

Student journals C:416

sec also Tutors

BOARD OF DIRECTORS GOvernance

BOARD OF EDUCATION, see School Board

BUDGET M:95-102

Approval M:31, 102
EBCE dosts 111t96-9

Format Mt100-101
-ring Mt29-30. 9

BUSINESS FORMS

Budget format M:101*
Monthly Financial Statement M :105'

Student. Trannsportatiog. Agreement
M:131*:. 5 :78-79*

Studen'r Transportation Options
M:132*: S180-81*

Student TransportatAn Route t4;134',;
5:84-85

Transportation Reimbursement Request
M:135*: S:86-87*

Transportation Request M:133*:
5.92-83*

Tutor Service Agreement M:78*

the
index incluies _

lowing cede:

C = Curricultumr a Instruction
C Em212ye coruptirces_.
owing a number) indicates sample form,

S to ll.four EBCE hen "ks; page aumbe: are preceded by

M = Mana-envnt S organization
S , Student Services

tration, display or flow chart
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MANAGE T & ORGANIZATION

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT m:91-I35

Administralor responsibilit
114

Audit M:98
Budget M :95 -102

Financial reports M :103 -106

Fiscal agent M :107

Fiscal procedures 8:107-109
Forms summary M:114*
Health/safety requirements M:120
Indemnity Covenant 8:115-116, 119*
uetter of Intent M:115 -116, 118*
Recordkeeping 8:111-112
Tax-exempt status M:104-105

also, Dusiness Forms, Faci

Esurdnce, Reimbursements,
Transporta

106-

CIS see Career Information System

CiTs, see Comprehensive Test of Basic
Skills

CF ER DEVELOPMENT c:31-36

Assessment/evaluation C:30, 34

Career counseling C:148-150, 166-168,
421-422

Career Information System C:116, 145,
637-639*

Defined C:31
Delivery C:32*-35
EKE approach C:31
Integration C35
Learning objectives /delivery techgiques
1C:687-594

Prescription C:33-34
Self-Directed Search C:116, 145, 640-

641

also Career Explorations, Employer
Seminars, Learning Levels, Site
Utilization, Skill Building Levels

CAREER EXPLORATTONS CO05-186

Career counseling C:148-150, 156 -168
Defined C:105, 111-115.
Employer instructor checklist C:139
Exploration Package (s&mple) C:169-186
Learning objectives C:143
Project activities C:155
Site selectiOn C:145, 148
Staff roles C;108*,;126-127; E:142-143
Student steps to follow C:141-142, 144*
Time requirements C:129

see also Employer Instructor, Site
Utilization

CAREER INFORMATION SYS
637-639*

CERTIFICATION `.staff) 8:61

145,

CLASSES

CLUSTERS (job; E:2'2, 171

COLLEGE ENTRANCE (student qualifications)
Mt146; 8:65, 292-293*, 304

see also Credential, Graduation
Requirements

COMMUNICATIONS (program)

Board of directors M :172 -173

Community groups 8:165, 186, 189
`District teachers 81176-177, 279
Employers 8:144-145, 184-186; 5:134
Other education program 8:146, 190-

192

Parents 8:146 147, 180 183: 5:133-134
School district 8:173-1747.5:134
Staff M:175; 5:132
Sta department of education/ M :27,

state regulatory boards
Students' 8:169, 179-180, 183;
Unions M:144 -145, 186-188
Visitors M :166

192

5:132-133

see also Information (student),
Orientation (staff), orientation
(student), Parent Reporting,
Recruitment (site), Recruitment
(student)

COMMUNITY RELATIONS 8:139-193

Community input M :168 -171

Describing program 8:143-147, 176-
177A E:1913-200, 224-226

Evaluation OT 8:170-171, 193
GeneraEing support 8:21-23, 151 -152,

275-278
Parent Night 18:181

Presentations 8:164, 165-166
Press relations M:155-156
Program name 8:149
Program representatives 8:148
Publications Mi156-164
Recordkeeping 1M:153

Surveys M:!_70-171
Visual materials 8:164

see also Advisory Group, (=Cm:manic tionS
(program), Group Acti vi ties,

Information (student) , Rlemninq
(program)

COMMUNITY SUM, (preadoption survey of
interest) M:21-23

COMPETENCIES (Life Skills area) C :331 -408

Certifi,:rs C:345-347*, 511-
Community participation C :332,`339,

357-358; M :169*

(continued)

The index includes references to all four EBCE
the following cede:

C Curriculum uotioe
S = EmploleFjCo -y sources

a lumber) indicates samplevo
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handbooks; page numbers are preceded .tY

M Management &
S = Student services

illustration, d14-play or fly chart
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COMPETENCIES n- nued)

Defined C:331, 335 -317
Developing eoep-tencie C:339-341
Listed C:146*
Resources C:347, 401-403, 512-511
Staff roles C1334*, 338
Student steps to follow C:351-352*
Student Workbook C:359-407

cuMPETENCY CERTIFIER C:345-348*, 1-

COMPREHENSIVE TEST OF BASIC SKILLS C:27,
54

Ct1t PORWfIoN, see Governance

COSTS, see Budget'

COUNSEV.NG, see Cart
Cui4ance.

De l' pmrent,

CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT (Life Skill: area)

EBCE approach C:521-522
Learning Objectives C:521
Project (sample) C:5257530

CREDENTIAL (student)

(CE)2 Record of Student Per
(sample) 5:265-297

Format S:65-66
Grades/credits S:63-64, 292-293*
Program completion 5137, 269
Purposes 5i63, 134-135
Review 5:65, 303-307

roles 5:36-38, 269-271
Student instructions 5:133, 298-301

see also Graduation, Transfer

CRITICAL THINKING (Life Skills area)

Career exploration process C:113*
CaCE approach 00:531 -532
learning objectives C:531*
Project (sample) C:535-54I
Froject writing C:229
Wrap-up activities C:271-272*

CURRICULUM C:3-16

Basic definitions C:7-13
EBCE Learning Path C:6*; :9*
out,:ome goals 0:14-16
Purposes C :3 -4

ee also Basic Skills, Career
Development, Career Explorations,
Competencies, Employ -Seminars,
Learning Levels, Life Skills,
Projects, Skill Building Levels;
Student Jr.eamals

DIAGNOSTIC lESTIN(_;

The index includes references is all
the following 'code:

C Currie}ulum
E

*(f1;llowing a'nuinber)

four LBCE

Ins ructi n
unit -urces

indicates sample for

Index

DIPLOMA S:37-38

DISCIPLINE, ee Accountability

El, see Employer Instructor

ERE, see Employer Relations Specialist

EMPLOYER, see Employer ins_
Recruitment (site)

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR

Career exploration 0:139, 152-154;
E:160*

Defined F:12, 31 -32, 35, 42-44
Learning and skill building levels
C:308, 312, 318-319, 322-326; 5:162*

Project evaluation C:266
Qualifications E:43-44
Responsibilities E:159-162, 5:62

see also Employer Instructor

Development, Recruitment (Site),
Site Utilization

EMPLOYER INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT 3:63-102

Audience E:78-79
Conducting sessions 5:66 *, 99*
Defined 5:63-66
Evaluation 3:43-44
Feedback from employers :2 4, 100-

101, 215-221
Feedback session E:76-f 92, 235-242
Invitations E:95-96*k
Materials E:98, 205 213
Orientation session gin, 91, 195-200
Questions & answers E75-76, 91-92,

223-228
Recordkeeping 3:80-81
Reimbursement 3:23-25, 80
Sample agendas E:91-92*
Scheduling E:93-94
Staff roles E:64, 69-70, 85-86
Training needs Ci71-73*, 87-89, 201-

2(:1

Training Session E:76, 92, 229-234

EMPLOYER RELATIONS SPECIALIST

Assessment role C:33, 56, 63-64
(CE)2 position description M:53
Career explorations C:126
Employer instructor development 5:69
Guidance 5:150
Learning and skill building levels
C:29.

qmaliti-ations M:61-63
Rec,a ikeeping 5:59-50
Site recruitment 5:13-15
Site utilization E:110-111 141-149
Workload M:59-60, 265

see also ,sennel

handbooks; pa numbers are preceded

e Management a Organize_tior
w Student Services

illustration, display or flow chart
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MANAGEMENT & ©R NIZA TI

11W SEMINARS C:455 -474

Agendas C:466-470
community involvement
Defined C:455, 459
Projects C:472-473
Staff roles C;460
Topics C:462-465

C:461,

EMPLOYER SITE (defined) E19

EMPLOYER TRAINING, se's Employer In
Development

ENTRY/EXIT, see Program Ent

EVALUATION (program)

Community relations effectiveness

Employer feedback 2*-84,
138-139, 215-221

Employer instructor effectiveness
E :43 -44

Questionnaires for participant
feedback M:170-171

Staff effectiveness

EVALUATION (student)

88

Basic Skills C:3()

Career Development C:34
Exploration Package C:165
Learning/skill building levels C:
293, 325 -326

Life Skills/projects C:22, 266-270
Student Performance Review C:292-293

see also Assessment, Learninj Plan
Cg le

LORATION PACKAGE (sample) 0:169 -186

Explained C:119-121
Sample C:169-186

400 also Career Explorations

EXTRACURRIODUkR ACTIVITIES M: 192 ; 5:190

FACILIT,

(CE)2 flocrplan C:487*; M=126-1281
Choosing location M:124-125, 150, 201
health /safety 5:120
insurance M:117
Planning (4:97, 121-128
Purposes C:4'76; 5:121-122

FILES

Instructional (hate-__s C;4
Office records 5=111-112
Student records 5: 54-59

Is (summary of (CE)2) 4

(continued)

503-54

WPM; (continued)

sea also Rusin, - Forms, Instructional
Materials, Site Forms, Student Forms

FUNCTIONAL CITIZENSHIP (Life Skills area)

EBCE approach C:544-545
Learning objectives C:543
Project (sample) Ct547-553

FUNDING 5:29-30

GOAL-9 (program outcomes) C:14 -16

see also Learding Objectives, Learning
Plan Negotiation

VERNANCE 5:25-40

Advisory group M:35
Bylaws 5223-233
Consortium 5:36
Corporation M:36-37
Relationship to district 5:39-39,

235-242
Schou; board 5:35
Separate oard of directors M:36

are also Planning. king

GRADES/CREDITS, see creden

GRADUATION

Diploma 5:77-78
Early completion S:3
Late completion 5:38
REcOrd of Student Performane 5:37

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS C:52-33; 5:272-
273'

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Employer seminars C:455-474
Meetings, studenttstaffl M:180; 5:166-

167

Reir1at-, student/staff M=180; 5:1n7-
165//

Sccial activities M:180-181

GUIDANCE 5:139-194

Action zones 5t171-172
Adult roles 5:146-152, 158*
(CE)2 exemples 8:148-149, 157, 175-
176, 186, 190-194

Community expectations 5:143-144*,
168

Conferences 5:172-174, 183-184
Defined 5:139-140, 143
Learning plan cycle 5:153 -155
Negotiation 5:154, 157
Parent role 5t174, 183-186
Recordkeeping St177-182*

(continued)

The index in judos references to all four ERCE
the following code:

C a Curriculum 4 Instruction
E e EM- losam.ctCommunit y Resources

(following a number) indicates sample form,
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handbooks' page numbers are preceded by

LqADA2MYILEJIK111mti21-2
S Student Services

llustration, display or flow chart



GUIDANCE (continued)

Refrrals S:187
Retreat, student/staff S:162-165*
Small group meetings S:166-167
Staff discussions S:177-181
Zone debriefing S:180-181

see also Accountability, Career
Development, Negotiation, Orientation
(student), Recruitment (student),
Student Journals

ILA, see Individualized Learning for
Adults

INDEMNITY

Samples

_N E:45, 47; M:115-116

M:119

INDIVIDUALID LEARNING FOR ADULTS (Basic
Skills materials) C:30, 253

INFORMATION (student)

Audience needs S:47-49
Program needs S:45-46
Reporting procedures 5:132-135

see also Parent Reporting, Student
Forms, Student Records

IMSTRUCTICV (content areas) , see
curriculum

INSTRUCTIMAL MATERIALS

Basic Skills selfafsensMeHt-e-iierOises
C:629-635

ComPetencies Workbook C :359 -408

Cxploration Package C:169-186
Individualized Learning for Adults

(Basic Skills) C:30, 253
Predesigned project samples C:525-530,
535-541, 547-553, 559-572, 577.586

Project Writing Guide C:229-232
Student Handbook St197-241
Student Journal Guide C:435-452

see also Learning Resources

INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF, see Adniirietrator,
Employer Relations Specialist;
Learning Manager, Learning Resource
Specia-List Student Coordinator

see also Personnel

INSTROCTICNAL STRATEGIES, see Career
Erplorations,'Competencies, Employer
Seminars, Learning Levels, Projects,
Skill Sulldin Levels, Special
Placements, .L.dent Journals

INSTRUCTORS, see Competency Certifier,
Employer rnstructor, Employer Relations

(continued)

Index

INSTRUC n tin ued)

Specialist, Learning Manager,
Learning Resource Specialist,
Student Coordinator, Tutors

INSURANCE M:115-119

Basic requirements M:115
(CE)2 coverage M:116-117
Employer protection M:115-116
Indemnity Co-Penant E:45, 47, 181 *;
M:115-116, 119*

State Accident Insurance Fund
116

JOB ENTRY SKILLS (acquisition of), see
Skill Building Levels

JOURNAL, see Student Journals

LM, see Learning Manager

LRS, see Learning Resource Specialist

LSAF, see Learning site Analysis Form

LABOR, see Uniohs-,

LEARNING CENTER, see Facil

AIMING LEVELS C:277-327

Defined C:277-278, 283 -285
Employer instructor checklist C:312
Projects-
Site selection C:313-314
Skill development C:290
Staff roles C:280, 296-297
Student Evaluation of Learning S
C:294

Student Perforrance Review C:292-293
Student steps to follow C:310-311,

316-317*

sec also Employer Instructor, Site
Utilization

LEARNING MANAGER

Assessikent role __C-1-56=-77-63-64!

(CE)2 positibn description M:52
Career explorations 0 :127

Employer seminars C:460
Guidance 5 1150

Luarninolevels C:297
Pro sets C:205-206
Qualifications 4:61-61
Recordkeeping S:59, 270
Skill building levels C:297 .

Student journals C:420-424
Workload ,M:59, 264

see also Personnel

The index includes references to all four ESCE handbooks; page numbers awry preceded by
the following mode:

C Curriculums Instruction
E m Emplpyer/CommunityResources

e(f4lOwing a number) indicateesample form, illustration, display or flow chart

M m nalgETELst s Organization
S m Student Services



MANAGEMENT & ORGANIZATION

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Career Develoornnt C:587-594
Creative development Cs521
CriticL1 thfhking C:531
Defined C:9
Functional Citizenship C:543
Learning Site Analysis Form C:236
655-660

Personal/social development C:555
Projects C:236-241
Science C:573

LEARNING PATH, EBCE C:65; Es9

LEARNING 51T24 (d(defined) E.19

LEARNING SITE ANALYSIS FORM

Employer instructor role E:112-115
Employer relations specialist role

E:112-115
-241, Learning levels C:300-301, 320-371

Learning objectives .236-241, 655-
660

Procedures Cs72-75. *, 213-214; E:33-34",

112-118, 154-155
Sample fora/learning objectives/
projects C:595-627; Es281-305

Sa=mple interview 5:243-271
LEARNING PLAN CYCLE C:44-48, 284; 8:153-

156

LEARNING PLAN NEGOTIATIOU C;39 -102

Accountability C277-91
Action zones C:8l -04

Assessment/evaluation C:45-46
Conferences C:56-59, 233-234
Defined C:39-40, 93
Graduation requirements C:52-53
Information sharing C;66 -71

IntegratiOn C ;47

Key steps C:95-100
Learning plan cycle C:44
Learning Site Analysis Form C:72-75
Prescription C:46

see also Career Explorations,
Competencies, Employer Seminars,
Learning Levels, Negotiation, Projoc
Skill Building Levels, Special
Placements, Student Journals

LEARIING RESOURCE SPECIALIST

Assessment role Cs6364
(CE)2 position description M:54.
Competencies C:338
Guidance S:150
Learning resources Ct404
Projects C:205, 258-259
Qualifications M:61-63
Recordkeeping 5 s60

Workload Ms60, 266

see also Personnel

LEARNING RESOURCES CA77-515

Basic material:3 CA91-493
hibliograrny C:43-653
Community C:499-502
Defined C:477, 481-492
Em-01.oyer sites C:494-498
Equipment C:505-507
Facility requirements 121, 123
Student resource uses C:482-493*

see also Classes, Emplc,yer Instructor,
Special Placements, Tutors

LEARNING STRATEGIES, see Career
Explorations, Competencies, Employer
Seminars, Learning Levels, Projects,
Skill Building Levels, Student
Journals

GAL ISSUES Ms27-28, 203-221

see also Insurance, Transportation

LETTER OF INTENT E:35 -36, 45, 47; Ms 11.-
116

ampler E:179; 8:118

LIABILITY, see Insurance, Legal Issues,
TraoSportation

LIFT SKILLS Cs19 -23

Assessment/evalutiAn C:20 -7Z, 266 -270
Defined C:7-8
Delivery C:20-fl
EBCE approach C:19-2.;

Integration C;23
Prescription C:21-22
Proj'ct focus C:242

see also Cempetenclesft:Creative
Development, Critical Thinking,
Functional Citizenship, Personal/
Social DevelopmenL, Projects,
Science

LIFE SKILLS OBJECTIVES, see Competencies,
Creative Diave/opment, Critical
Thinking, Functional Citizenshfp,
Personal /social Develops, n,- 41nce

MANAGE.? )T, see Administrator, iness
Management, Gr-rernance

MATEPIALS, see Bu<iness Forms, Community
Relations, Instructional .Materials,
Learning Resources, Site Forms,
Student Form

NEODZIATION (students) C:4 S0.54

(Continued)

The indev includes references to all four EECE handbooks; page numbers are preceded by
the following code:

C = Curriculum & Instruction
E = Employe. /Community

M E Management Organization
S = Student services

"(fallowing a number) indicates sample form, illustration, display or flow chart
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NE-,TIATION (stuJorits)
(continued;

Projects C;208, Z'34, 270
choices C:148-150, 166-167
guidelines C:101-102

5V0 also Accountability lea n 'Ian
Negotiation

OBJECTIVES, PROGRAM (program ou
goals) C:14-16

OFFICE PRoCEGURES 1t107-114

oRI5NTATION (staff) M:81-86, 269273

me

ORIENTATION (student) C:92; 5:27-35.
160-161

Career explorations 0:137 -138
Competencies C:350-351
Content 7 28-3.

Employer aeminars C:470
-:eneral program introduction 8:27-:,3
Learning levels C:307-311
Learning resources C:484-490
Mid-yeaz orientation S:34
Proiects C:220-232*
Reorientation wor;,,shops .a 34
Sampie agendas 5:31-32, 243-263
Skill building levels C:307-311
Staff roles 5:27, 160 -161
Student Handbook 5:28, 197-241, 246
Student journals C:426-428

PARENT INVOLVE:.:ENT

Advisory group 168
Guidance S:174, 86
Parent Night M:18
Program planning -20, 22 -125
Social activities M:180-182
Student aceauntabi C:95

5:173-174
Student .earning plans C.' D

Student recruitment M:183; 5:20 -22
Task forces 1t168

see also Parent Reporting

PARENT REPORTING C:69-70; M:
S:133-134

PAY, see

P5h5rVAL/50CIA1 DEVELOPMENT (Life
area!

ERCE approach C:556 -558
.Learning oblectives C:5
Projett (sample)

P5F1S,XNEI, M:43-88

Cont-acts m:75-77

(continued)

The index.includes reit! re ice
the following code;

= Curriculum A Instruc:ion
E = E2m12ziECrnitiResourcos

"(CnilOwing a number/ iodioa,-es sam2JO form,

559-572

Index

PERSONNEL. unt 'need)

Cost considerations M:72-77, 96-47
Criteria for selection M:61-64
Number needed M:58-60
Performance review Mt87-88*
Planning M:47-49, 253-260
Recruitment M:65-69
Salaries M:72-73
Staff development M:81- 86.`269 -273
staff roles M:48-57
Staffing patterns 47-49, 253-260
Teamwork M:79-81
Tutor Service Agreement M:78*
Working conditions M75 -76

see also Administrator, Employer
Relations Specialist, Learning
Manager, Learning Resource
Specialist, Student Coordinator,
Support Staff

PLANNING (program) 3-40

Approval M:33-34
Budget M:29, 31, 95-102
Chronology M:10-11*, 15-16
Community support M:15-23
Coordinator 14:13-14
Funding M:29-30
Governance M:25-26, 35-39, 197-201
Plznning group M:15, 17-20
Policymaking M:40, 243-251
School district cooperati 1 MC
State requirements M:27-28, 20.- 1

Luitibility to district M:1-8

see also Community Relations, Pa:,

Personnel, Transportation

PLANNING Aro MONITORJNO (student learning),
see Learning Plan Negotiation

PLANNING GROUP (preadoption)

Functions M:15, 17, 19
Membership M:17-19

POLICYMAKIOG

Advisory group M:35-36
(CEi2 board of directors

(CE)2 bylaws M:223-233
-.75)2 policies summary M:23-251
Legal i5sue3 Mt27-28, 203-221
Operating prncedures M:35-40, Z35-242
Organizational alternatives M:25-26,

197-201

gee also cove ance, Planning

PESCRIPTI,IN, see Learning Plan Cycle,
Learning Flan.NagotiaelcA

FROD2C.TIVITY (students -nsiLe) E:163,
2/5-276

continued)

oks; page nurbers are preceded by4'11 four EBC' han

fAEEL722122172APizatio°
- Student Services

2 s*:ration, display or flow
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NA NAG MNNT & ORGANIZATION

RUDUCTIVITY (student onsite) (continued)

see also Reimbursements

PROGRA14 CCWWLZTION REQUIREMEN C;52-53;
5:46. 272-223

we also Graduation

PROGRAM DAY, se Schedules

PROGRAM ENTRY/EXIT S:3-38

Rerord of Student Performance S 66,
265--19

Applia

Graduation, Orientation
Recruitment (student;,

_.tudent Selection, Transfer

P JECTS C:189-274

Annotated Om C:227-228
Basic Skills C:246, 251-255
Defined C:189, 195-198
Employer /community sites C:210-212, 245
Evaluation Cz248-250, 266270
Individually negotiated projgs's C:197
Learning manager role C:205-%)6
Life Skills C:242, 519-586
Negotiation guidelines C:234
Predesigned projects C;196
Project Writing Guide Cz229.232
Student steps to follow C:22"2 -226

see also Creative Delielopment, Critical

Thinking, Functional Citizenship.
Learning Site Analysis Form, Life
Skills, Personal/Social Development,
Science

RECORD OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE, see
Credential

.:OROKEEPING

Career explorations C 2

Community contacts M:15 :
Comisteneies C:349
Employer instructor development E.80-

81

rice .9:177-181
Learning ,t11-s C:502-304; E:47-50,

125-133, 141-149, 164
Projects C:215
Student journals C:425

see also 9usiness Forms, rites,
Forms, Student Form, Student
RecraS

RECRUITMENT (site) E:3 -60

tiding a to to network 1=z6=, 54-60
.CE)2 ii-5 list ,4190

(con ti .,ued)

RECRUITMENT (sit nt nued)

Concerns/questions C:39-40
Defined .B:3-6
Distance/time restrictions E:16-
E;mployer r Information Packet

Identifying sites E:52,57
Incentives E:23-25, 173-174
Indemnity Covenant E:45, 47,
Initial contact Et26-29
Interv:-- ;:30-313, 58
Letter intent E:35-36, 45, 47, 179*
Materials E: 37, 45-46, 175-179
Recordkeeping D:47-50

Sample recrating letter- E:28
Selection criteria E:41-44
Staff roles E :'3 -15

Student site nee-55 E:19-'22, 54-55

RECRUITMENT (staff) M:65-69

RECRUITMENT (student) 8:7-22, 160

Application for Sz12-13, 70-75
Parents M:183; 5:20-22
Presentations M:183; S:17-19, 21, 160
School district approval 5z15-16
Selection criteria 5 :7-8
Staff roles 1:11, 160

a=get audie;-0 Si.

/Timetables 5:14

see also Student Selection

REIMBURSEMENTS

-Board stipend M:99
Business eklzerses M:109-110
Employer inz.tr'ctor development E:23

25, 80; M:9Fo

Mileage, studants M:134-1_45
Staff sal,:ries M:72-73
Student learner vs. earner 5 :163, 275-

276
Tutors M:77

REPORTS

Financial M:103, 106
Parent C:69-70; M:181- S:13

see also Information (Studer

RETREAT, STUDENT/S7AFF Sz162-165

SC, see' student c, dfr.ator

505. see Self-O.Freczed Searc

GCUEDUEES

Daily program hours M:76
Program year M:75-76
Staff (sample weeks) M:26'.-267
Year-round school -5

-134

The index fides references to all four EBCE handbooks; page numbers are precededthe following code;

Curriculum a Instruction

ETEJPV:ILITTAllaRosourc".
'(lallowing a acmber) indicates sample

m Organization
S Student Servicvs

form, illustration, display or flow chart

by



SCHOOL ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATION

SCHOOL BOARD

Information needs M:103, 172-173
Initial contat M:9
Program approval M:33-34

see also Governance

SCHOOL DISTR1 _ COOPERATION

Graduation 5:37-38
Program adoption M:1-9
Program operation M:38-39, 173-174,

215-242
Student recruitment 5:15-16
Student transfer S:35-36

see also School Board

inENCE (Life Skills area)

EWE approach C:5'i3-575
Learning objectives C1573
Project (samples) C:577-586, 621-627

SELF-DIRECTED SEARCH C:116 145, 640-641

SITE FORMS

Card file E:47-49
Certificate of participation M:185
Cumulative folders E:47-48
Employer Card E:50*, 126
Employer Information Packet E:175-131
Employer Instrecter Report (post card)

E:129*; 5:946

Employer relations specialisc notebook
E:49, 125-:16, 130-131

indeMnity CO, iant E:45, 47,
M:115-116, 119*

Learning Site Analysis Form C:595-616*:
E:249269*, 2.3-296*

Leaning. Site Utilization S:i06-107*
LetLer of Intent E:35-36, 45, 47, 1-";

M:115-116. 113*
Maintenance Visir Record E :127 *;

S :130 -131*
,Studeit and Employer Instructor

Contiact E:128-129*; S:92-91*
Student Evaluati.-1- of Learning S_

5:110 -111'

Stadent lek.ntifi;:ation iacard
Sudeet Information Car'. L:130-
S:127-'29*

SITE PLACEMEMT PRJCEDURES (students)

e-iplorations C:i22-123, 14
142-143

ing/skill building level:: C:302,
313-315; E:144-148

pecialplacemerts C1211. 26E:
149

see als Site Ut lizotion

Index

TE UTILIZATION E:105-167

Mined C:105-108*
ERS chronology E:140-149
Emplryer instructor role E:119-120,
15"163

Evaluation E.1313-139
Ferns E:126-131
Information Sharing E:117, 122-123,
134-136, 167

Learning productivit=y E;140, 163-164.
273-275

Learning Site Analysis Form E:I12 118,
154-155, 243 -271', 201-296

Materials E ;137

Pathway to Employer Site Learning
5:206-207

Recordkeeping E:125-131 141-149, 164
Staff roles V:110-111
Student placement E:150-153, 50-158
SLudent progress E:164
Support to employer instructors E:119-

124, 165-166

Yee also Career Explorations, Employer
Instructor rearning Levels, Learning
Site Anal y,, Form, Site Forms, Site
Placement Procedures, Skill Budding
Levels, Special Placements

54ILL BUILDING LEVELS C;277 -278, 205

Staff roles C:180

see also Employer Instructor
utilization

SP'2,CIAL PLACEMENTS C:211, 260

STAFF ROLES, =ce Administrator, Employer
Relations Specialist, Learning
Manager, Learning Resource
Specialist, .:lident Coordinator

sec alsc. P6- ;onnel, Support Staff

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATL-
r

Apvroval' M:34

li.!ormation needs 9 S:40
Requirements M:27-2

ST1r 1 NT ACCOUNT

m:-eountability

SWC0,-T COORDINATCP

SYSTEM, set

As:,essment role C:54, '2 -64
(C6)2 descrip%10a M:55

2; Guidance j:151-151, 178-179
Nalifkcatior M:61-63
RecordReeping 270
Student orientation 5;27
Etuient recroitmertiLslectico

1U, 22

Tians!er/grAduatiot. 5:3S-39
(continid,

771cirdox includes references
the following cede;

C . Curriculum S Instruction
F 0 Employer Communit Resources

all fo 5'13CE handbooks; page umbers arc preceded by

M = nnagment,5 anization
S g Student Services

Owing a nunther) indicates sample form] illustration, disa1au cr F1nw ,ha,a



MANAGE/ENT & ORGANIZATION

STUDEN- RDINA R

_E1oad M;60,

,is- also

TUDENT DISCIPLINE, see Ac

n ued

STUDENT FORM 5:55-';9 69-131

Accountability Write-Up S:I18-119
Basic Skills Frescription,Pad C:635*
Competencies Rei-ord 5:100101*
Employer Instrutor Report S:94*
Individual Student Books S:105-10
L',rning Sire Utilization S:106-107*
Learning Style Self-Assessment S:121-

123*

Life Skills Project Record S :96 =97*
Master Receru Book 5:95
Proje.:t Evaluation 5:124-126*
Record of Student Performance 5 :63 =66

265-301'
Sign In/Out Sheet S:88-89*
Skill Development Record 5:1
Student and Employer Instruct
Contract S:92-93*

Student Application S:69375,
Student, Evali,ation cf Learning Site
5:110-111*

Student Experience Record S:102-104*
Student Information Card S:127-129*
Student Performance RevLew 5:1128113*
Student Profile 5:98-99*
Student Status Board S:114-115*
Student Tonsportation Agreement 5:78-

79.*

Student Transportation Options 80-81*
Student Transportation Route S:84-85*
Transportation Reimbursement Request
5486-87*

Transportation Request 5:8283*
Weekly Time Report 5:'7,0-91

Zone Debriefing 5:lit 17*

see also Instructioual Materials

STUDENT GOVERIJMNT 179

STUDENT HANDBOOK 5:28 197 -241

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION P onf:ARD

STUDENT JOURNALS r:411-452

Skills C:41C
Defined C:41I, 415-417
Responding to journals C:420-424,
Role summary C:414
Student Journal Guide' C:435-452

STUDEKI: MEETINGS

e.rslnyr serinars (7:=3'5-474

MOnthly staff/studen h.180
Small group 5(166-167

STUDENT RECORDS 5:41-1 35

(CE)2 system S:53-58, 65-66
Confidentiality S:67-68
Forms descriptions 5:69-131
Information needs S:45-49
Information sources 5:50-51
Reporting 5I132-135
Staff roles 5:59-62
Storag 5:55-58

see also Credential, Student Forms

STUDENT SELECTION 5:23-26

EligibiliO2 criteria 5:7-10, 23-24
Mid-year addition :;
Notification 5125-26
Staff roles Sill
Timetable 5:14

surroRT

(CE)2 cos tior, descriptions M:56-57
Orientation to program M:82-83
Qualifications M:64
Responsibilities M.

269-270
5:61-62,

see also Personnel

TASK FORCES 8:16H-169*

TRANSCRIPTS, see Credential

TRANSFER (of students) 5:35-36

TRANSPORTATION 8.129-135

Insurance M:115-116, 132
Learning purposes C:I34
Parent approval Mill:.

lanning E:16-17; M:97, 129-1 '7

.Sample forms M:131-135: 5 t78-e,
Student options M:132-135
Van driver M:57, 133-134

see also Reim-bursements

RS C:258, 508-510

Teter Service Agree M:78*

UNIONS

Cone rrr L:39; m:144-145, 186-1812.
Prod-ctIvity (E8CE policy) E:10, 1b3,
27J276

430 Recruiting E:191-194

ZONE DEBRIEFINGS C:67-68* 177, 180-181

ZONE PFIx;R55y MEETING U c:, Sf177-179*

Zone P oq.erg Planning Sheet 5:178*

ZONES (school year), se, Action Zones

The index includes references to all four ERCE handbooks; -age
the following code:

C c:;rricul m a Instruction
E En2212er/Comesources

umbers are preceded by

M -'.Nanayement & Organization
S w Student Services


